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Preface

In the decade following the conclusion of World War II, us defense
planners were severely hampered by the USSR's Iron Curtain, which stood as
an almost impenetrable barrier to routine information-gathering. Counteractions, such as high-flying reconnaissance aircraft and camera-carrying
balloons, were attempted, but were, at best, last-resort expedients, providing
a thin trickle of useful information.
The war in Korea, the appearance of the Soviet long-range BISON
bomber, and the test of a Soviet hydrogen bomb in 1953 further accentuated
and aggravated national concem. In 1955, President Dwight D. Eisenhower
recommended a possible solution: the "Open Skies" proposal which would
serve as an essential basis for mutual arms control. He was shocked and
saddened by Soviet Party Chief Nikita Khrushchev's opposition to his offer;
Eisenhower'S memoirs cite this event as convincing evidence of a firm Soviet
stance on
a closed society.
Although it had been a strong wartime ally, now that the emergency had
passed, the USSR was drawing farther away from the rest of the world, setting
up puppet governments in occupied Europe, and destabilizing neighboring
territories in an effort to extend the communist power base. The United States,
as the undisputed leader of the free world, would be dealing with the Soviet
Union and its satellites on an entirely new basis. More than ever before, US
policymakers would need timely, comprehensive, and accurate knowledge of
events behind the Iron Curtain.
In 1958, Eisenhower set in motion a new, independent attelilpt to counter
the effects of the Iron Curtain. It was a daring attE:lllpt, not only politically, but
technically, for it was to be based on aboming space technology-a realm in
which speculative hypothesis had not yet given way to trustworthy data or
proven hardware.
The attempt was given two names. The public christening announced
Discoverer-a satellite for gathering much-needed scientific information on
the earth's atmosphere (out to perhaps 125 miles). At a more private
ceremony, however, the name CORONA was pronounced, accompanied by
expressions of fervent hope that the satellite would provide much-needed
photographic reconnaissance of the earth's closed societies.
is not the first account of the "daring venture." In 1963,
then with the Office of the Historian, Space Systems Division,
Angeles, ~lan to collect and study documents available to the
Air
CORONA
ice and to draft an historical narrative. The final
version of this work was published in 1974.
Additionally, in 1972,
Director for Science and
Technology, directed CIA
incorporate the CORONA
history as an integral part of a
of Special Projects (1 %51970). This work was later expanded and published separately under the title
"CORONA Program History" by the Air Force Special Projects Production
Facility in May 1976.
via
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Unfortunately, in the mid-1 9605 growing managerial differences bet\','een
those 000 and CIA principals responsible for the program produced enough
of a chill that neither of the historical offices had available to it all of the
resources used by the other,
In
Office,
tional friction
which would be
strive for a
lessons learned

Director of the National Reconnaissance
.
.g of time, much of the interorgqnizaproposd pr~ation of an independent history
upon all existing
rnentary resources and would
analytical point-of-view. His basic maxim was that
transcend grievances

This volume has been prepared under that sponsorship and guidance. The
work was done in a warmly cooperative environment in which the complete
files of the DoD and the CIA were made available and every possible fann of
Particular mention is made of the generous
support was
associates .at the National Photographic
cooperation of
Interpretation
of the Graphics and Publications Division
and the staff of the
and Printing Division gave most generously of
their time and talent.
the CIA's Office of the Historian and particularly to
for his sagacious assistance. Over and above essential
us access to his own monographs, some of thelll
still in manuscript,
opened up important new perspectives on the principal
participants in the program.
We are equally grateful
his excellent pioneering
gave us into contrasting
account of the program, for the
and development, and for his steadfastness in
approaches in military
completing what was, quite literally, a labor of love.
We have quoted freely and extensively from all previous histories and are
honored to place this volume in their company. It seems especially appropriate, twenty-five years after the first success of that "daring attempt," to
complete the story-before the colors fade.
frederic C.E. Oder
James C. Fitzpatrick
Paul E. Worthman
November 1987
Sunnyvale, California
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Section 1
Problem: A Closed Society
The national security situation faced by the United States after World War
II was unlike anything in its previous experience. While possessing nuclearweapons capability it was soon joined in that arena by its former ally, the
USSR. The United States was clearly the power base of the non-communist
world and it had to be prepared to deal with the Soviet Union and its satellites
and allies. Accordingly, the US policymakers needed timely, comprehensive,
and accurate knowledge of significant events on a worldwide basis in order
that the United States could
discharge its leadership role in the
world. But the Soviet Union was a
society, a monolithic police state
with a fetish for controlling news both internally and externally.
In addition to the creation of significant intelligence capability in the CIA
and augmentation of related activities in the Department of Defense, a
constant need was seen for means of
collection of useful information
on events within the boundaries of the large landmass of the USSR. The means
to accomplish this collection were many-faceted. Some critical data could be
gathered by peripheral signals-intelligence sites. Agent operation could be
accomplished but was very difficult because of the controlled and compartmented nature of most significant Soviet activities. Clearly an effective means
of overflight or overhead collection was needed and an initial attempt to meet
this need was made by the U-2 aircraft program.
In 1946 the Department of Defense (Air Force) started a comprehensive
study of the feasibility and utility of earth-cirding satellites under Project
RAND.· Eight years later RAND presented "an analysis of the potential of an
unconventional reconnaissance method" and concluded that "reconnaissance data of considerable value can be obtained and that complete coverage
of Soviet tenitory with such pictures will result in a major reversal of our
strategic intelligence posture with respect to the Soviets." At the same time
the initiation of high-priority ballistic missile programs in the United States
would make possible the most difficult job of providing orbital velocity
propulsion. This historical report deals with how the need for reconnaissance
combined with the new technology to bring hotographic reconnaissance
from space into reality not as an arcane su
ent to more conventional
means but as the main source of imagery critical to our national security.

'RAND had come into baing shortly after World War II as a study effort contracted to Douglas
Aircraft. RAND was the acronym for Research on America's National Defense. One of the first
studies concerned the feasibility and utility of an earth-circling satellite.
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Section 2
faith: The Space Potential
Satellite reconnaissance is best understood in light of the history of earlier
overhead reconnaissance programs.
The U-2, which began operatinr in the summer of 1956, was expected to
have a relatively short operationa lifetime, perhaps no more than several
years. That expectation was based less on the fikelihood of the Soviets
perfecting a means of shooting the U-2 down than on a pessimistic estimate of
their ability to develop a radar surveillance network that could track it reliably.
As it tumed out, the United States misjudged the performance characteristics
and deployment pattem of the Soviet air-surveillance network: their radar
promptly acquired and tracked the very first U-2 flight over Soviet territory.
For nearly four years, the U-2 ranged over much of the world, although
only sporadically over the Soviet Union. The effectiveness of the Soviet radar
network was such that each flight risked a protest and a standdown. Clearly,
some means had to be found to accelerate the development of a less
vulnerable
system. By the time Frands Gary Powers was shot
down near
on 1 May 1960, an alternative means of carrying out
photographic reconnaissance over the Soviet Union was approaching operational readiness. On 19 August 1960, just 110 days after the sudden termination of the last U-2 Soviet overflight, a critical goal was accomplished: the first
successful air catch of a capsule of exposed film. This capsule was ejected from
a
reconnaissance satellite that had completed seven passes over
denied
and 17 orbits of the earth. The feat was the culmination of
three years
effort to obtain intelligence from an imagery reconnaissance satellite.
Origins of Weapon System 117l (The Advanced Reconnaissance System)
At about the time the U-2 first began overflying the Soviet Union, the US
Air Force was embarking on the development of strategic
systems employing orbiting satellites in a variety of collection
The program, Weapons System 117l (WS-117l), The Advanced
sance System, had its 0rtn. in 1946, when a requirement was placed on
Project RAND for a stu y of the technical feasilJility of orbiting artificial
satellites.' RAND was soon formed into a separate corporation (a Federal
Contract
Corporation). The first real breakthrough had come in 1953
when the USAF Scientific Advisory Board reported that it was feasible to
produce relatively small and lightweight thermonuclear warheads. As a result
of that report, the Atlas ICBM Program was accorded the highest priority in
the Air Force. Since the propulsion required to place a satellite in orbit is
about the same as that required to launch an ICBM, the anticipated availability

'All footnotes can be found after Section 5.
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of AtlaS made it possible to think seriously of launchinf orbital satellites. The
requirement for -w5-1 17L was established by Genera Operational Requirement No. 80' which was levied in 1954 with the stated objective of providing
surveillance of
areas of the world to determine a potential
enemy's
management responsibility for WS-117L was initially assigned to
Air Development Center (WADC) but, in October 1955, after preliminary study contracts had been let, the Air Research and Development
Command (ARDq transferred custody to its Western Development Division
(WOO), created about a year earlier to manage the ballistic missile development. This hallmark management design was forcefully pushed by Major
General Bernard A. Schriever, Commander of WOO, and was made by
lieutenant General Thomas S. Pm_, Commander, ARDC, OVl!r the strong
objecUons of general office.s from WADC and the ARDC staff. WOO had been
established with handpicked military personnel and with special reporting
channels for expediting {'rocdecisions. The dose relationship between the
satellite and its prospectiVe
er, the Atlas, prompted the decision.
A cadre of WS-117L officers was transfaled from WADC to WOO to staff
the transfelled System Program Office. On 2 April 1956, the WS-117L System
Program Office (SPO) published the first complete development plan for a
reconnaissance satellite, proposing full operational capability by the third
quarter of 1963. (A
for an "interim" satellite with "scientific" applications
had been
Exclusive of facilities, development cost was
would
first year of system
the
10
been
on
f"ogram,
component
the
plan (24 luly 1956) and
developments. Despite approval
issuance of a confirming development
(3 August 1956), the
the initial fund allocation for fiscal 1957 was
The planning for WS-117L contemplated a family of separate systems and
subs~ems employing satellites for the collection of photographic, electronic,
and .nfrared intelligence. The program was scheduled to extend beyond 1965
and was divided into three phases. Phase I, a Thor-boosted test series, was to
begin in November 1956 and had the primary objective of developmentJinitial
testing. Phase II, an Atlas-boosted test series, was to begin in lune 1959 with
the objective of completing transition from the testing phase to the operational phase and proving the capability of the Atlas booster to launch heavy loads
into space. Phase III, the operational series, was to begin in March 1960 and
was to consist of three progressively more sophisticated systems: the Pioneer
version (photographic and electronic), the Advanced version (photographic
and electronic), and the Surveillance version (photographic, electronic, and
infrared). The photo~aphic payloads (recorded on film, processed onboard
and readout by a flying
were designated E-1, E-2, and E-3; the
ELINT payloads F-1, f-2,
Operational control of WS-117L would
be transferred to the
Command with the initiation of Phase III.
Design studies had been solicited originally in December 1954; Lockheed
Missiles and Space Division (LMSD) (teamed with Eastman Kodak), Bell
Telephone Laboratories, Glenn L. Martin Company, and RCA received bid
invitations.
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USAF MCen Bernard A.
SCHRIEVER

USAF LCol William G.

J(JNG

Bell declined. The Air Force funded design studies by the other three, and
the trio of proposals
Western Development Division in
March 1956. A selection
included
Lieutenant
to play very
Colonels William G. King
prominent roles in satellite
proposal highest
and recommended its selection. The Western Development Division issued a
letter contract to lockheed Aircraft Corporation on 29 October 1956 which
made lockheed the lIrime contractor for WS-1171. The delay (from March to
October) in letting a contract had been caused by fund shortages; even
following the award to Lockheed, work could be conducted at only one-tenth
the planned rate.'

Policy Ohs'acles to WS-117L Development

•

For the next several months, efforts to secure additional funds for
increasing the pace of the program were consistently unavailing. Air Force
Secretary Donald l. Quarles responded to news of the contract award by
ruling that neither mockups nor experimental vehicles should be built without
his specific prior approval. The entire project seemed endangered by the
"space for peace" theme that became a credo of US policy in 1955 and by a
concurrent emphasis on cutting all "noncritical" funds from the defense
budget.
General
funds, but the
in August 1956;

to secure further increments of
request was scaled down
Air Force headquarters
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money to bring the available fiscal 1957 funds total
then suggested that WS-117L be employed as a
faltering Vanguard scientific satellite. This brought no
use of the WS-117L satellite in the International
had first been heard in 1955 but had been repeatedly
that it was contrary to national policy to use
In April 1957, a final increlltlent
DiYisioll raising
The prospect that no more t
1958, against a "minimum
on the program.

Air Force Secy Donald L
QUARlES

Navy's
for the
program
on the grounds
in "peaceful"
released to
1957 to
provided
cast further

Richard S.
LEGHORN

Two obstacles confronted Schriever: Quarles' attitude and the quixotic
"space for peace" homily that so fascinated the Eisenhower administration.
On the face of it, the "space for peace" theme did not conflict with a doctrine
of "open skies" then being pushed within the Eisenhower administration. The
"open skies" concept, which originated with Richard S. Leghorn, a reserve Air
Force Colonel who later founded the Itek Corporation, held that the United
States and the Soviet Union could best aSSlJre world peace by allowing free
of each other's reconnaissance vehicles over any part of the globe.
was not actively hostile to the satellite program as such, but had
strong views about reliability and using low-risk technology, and he
took very seriously the administration'S commitment to eliminate "noncritical" defense expenditures. The technology to be embodied in the WS117L satellite was largely unproven; no satellite had even been orbited, and

I

little was known of problems that might arise in a weightless, airless environment. Nor was the need for satellite overflight ~enerally acknowledged. To
budget-conscious prallmatists, therefore, the entire thesis of satellite reconnaissance seemed shaky. In such reasoning Quarles found ample justification
for his stubborn refusal to approve the start of a meaningful development
program. He was more willing to allow relatively Iow-cost studies to proceed-but further he would not ~o. The fact that the administration was
wrestling with a growing financial cnsis, which later that year would cause it to
postpone payments on defense contracts in order to relieve pressure on the
established national debt limit, gave additional weight to the arguments of the
economy bloc.
Perhaps equally critical to the future of the WS-117l program was the
intransigence of administration advisors on the "space for peace" policy. The
difficulty was not a simple one. In many respects it stemmed from the mid1955 decision that the United States would participate in the International
Geophysical Year satellite activity but that such participation would be limited
to non-military '·hardware." Whatever the public relations merit of this policy,
it effectively eliminated ballistic missiles from consideration as space boosters
and encouraged independent development of a system like Vanguard.
Open Skies
Although not clearly drawn, the "peaceful" issue stemmed from uncertainty about the legality, under international law, of satellite operations. As
long as policymakers in the national military establishment doubted the
technical feaSibility of satellite operations, they were spared the need to
consider how passage over national borders affected space operations. Even
when technical feaSibility was conceded, the absence of a realistic, funded
development program made such discussions academic. It is not surprising.
therefore, that concern for the jurisdictional complications that might arise
from satellite operations was largely confined to a small circle of space flight
devotees and to a few specialists in international law. With minor exceptions,
most secretariat-level policymakers considered the entire subject a waste of
time and money. The idea of introdUcing paramilitary vehicles into space,
particularly if they were to have known reconnaissance capability, ran counter
to instincts of the State Department and hence of the administration.
The Air Force and the RAND Corporation, along with professional
societies, had addressed the issue of space flight and international law without
conclusive results. There were no precedent cases and attempts to use
maritime or aircraft analogies were unconVincing.
In July 1955, as part of a determined US effort to arrive at a technique of
arms control acceptable to the Soviet Union, President Eisenhower proposed
"mutual air reconnaissance" as a means of policing international disarmament. A somewhat similar concept had been embodied in the 1946 "Baruch
Plan" for international control of nuclear weapons. Predictably, the Soviet
Union endorsed the idea "in principle" but found excellent reasons for
opposing its application. The traditional Soviet deference to "airspace sovereignty" was unquestionably a factor. Yet three months earlier, in April 1955,
the Soviets had openly announced their intention of orbiting various scientific
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satellit!l$ and had identified "photographic equipmenf' as a portion of the
proposed cargo. The United States followed suit, in July 1955, 'hith an
annOUlKulient of its own scientific satellite.
The USSR's obvious mistrust of the original Eisenhower inspection proposal convinced leghorn that negotiating a mutually acceptable "open skies"
inspection agr..ement with the Soviets would be "virtually impossible."
Assuming that WS-117l eventually would be funded at a respectable level and
thus would lead to an operationally eligible reconnaissance satellite by 195960, leghorn suggested that the W5-117l or a similar vehicle be used for covert
overflights of the Soviet landmass. In July 1956 he updated his earlier paper
and sent a copy to Schriever.
By 1955, overflight, whether covert, overt in the face of Soviet protests, or
openly conducted under the sponsorship of some intem.tional agency, was
very nearly an essential of national security for the United States. Uke
espionage, overflight was a customary, if seldom acknowledged, instrument of
peacetime military activity. The closed and police state nature of the Soviet
Union made classical human agent collection very difficult. While peripheral
sites were effective for some types of collection, the realities of the situation
put even greater emphasis on overflight to provide information vital to the
United States. Incidents involving both Soviet and American aircraft were
common to the fringes of both tlie iron and bamboo curtains during the late
1940s. Neither side ever admitted a deliberate policy of aerial espionage, but
its existence was
Aircraft range limitations and vulnerability to
conventional
measures made deep penetrations of Soviet airspace
infrequent
The enormous breadth of the Soviet Union diluted
the worth
penetrations. Some indication of the value of border-toborder passes was provided
a succession of unmanned balloon photographic reconnaissance
conducted under a covert program known
as GENETRIX
a
January and February 1956. Although the
United States
denied a GENETRIX overflight intention, the effort
was canceled because
the violence of Soviet protests (which were heightened by the fact that similar balloons were used to release propaganda
materials deep behind the Iron Curtain).
A determined effort to use aircraft reconnaissance capability (with a
potential for greater selectivity and accuracy than the random-path balloon
had begun in 1954. It included the "big wing" B-57D aircraft and
joint CIA-USAF U-2 as well as studies of more ambitious
winged vehicles, both manned and unmanned.
Leghorn's endorsement of satellite reconnaissance was based on the
thesis that an orbiting camera would be more difficult to disable than cameras
carried in balloons and aircraft. Also, his thesis provided that an unpublicized
series of successful satellite reconnaissance flights might reasonably be followed by a discreet diplomatic approach to the Soviet Union, the presentation
of copies of the
imagery, and a private agreement that the
Soviets were free to reap any propaganda credit they chose if they would but
propose interference-free satellite inspections as an international modus
vivendi.

Ahhough leghom's ideas were well known to both Schriever and his WS1171 chief, Colonel Frederic C. E. Oder, they were of little more than

academic interest until the spring of 1957. Then the funds crisis, the increasing
frustrations with the "space for peace" theme, Quarles' natural conservatism,
and general Defense Department coolness toward "space research" drove
Schriever and Oder to consider all conceivable alternatives to the "normal"
development cycle they had been pursuing.
While such deliberations were continuing, General Schriever made yet
another effort to secure needed funds through established channels. The first
annual revi5ion of the WS-117L development plan went forward in April of
1957, but within a matter of weeks it had become apparent that in fiscal 1958,
as in previous years, the program would probably be funded at a level well
below that considered acceptable by program managers. The existing development plan called for initial launchings during 1960 and full operational
status five years later, but that schedule was totally dependent on finding
money to support accelerated development during fiscal 1958.
President Eisenhower had for some time been concerned about the
United States' ability to know with certainty what was going on in the Soviet
Union and had convened major study efforts on this problem. (One of them,
the Beacon Hill Study, led to the U-2 aircraft.) Certain key adviSOrs fell into a
continuing relationship with Eisenhower, in particular, James R. Killian, Ir.,
president of MIT, and Ueutenant General James Doolittle, a retired Air Force
officer, who had led the famous Tokyo raid, and had been close to Eisenhower
since World War II.

USAF Col Frederic C.E.

USAF BCen Osmund

OOER

RITLANO

In mid-June 1957, General Schriever met with the President's Board of
Consultants on Foreign Intelligence Activities (PBCFIAl, headed by MIT's Dr.
Killian, to rejustify the status of the satellite reconnaissance program, the
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critical need for satellite-obtained intelligence, the advantages of a military
over a civilian-managed aJlProach, and the rationale for continued Air Force
conduct of the program. Shortly thereafter, the increasingly grave finandal
crisis oblilled the WS-117l Project Office to submit a revised development
plan that Incorporated an "austere" as well as a "desirable" budget request.
By late July,
had been imposed which limited lockheed to a
the first haH of the fiscal year and to a possible
entire year. Colonel Oder had earlier defined a
as the minimum needed to maintain hopes for a first

An Alternative: 'Second Story'

Well in advance of official notification that program funds would be
virtually nonexistent during fiscal 1958, Colonel Oder had informally proposed
to General Schriever an alternate approach called 'Second Story: (Colonel
Oder's secretary invented the name to identify the file of working papers
which had to be kept apart from other WS-117l documents. 'Second Story'
implied a cover legend rather than an upper floor.) 'Second Story' evolved
because Schriever's deputy, Brigadier General Osmund Ritland, had previously worked closely with the CIA as U-2 project officer and Oder had been
assigned to CIA before he came to work for Schriever. This concept was built
around three preconditions: covert overflight; participation of the Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA); and program acceleration. It involved an announced cancellation of the WS-117l program, an overt establishment of an
Air Force scientific satellite project as a follow-on to the marginally-limited
Vanguard, and covert reestablishment of the reconnaissance program under
overall cognizance of the CIA, with the Western Development Division
retaining technical management responsibilities.
Early in August 1957, it was generally believed that the Soviets would orbit
a scientific satellite somewhat larger than Vanguard but probably smaller than
the WS-117l vehicle. If that assumption were accepted, adoption of the
'Second Story' approach would leave undisturbed the official "space for
peace" motif, would permit the eventual accumulation of significantly more
scientific data than Vanguard could collect, would demonstrate the continuing
technical superiority of the United States, and would still permit the collection
of highly useful intelligence information.- It seemed to have some attraction
for everybody concerned.
Sporadic attempts to obtain relief from the WS-117l expenditure cemng
during, the late summer of 1957 were repetitiously unsuccessful. Early in
September, lieutenant General Donald L. Putt, Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff,
Development, secured permission for the start of work on a mockup of the
lockheed upper-stage vehicle and for fabrication of hardware items that had
to be purchased wen in advance if an experimental satellite were to be flown
during 1960. But restatements of the fiscal 1958 funding requirements, and
their endorsement by the Air Council, had no effect. The purse remained
closed.
The satellite program was not alone in that situation. Virtually every major
development effort, including ballistic missiles, was affected. Expenditure
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limitations were imposed on all major military programs so that the administration would not be forced to ask Congress for a higher ceiling on the
national debt, a possibility which the Treasury Department vieWed with
considerable distaste, particularly in an election year.

Richard M.
BISSELL, Ir.

USAF LGen Donald L
PUTT

In such circumstances, 'Second Story' offered perhaps the only realistic
hope. Its key was ostensible conversion of the existing WS-117L effort into a
scientific satellite Ilrogram to provide cover for the real program. General
Schriever tentatively approved an action schedule which called for General
Putt to "request" and BMD to submit a new scientific satellite proposal before
1 September. Assuming unimpeded flow of subsequent actions, the covert
program would come into being several weeks later. side by side with the
"scientific satellite" that had "replaced" the WS-117L
The necessary ingredients, as Oder and leghorn saw it, were: presidential
confirmation of a high priority. followed by adequate funding; approval of the
political approach; and, finally. cancellation of WS-117l and substitution of
either a clandestine or a "very secure" Air Force reconnaissance satellite
program.
The schedule Colonel Oder had proposed early in August proved
impossible to maintain. but before the end of the month Schriever had briefed
Dr. Killian and had related the total scheme to Brigadier General Andrew I.
Goodpaster, the President's Staff Secretary. and others at the White House
level. later in August, Ritland and Oder approached Richard M. Bissell, Ir.,
assistant to DCI Allen W. Dulles, and his associates in the Central I ntelligence
Agency!

~--------------------------------------
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The 'Second Story' pr~1 had been entirely concocted
Schriever's 0'..... organization and had not thus far been introduced into
"no.... o.Il" channels. General Putt and his immediate aides had been the
prlndpal contacts in Air Force headquarters. Through Putt, Schriever scheduled a formal meeting with State and CIA for late September, by which time he
planned to have the 'Second Story' proposal in a form suitable for official
submission.
While in the Pentagon on 10 September, General Schriever signed a
letter' to lieutenant General Samuel E. Anderson, Air Research and Development Commander,
of 5 • 1 1 7 L to a scientific
satellite. Colonel Oder
it to
Anderson that afternoon,
seizing the opportunity of its
to brief him on the background of the
propOSal and its real purpose. Unfortunately for the schedule earlier mapped
out, General Anderson instructed his
staff to prepare and
coordinate an endorsement to Air Force
For several days the
ARDC staff group debated the merits of various
and then produced
an unenthusiastic letter which, in the later view of at least one 'Second Story'
supporter, was worse than no response at all. (The possibility that the
Anderson "endorsement" was composed by officers unaware of its actual
motivation cannot be
but neither can it be satisfactorilv explained.
It is far more likely
Anderson's staff acted out of native dislilie for a
scheme that would have remolved yet another major program from ARDC staff
control, as had happened with the whole of the ballistic missile effort)
Consquently, the "formal" proposal Schriever had wanted Anderson to send
to the Air Force Chief of Staff proved both late and
By late September, the complications inherent in coordinating the prowith an the authorities involved in scientific and military satellite
programs had effectively impeded progress toward Schriever's goal. Early that
month, he had learned of a Department of Defense decision to re-activate the
"Stewart Committee" <an ad hoc committee under Professor Homer J.
Stewart, of the California Institute of Technology established to provide
oversight to Vanguard) that had recommended the original Vanguard program
and had later rejected Army and Air Force backup proposals. It appeared that
the Stewart Committee was to be the chief executive agency in selection of an
advanced scientific satellite. In its tum, the revived Stewart Committee
planned to call on the services to submit proposals for such advanced
satellites; the invitation was to be issued between Noveillber 1957 and January
1958."

General Schriever also
000 consultant" was
preparing a memorandum for
the Defense Department's
Director of Guided
of a national policy on
space exploration
the
of a WS-117l
scientific satellite. Ar\luments against
" included the
lack of agreement Within the Air Force on the value of such a satellite, the
security comp&cations inherent in a scientific satellite using military hardware,
and possible interference of a scientific satellite program with the military
satellite effort.
Of course, the 'Second Story: as refined, summarily disposed of such
objections by transforming the WS-1171 reconnaissance activity into a covert
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project, but advice of such a course obviously had not reached the "influential
consultant." Moreover, the tenor of the pending mUllorandum was in
with existing administration policy.
In order to secure acceptance of the 'Second Story' approach, it would be
necessary for the Ballistic Missile Division (WOO was renamed BMo in August
19Sn to prepare a detailed scientific satellite proposal which the Air Force
could present to the Secretary of Defense (thus demonstrating Air Force unity
on its desirability), to plan an acceptable infonnation release policy, and to
convince all concerned (including the Stewart Committee) that a scientific
variant of the WS-117L satellite would benefit the military program. It seemed
unlikely that all those steps could be taken before 1 November.
Sputnik-I Breaks the
Aft!!r the successful Soviet launching of Sputnik-Ion 4 October 1957, and
the initiation by the Senate Preparedness Subcommittee of an investigation
into the US "missile lag." there was pressure from all quarters to accelerate
the US missile and space program and also much public discussion of civilian
versus military control of the program. Almost immediately thereafter, General
Thomas O. White, Air Force Chief of Staff, told the Air Staff to drop
consideration of a scientific satellite and to concentrate on accelerating the
basic WS-11 7L program. Defense Secretary Charles E. Wilson, notOriously
antipathetic to space projects, was retiring from office and his replacement,
Neif McElroy, was expected to approve a substantial program expansion.
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McELROY
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Essential funds,
delayed by
over the feasibility of, and the real
for, a
could be expected shortly. However, a subsequent attempt to convince
Deputy Secretary of Defense,
Donald A. Quarles, that WS-117L should be accelerated was generally unsuccessful, and, under pressure from Quarles, Air Force Secretary James A.
Douglas hedged his _earlier approval of program acceleration. Putt, vlOrking
to overcome secretarial inertia, secured permission from DouglaS
to
the issue directly to Mcelroy for resolution and simultaneously
urged General Anderson to submit a plan for an early Air Force "space
spectacular" which would enhance the possibility of securing appropriate ws117L funding." At the same time, General White, disregarding command
balUstic
channels in the interest of speed, instructed
and space program at a funding level of
the
current fiscal 1959 ceiling, thus increasing the
to " .•. the
lI'aximum possible in terms of technical and operational capabilities."
The optimism of the Air Staff and of General White proved~stified. On 29
October, after Putt briefed him on the WS-117L program, 0
nse Secretary
Mcelroy reversed the Quarles decision of 16 October and asked to be advised
on how the satellite program could be accelerated. Three days later he
authorized the Air Force to proceed "at the maximum rate consistent with
good management.""
.
For the moment, 'Second Story' was submerged in a welter of proposals,
acceleration plans, and suggestions for "interim" satellites, both scientific and
military. In part because of the consternation caused by Sputnik and by
immediately subsequent failures in several hasty and overpublicized attempts
to orbit "something" made in the United States, WS-117L acquired the support so long withheld. But beneath the surface there flowed an undercurrent
of reluctance to sponsor an open
satellite program which, by
antagonizing the Soviets, would weaken the prospect of relaxing world tensions or reaching agreement on other points at issue. Additionally, there were
psychological obstacles to securing uninhibited approval of a major space
program. President Eisenhower resented the inference that his administration
had been lax in supporting earlier space and missile proposals, SO there was
continued reluctance to approve program accelerations which indicated that
crash efforts were necessary to overcome earlier lapses. Finally, notwithstanding the evidence at hand, a conviction perSisted at high levels that the entire
space program was more a matter of public relations than of engineering, and
that nothing useful could come of an investment in satellite development. 12
Even though WS-11 7L had finally been approved and funded, much
remained to be done before the United States acqUired a satellite reconnaissance capability. It was an ambitious and complex program that was pioneering in technical fields about which little was known. The program suffered
from insufficient funding, and, not surprisingly, it had become apparent, by the
end of 19S7, that the program was running behind schedule. It also was in
trouble from the standpoint of security. The U-2 program had been carried
out in secret from 1956 until May 1960. The Soviet Government knew about it,
of course, but chose to allow it to remain secret from the general Soviet public
(and from most of the official community) in preference to publicizing its
existence and thereby admitting that they lacked a means of defending their
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airspace against a high-flying aircraft. WS-117L was undertaken as a classified
prolect, although ils exi!ilence was not concealed. Program details ~Jere re~ to, and' approved by, Congress. The pre~ ~. ~an p~blish~ng
stones on the nature of the program, cc.nectly Identifying it as involVIng
military
satellites, and referring to it as "Big Brother" and "Spy
in the
There was a related consideration that affected the views of Schriever and
his people at that time. Air Force plans were that WS-117L as a
system" would be operated by the Strategic Air Command (SAC); a Weapon
Systelil Phasing Group had been formed to plan the transition from BMD to
SAC. It had beCome dear to
("Red") Sheppard, BMD Plans Chief, Oder
WS-117L Plans
Chief, that satellite launching and
a
engineering
content. Such skills
not forseeably available within the
Force and
required
even contractors
stretched by the demands and
to participate in the operational phase of the program to a degre.! that would
be inconsistent with SAC policy. This was another reason for WS-117L to be
managed in a nonstandard fashion.
Against this background, the President's Board of Consultants on Foreign
IntelJigence Activities submitted its semiannual report to the president on 24
October 1957. The Board noted that it had considered two advanced reconnaissance approaches. One was contained in a study then in progress in the
CIA concerning a manned reconnaissance aircraft designed for greatly increased performance and reduced radar cross-section; the other was WS117L. Killian had been persuaded to change his mind about satellites, or at
least to listen to presentations about them. There appeared to be little likelihood that either of these efforts could produce operational systems earlier
than mid-1959, without increased funding and decisive management actions.
The Board emphasjz.,<J the need for an interim photo reconnaissance system
and recommended that an early review be made of new developments to
ensure that they were given adequate consideration and received proper
intelligence requirements. On 2B October
the
Secretary of the National
Council,
had
Defense McElroy and DCI Dulles that the
asked for a
report from them on the status of the advanced systems.
Quarles responded on behalf of himself and Allen Dulles on 5 December that,
owing to the extreme sensitivity of the subject, details on the new systems be
furnished only through oral briefings.
.
CORONA

is Born

As a consequence of that approach, there are few official records in the
project files bearing dates between 5 December 1957 and 28 February 1958.
Another reason, certainly, is that President Eisenhower suffered a stroke on 25
November. It is clear, however, that major decisions were made and that
important actions were undertaken during the period. In brief, it was decided
that the portion of WS-117L offering the best prospect of early success should
be separated from WS-117L. This effort would be designated as project CORONA and placed under a joint CIA-Air Force management team, an approach that had been so successful in the covert development and operation
of the U-2.

"'.
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The- nucleus of a team was constituted in the CIA Development Projects
Staff under the direction of Richard Bissell, Spedal Assistant to the DO for
Plans and Development. Bissell was designated as the senior CIA
tlve on the new venture; his Air Force counterpart was Osmund
who
had previously served
first deputy in the U-2 activities of the CIA
Development Projects
who was now Vice Commander of the Air
Force Ballistic Missile Division.
Bissell recalls that he first learned of the role intended for him "in an odd
and informal way" from Dr. Edwin land who headed a CIA panel of technical
consultants informally known as the land Panel. Bissell also recalls that his
early instructions were extremely vague: that the subsystem was to be
out of work accomplished under WS-117l, that it was to be placed
under separate covert management. and that the
pattem established for the development of the U-2 was to be
Trailing after the USSR's successful Sputnik-I and Sputnik-II came a
succession of proposals for accelerating the WS-117l program and for
"regaining the pre-eminence" of the United States in space. This furor of
activity occurred in parallel with, and in ignorance of, the high-level dedsion
to proceed with the CORONA program. Any attempt to curb this
effort would have jeopardized CORONA security and to some extent the
variety of proposals for space programs during this period provided cover for
CORONA. Perhaps because the problems of the Vanguard program absorbed
public attention almost to the exclusion of concern for military programs,
Congressional inquiries into the
space effort did not foCUs on WS117l. Attempts to fix
the "space gap" became entangled with
partisan politics and interservice
The Air f oree was the recipient of suggestions from several quarters that
the Thor inteiii1ediate-range ballistic missile, scheduled for availability sooner
than the Atlas, be used to boost a satellite into orbit. The earliest formal
proposal of this sort emerged in the report of a special AROC committee in
October 1957. Well-intentioned recommendations, such as this one, contributed to a "space-booster problem," faced by General Schriever: he was being
hounded for missiles to be used as boosters, but his missiles were not, as yet,
working as missiles! Any favored choice of a missile-booster was made on a
very speculative basis.
On the day following issuance of the Quarles' "go slow" directive,
General Putt directed General Anderson to assemble an ad hoc group to
consider possible USAF space contributions that would counter the effects of
Sputnik-Ion world opinion. Headed by noted nudear physicist Edward Teller,
the group submitted a report, which induded recommendations for a series of
space probes and moon shots, together with a suggestion that Thor boosters
and makeshift second stages be used to orbit 200-300 pound satellites at an
early date."
This proposal to use Thor as an interim booster evoked considerable
enthusiasm. Air Foree Assistant Secretary Richard E. Horner submitted a
fOlinal memorandum to the Secretary of Defense on 12 November elaborating
on the subjE:ct, stating that a Thor-boosted interim reconnaissance vehicle
could be operational by April 1959, whereas the Atlas-boosted WV·1177
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program had been so affeued by earlier funds shortages that late 1959 or early
1960 5
to be Its earliest possible launching date. Horner stated that a
combination of Thor with a modified W5-117L upper stage could place a 300pound
device in a 150-mile orbit."
Concurrently with the Homer recommendation, RAND circulated the first
written discllssion of Its proposal for an interim reconnaissance system based
on a combination of the Thor booster with the Aerobee -derived upper stage
used in the Vanguard program. Advance copies 'tiere distributed on 1 2
November 1957, the
of the
memorandum. In addition to using
Thor as a booster,
urged a
of spin stabilization for a third(The concept had
inventtwo of
RAND scientists who
suggested abandoning the WS-117L
.
concept
the
system, urging a mode of payload deboost
~nter landing to peilllit recovery of-the entire third stage.
Though the
1957, it embodied

was new to many who first heard it in late
several earlier suggestions, in particular a
dated 12 March 1956 to the Air Staff, written
basic notion of combining a ballistic missile with
an
upper stage had originated at Wright Field in 1955, when it was
proposed as the Air Force alternative to Vanguard. In that instance a
combination of Atlas with an Aerobee upper stage had been suggested as the
best means of boosting a relatively large scientific satellite into orbit. The lise
of recovery rather than readout techniques had been suggested, and studied,
at
when the Ballistic Missile Division had
asked
to analyze the technical aspeus of such
an
examined the prospeUs in some detail
through the summer
1957; the revised version of RAND's 12 November
study eventually suggested a complete family of recoverable satellites."

Apparently quite independent of the RAND and Teller recommendations,
the General Electric Company, on 29 October, suggested to ARDC headquar. ters that a "pioneer" system could be put together using the Thor booster, a
General Electric Hermes rocket as a second stage, anC! a third stage buih
around a horizon-stabilized recoverable satellite. One
November, General Electric, under the leadership of
followed up the initial suggestion with a more detailed
outlined a camera SUbsysttiil, a recoverable capsule
propulsion,
command and control, program planning, and a management approach. The
original camera concept, embodying an eight-inch lens capable of resol:;~
350-foot objects, had by November become an f3.5, 18-inch lens IISed .
Microfile film to provide resolution of 75-foot obiects. The capsule
bearing an obvious likeness to General Electric balfistic missile reentry
ies
then in development, was intended to free-fall into the ocean, at which point
the ablative shell would crack and the recovered
would remain
afloat elU"2s ed in a foam rubber ball.

t:Jt",

Ahhough the General Electric scheme was further elaborated in a 4
January 1958 brochure, it apparently had little influence on the program then
being considered on the West Coast. Colonel Sheppard, intimately aware of
the satellite proposals, later said he had absolutely no recollection of having
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encountered the General Electric proposal or brochure. A high General
Electric offidallnslsted that the idea had been submitted to BMD in October
1957. In the frenzy of the first 100 days following Sputnik, many such
proposals could have
received, filed or misrouted, and forgotten.
Additionally, the BMD group was by mid-November rather firmly committed
to its own approach."
undoubtedly influenced by the Teller Report, the Homer
the RAND study, appeared as a BMD-Lockheed plan for
the acceleration of the entire WS-117L program. Discussions between lockheed and BMD officials preceded the dispatch of an informal Lockheed
proposal on 26 November. It was considered in some detail immediately
thereafter, particularly in the course of a 5 DecEomber meeting at BMD.
Lockheed urged the adaptation of the WS-117L upper stage to the Thor
missile as the first step in a program acceleration. Taking issue with Teller
Report and RAND conclusions that the Aerob~~per stage promised earlier
heed proposed a "more
availability than the WS-117L upper stage,
realistic" system embodying elements of the RAND-proposed camera technique, .the Horner vehicle concept, and Teller committee suggestions for
schedule acceleration. On 23 December 1957, General Schriever asked
Lockheed to prepare a formal proposal along such lines, and on 6 January
1958, Lockheed completed and forwarded a development planY
Central to the system concept proposed by Lockheed was a booster
configuration consisting of the Thor missile as a first stage and an upper stage
powered by the Bell XRM-81 rocket engine (orginally designed for the
"powered pod" missile of the B-58 Hustler bomber, hence the name ThorHustler). Much later, the upper stage acquired the more lasting name,
"~IIt!IlCl."

Onl! aspect of the Lockheed proposal was particularly applicable to a
clandestine satellite reconnaissance program, an approach revived at 8MD
early in Decunber. General Schriever's November correspondence with
lockheed had included some mention of the highly sensitive U-2 program and
Lockheed's success in pushing that reconnaissance aircraft system to early
completion. Lockheed had also called attention to its relatively recent experience in the development of a covert reconnaissance vehicle.
! these
inputs, General Ritland was a principal in early December discussions
Schriever and a group of important policy figures in Washington: Richard
Bissell of the Central Intelligence Agency, Drs. Land and Killian, and General
Goodpaster from the White House. That group quietly considered the political
and technical aspects of the satellite reconnaissance problem, discussed
aircraft reconnaissance capabilities, as well as advanced satellite options, and
finally concluded that the best course for the nation was to sponsor a covert
program employing the Thor-WS-117L vehicle.
On Thursday, 6 February 1958, the President's Sdence Adviser James
Killian and Polaroid's Edwin H. land met with DCI Allen Dulles, Defense
Secretary Neil McElroy, and McElroy's deputy, Donald Quarles, to discuss the
plan to give the film-return sateIHte effort to the Bissell-Ritland team in order
to speed up its development. The next day, 7 February, Killian and Land met
with President Eisenhower and General Goodpaster at the White House to
discuss the matter.

Been Andrew J.

Pusident Dwight D.
EISENHOWER

GOODPASTER

Edwin H.
lAND

James R.
klUIAN, Jr.
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They explained to the president that the satellite would orbit the earth
three times, taking pictures as it
over the Sino-Soviet bloc, and then
would deorbit the film
Eisenhower that the satellite would
elilit no electronic
could be completely covert. At
Killian's request,
that
specific, small project was for bona
fide
purposes. It would be of utmost importance to conduct it
the cloak of other activities. Comparing the satellite's optics to
the U-2, Land told the president that whereas the U-2 could photoas small as 4 feet, the satellite cameras would only be able to
50 to 100 feet on a side. This
the CU"', it would be very
easy
Soviets, if they learned about the
to build dummies that
could
the satellite cameras, therefore,
paramount importance
to keep them from leaming of it. The satellite pictures, said Land, could be
used as a "scouting" program to guide more precise intelligence means to
selected targets. He indicated that General Schriever could work on this as a
joint projl:ct with the CIA, and mentioned that a Thor missile plus a Navaho
booster might be used to launch the satellite.
Presitlent
said he supposed this would be done as part of the
space program Killian was then working on. This was a reference to the
Advanced Projects
Agency (ARPA) which the President's Science
Advisory Committee had recommended be established to oversee the nation's
major space projects and which the president had only that day approved as
Department of Defense Directive 5101.15. The preskfent also indicated that
CIA should have complete and exclusive control 01 all of the intelligence
phases of the operation. He said that only a handful of people should know
anything at all about it.
Following this meeting. Goodpaster spoke sell8rately with Killian and
Land about their understanding as to how the president intended the project
to be handled. They told him it was their understanding that General Schriever
and the Air Force would be in charge of the program. Goodpaster said that
was not his understanding of the president's intention, and he returned to the
Oval Office to speak with the president. Eisenhower told Goodpaster "emphatically that he believed the project should be centered in the new Defense
'space' agency [ARPA], doing what CIA wanted thE:'" to do." Goodpaster then
told KUllan the President's wishes.'
Concurrently, on the strength of detailed instructions from General
Schriever, Colonel Oder began drawing up a revised 'Second Story' cover plan
based on staging an "open" Thor-Hustler scientific satellite program to cloak
reconnaissance overflights; In the sense that Killian and Goodpaster were
spokesmen for the White House and would undoubtedly be able to commit
the administration to support such an effort, their acceptance of this scheme
shortly before
of 1957 constituted an unofficial but highly significant
endorsement.
agr8l:lIIent, and acceptance by the Central Intelligence
Agency of the covert program approach, closed the loop.1I

'A.). Goodpaster, Memorandum of Conference on 8 Feb 1958. dated 10 Feb 1958, White House
Office of Staff Secretary, Alpha Series, Box 14, Intelligence Matters, D.O. Eisenhower library (S)•
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While there was no National Security Council Intelligence Directive
(NSCID) which specifically authorized the Dioector of the Central Intelligence
Agency to conduct overflight reconnaissance operations, NSCID No. S gave
the CIA primary responsibility for the conduct of clandestine intelligence
activities abroad. The collection of intelligence by means of aerial reconnaissance was therefore considered to be within the responsibilities assigned to
the CIA under the National Security Act of 1947, as amended." The amendment to the Act made the Director of Central Intelligence the only US Government eiilployee authorized to spend money without substantiating vouchers.
Additional factors leading to CIA involvement in the satellite reconnaissance program were: (1) the ability and authority of the CIA to use unorthodox
methods in contracting with industry for expeditious procurement of components; (2) the ability to maintain effective security; and (3) the desire of CIA to
have a part in the program to orient it toward the collection of intelligence to
fulfill priority requirements. A CIA role was assured by the timely furnishing of
$7 million from the Director's Reserve, by DCI Dulles, to buy the photographic
payloads and install them in the satellites. 2 •
Plans for the interim satellite photo reconnaissance system entailed the
overt cancellation of the interim Thor-boosted satellite portion of WS-ll71,
and the reinitiation of the project under the Bissell/Ritiand management
structure. The Air Force would continue to pursue other portions of W5-117L.
The plan was favorably received by Deputy Secretary of Defense Quarles,
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Research and Development Horner,
Generals Schriever and Ritland, and Messrs. Dulles and Bissell, among others.
The ARPA Factor
Meanwhile, on 7 February 1958, Department of Defense Directive
5101.15 established the Advanced Research ProjEocts Agency (ARPA) with the
mission of directing and performing advanced research and development
projects in the fields of space science and technology, ballistic missile defense.
and other advanced research and development. Not stated in 000 5101.15,
but clearly understood, was that ARPA was to provide cover for 000 funding
and program approvals of the covert portion of WS-117L. Accordingly, ARPA's
first director, Dr. Roy W. Johnson, and Chief SCientist, Dr. Herbert York, as the

new managers of DoD space activities, became involved in discussions of the
covert Thor-boosted satellite portion of WS-ll71, which was renamed Project
CORONA by the CIA. (George Kucera, of Bissell's staff, an inveterate cigar
smoker, was inspired to select this name as he glanced at a cigar wrapper.)
On 28 February 1958, a memorandum (actually written by Bissell, Ritland,
and Sheppard) from the Director of ARPA to the Secretary of the Air Force
directed that BMD's interim Thor-boosted reconnaissance system be cancelled. It authorized the use of available Thor boosters (built for the Air Force
by Douglas Aircraft Company) for test flights of satellite vehicles developed by
Lockheed under the WS-ll71 program. This included provision for recovery of
biological specimens in the furtherance of manned satellite flights projected
for the future. The provisions of this ARPA directive formed the basis for the
original classified cover story for Project CORONA."

•
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Control Systems Join tly

On the basis of advance information, Schriever
manager of WS-117L activities at Lockheed, to a_mble
the covert nature of the project) estimates on system sp..eddiflftcations and
made Oder responsible for coordination with the Central Intelligence Agency,
and ordered transfer of payload contract costs from BMD to the Central
Intelligence Agency. (General Electric and Fairchild Camera had earlier begun
working. under Lockheed, on the Spin-stabilized payload.) The cover story for
all of this work was a lockheed contract for developing a "biomedical"
capsule.
One complication was the injection of the Advanced Research Projects
Agency (ARPA) into the scheme. ARPA had been proposed the previous
December as a "super agency" which, by controlling the various military
space system developments, would eliminate interservice rivalries. On 24
February, McElroy formally approved the WS-117L program acceleration
recommended in November but also specified that it would be conducted
under ARPA direction. ARPA, although theoretically functional, possessed
neither personnel nor fadlities for such a responsibility.
Some confusion characterized technical activities during the latter part of
February and the first two weeks of March. Oder and Sheppard had gradually
developed reservations about the wisdom of a spin-stabilized reconnaissance
vehicle. As early as 18 February, Oder had urged General Schriever to fund a
preliminary stable-body approach, suggesting that both the stable body design
and a camera configuration proposed by lIek Corporation' were improvements over spin stabilization and the Fairchild camera then being supported.
At the same time, Air Force headquarters, in early March, advised BMD that
the Thor-boosted "reconnaissance test vehicle" approach had been endorsed
by the Department of Defense and that formal development plans for an
operation called "Nightshift" -the proposed nickname for early Thor-boosted
WS-117L launchings-should be drawn up for early submission to the Air
Force Ballistic Missile Committee. The "Nightshift" proposal had been devised
within the Air Staff as a means of obtaining early Air Force entry into a
"satellite club" that still was limited to the Navy Vanguard and the Army
Explorer Programs. Unaware of the scheduled covert program, Air Staff
offiCials were intent on securing permission for launching something developed by the Air force. 22
The ARPA directive osten:~~ cancelling the Thor-boosted interim reconnaissance satellite was folio
by all of the notifications that normally
accompany the death of a military program. The word was passed officially
within the Air Force, and fonnal contract cancellations were sent out to the
prospective suppliers. Contractors were shocked by the suddenness of the
action, and Air Force personnel were startled at the abandonment of that part
of WS-ll71 which se .. med to have the best chance of early success. Subse
quent to the cancellation, only a few individuals in the Air force and in
partidpating companies were cleared for Project CORONA. These people
were informed of the procedures to be followed in the covert reactivation of
the cancelled program.
in 1957, principally through the efforts of Richard

University's Physics Research Laboratory,
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Discoverer and CORONA
When CORONA was removed from WS-117L and placed under separate
management as a covert activity, the intent was to disguise its real purpose by
concealing it as an experimental program carrying the name Discoverer.
Discoverer was represented as an Air Force scientific program whose findings
would be 01 value to many related programs. This permitted overt procurement of the necessary boosters, second stages, and hardware associated with
the biomedical cover launchings. It also prOvided an explanation for the
construction of launching and ground control facilities. Only the program
components associated with the true photographic reconnaissance mission
had to be procured covertly.
After Bissell and Ritland had worked out the arrangements for the overt
cancellation and covert reactivation of the program, they began to address the
technical problems associated with the design cO~Juration they had inherited from WS-117L. The system concept propo
Thor as the first stage
booster and, as a second stage, a Lockheed-designed Agena satellite vehicle.
Schriever and Oder were meeting with CIA and Lockheed representatives
on the afternoon of 28 February 1958, when a copy of the formal signed ARPA
directive first reached BMD. They completed arrangements to inform General
Electric and Fairchild of what was afoot and reviewed the preliminary BMD
analysis of proposals for camera and vehicle subsystems. Both the technical
approach and the management pattern were gradually taking shape.13
CORONA Design Evolution and Contractor Selections
Four distinct proposals for vehicle-reconnaissance system development
had emerged. Lockheed and RAND both favored spin stabilization employing
a Fairchild transverse panoramic camera with film drive synchronized to
vehicle rotation rate. Lockheed, however, urged that only a ballistic-missile
type nose cone be recovered, while RAND favored recovery of the entire
orbital vehicle. 80th proposals assumed use of Fairchild cameras capable of
resolving 60-loot objects.
General ElectriC and Itek proposed stable-body vehicles carrying panoramic cameras. General Electric thought ground resolution of 25 feet could
be obtained; Itek, that seven-foot resolution was possible. General Electric
paralleled Lockheed in favoring data-capsule recovery, while Itek supported
the total-vehicle recovery concept originated by RAND. On 1 January 1958,
ltek acquired the personnel and facilities of the Boston University Physics
Research Laboratory with funding support provided by Rockefeller interests.
Boston University had lonll been uneasy at the transition occurring in the
Physics Research Lab, wh,ch had become more of an industrial research
facility than a campus establishment, contracting largely with the government.
The resignation of Professor Duncan Macdonald, who had been the chief
figure in laboratory activities for some years, caused the University to decide
to withdraw from the field. The resulting arrangement, by which ltek acquired
the laboratory, equipment, contracts, and personnel, made Itek a very strong
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contender for new research and development contract awards, the company
having assimilated (in Colonel Oder's judgment) "some of the nation's best
camera people." Itek personnel had directly participated in the development
of the balloon reconnaissance cameras.
Before a final decision could be taken in technical matters, certain critical
management items required attention. Most were satisfactorily arranged in a
series of meetings between 26 February and 15 March. The Centnl Intelligence Agency was charged with security control and, therefore, was responsible for the overall conduct of the covert activity. Bissell, as the responsible CIA
was obviously in need of a "very knowledgeable WS-117L man" to
Schriever and Oder suggested Oder's deputy,
Navy, who initially served as technical assistant to
assignment as cover.
The intelligence agency agreed to brief both General Electric and Fairchild
on the covert program in advance of fonnal notice to fairchild that the overt
program had been "cancelled." In order to establish the proper "black"
environment, it would be necessary to cancel overtly the Fairchild contract
and to reorient the General Electric effort toward development of a "biomedical" capsule.
Several important design decisions were implemented in this organizational period of CORONA. Recognizing the need for resolution to satisfy the
intelligence requirements, it was concluded that the previously developed
concept of physical film recovery did indeed offer the most promising
approach for a usable photographic return in the interim time period and
should be pursued. This resulted in the need for a recovery pod or capsule;
General Electric was selected as the recovery vehicle contractor. The decision
to pursue film recovery proved in retrospect to be one of the most important
made in US reconnaissance activities. History shows that, during the crucial
decade of the 19605, intelligence needs could not have been served by the
state-of-the-art in readout technology, the alternative concept developed
under WS-117l. It is also noteworthy that both the manned and unmanned
US space recovery programs which followed drew heavily from the reentry
technology developed for CORONA.
In the opinion of the BMO analysts, the choice between spin stabilization
and stable body configurations should be based on earliest availability, and on
this criterion spin stabilization appeared to have the advantage.
Bissell arranged with the proper Washington authorities to delay circulation of the ARPA directive until Fairchild and Ceneral Electric could be advised
of the back~round factors. BMO agreed to pay Lockheed the basic costs of the
"cancelled' program as they involved these contractors. Officially, BMO
would pay "under protest," since all three finns had proceeded on the
strength of infonnal agreement only."
A 15 March meeting between Bissell and Ritland, in Washington, confirmed the earlier BMO decision to use the Agena upper stage for CORONA,
rather than the Aerobee stage from Vanguard. It was also agreed that Bissell's
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interests in WS-117l would be authenticated by a fonnal assignment to keep
CIA Chief Dulles briefed on the progress of that "major collection system." In
both the Department of Defense and the Central Intelligence Agency, CORONA was to be a closely-held secret.
The choice during March 1958 of both a technical approach and specific
contractors was not without confusion. As a result of preliminary actions
during that January, lockheed's oral commitments to Fairchild for the camera
subsystem and General Electric for the reentry body were along the lines of
the RAND proposals. Continued expressions of BMD's unease plus advice
from CIA technical specialists apparently caused Bissell to have second
thouRhts. On 15 March, Bissell told Ritland that special meetings were
scheduled for 17 and 18 March to discuss the advisability of funding a backup
alternate to the primary Fairchild-General Electric approach.
The group that met at Cambridge, Massachusetts, on 18 March included
three members of the President's Science Advisory Committee, two Central
officials (including Bissell), three BMD officers (Ritland,
Oder, and
and Dr. Herbert F. York of ARPA. Its task, decided only one
day earlier,
select a backup contractor. After hearing detailed presentations from Itek, General Electric, Fairchild, and Eastman Kodak, the panel
concluded that Itek was best qualified to develop an alternate camera system
for CORONA. Going further, the group recommended that Itek and lockheed, with assistance from General Electric if needed, should develop a gasjet-stabilized vehicle using capsule film recovery with lockheed having system
engineering and technical direction responsibilities."
The differences between the Itek proposal and the "primary" Fairchild
camera subsystem compelled attention. Essentially, Itek was proposing a 24inch camera with theoretical resolution on the order of 15 feet, while Fairchild
was urging a camera with 60- to 100-foot resolution. Principally because of
that difference, the Central Intelligence Agency, in late March, began to look
more favorably on the Itek than the Fairchild proposal but continued to
advocate concurrent development of both spin-stabilized and three-axis,
stable-body techniques.
A series of technical meetings between Bissell, Ritland, and the contractors' representatives took place on 24, 25, and 26 March 1958 at the Flamingo
Motel in San Mateo, California. James W. Plummer, Lockheed Program
Manager, was the principal representative of the prime contractor. Tentative
decisions made at these meetings included:
a. Scheduling aimed at production of elements of the system by 1 July 1958
and a program of 19 weeks of asseillbly and testing to readiness for first
launching.
b. The photographic record would be acqUired by physical recovery of the
film. General Electric would be issued a subcontract for development of
the recovery capsule.
c. Agreement that Cooke Air Force Base (later renamed Vandenberg Air
Force Base) was the most advantageous launching site.
d. Initial procurement would be 1 0 vehicles, with a potential for three
additional.
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B;ssell remarked that he was "faced with the problem at present of being
broke" and would need estimates from all of the suppliers as soon as possible
in order to obtain the necessary financing to get the program under way. The
suppliers agreed to furnish estimates by the following week.
The Choice of a CORONA Camera
Following this meeting, the project quickly began taking formal shape.
Within a span of about three weeks, afproval of the program and of its
financing was obtained, and the design 0 the payload configuration evolved.
In late March and early April, there was lengthy and serious review of the
different camera and spacecraft configurations proposed by Fairchild Camera
and Instrument Company (FCIC) and Itek Corporation.
The original proposal called for a Fairchild unit similar to the one used by
the GENETRIX balloons. Fairchild assumed the camera would be housed in a
spin-stabilized spacecraft-that is, in order to prevent tumbling, the spacecraft
would be induced to spin or spiral, like a football in flight. Spin stabilization
also equalized the heating and cooling problems encountered in space. The
camera would have a 1S3-mm (six-inch) focal-length lens, without imagemotion compensation; it would use fast film and a very short exposure time.
This combination would produce grainy photography with an expected
resolution of 40 to &0 feet on the ground, a rather poor image for intelligence
purposes.
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Shortly after the San Mateo meeting and as a result of the 18 March
Cambridge meeting, Bissell received a competitive proposal for a more
sophisticated high-acuity (HYAC) camera from the Itek Corporation. Itek
proposed a vertical-looking, reciprocating, 70-degree panoramic camera that
exposed film by scanning at right angles to the line of flight. It would use a 24inch focal-length, f/5.0 Tessar lens with image-motion compensation, and
would fly in a three·axis (earth-oriented) stabilized spacecraft. Although more
complex than the Fairchild scheme, this proposal had greater promise. In the
Fairchild proposal, the camera could operate only during that brief period
when the camera window on the spiraling spacecraft was pointed toward the
earth. The Itek proposal, on the other hand, would have a camera pointed at
the earth at all times. It did, however, require horizon sensors and gas jets in
order to control the pitch, roll, and yaw axes so as to keep the camera
orthogonal in relation to the horizons and vertical in relation to the earth's
center. The Itek camera promised a ground resolution approaching 20 feet.
Bissell recalls that he personally decided in favor of the Itek design, but
only after much agonizing evaluation. The decision was difficult because it
involved moving from ttie previously intended method of space vehicle
stabilization to one that was technically more difficult to accomplish. It did,
however, standardize on the three-axis stabilization which was being pursued
in the WS-117l Agena development and which has been a part of all
subsequent photo reconnaissance systems.
Bissell's first project proposal, completed on 9 April 1958, requested
approval for concurrent development of both the Fairchild and the Itek
systems, with the Fairchild configuration becoming operational first and the
Itek configuration being developed as a follow-on system. Within two days,
however, Bissell made a final decision to abandon the Fairchild spin-stabilized
configuration entirely. He rewrote the project proposal taking note of the
earlier configuration and giving his reasons for favoring the Itek approach: the
better resolution attainable, the lower overall cost, and the
potential
for growth. The
was rewritten a
the Itek
configuration
the cost estimate
the total
estimated
"a
for 12
Thor boosters
second-stage vehicles and was to be financed by
ARPA through
Air Force. The remaining $7 million was for covert
procurement (by CIA) of the pods containing reconnaissance e'luipment and
recoverable film cassettes.
Formal CORONA Proposal to the President
In response to official approval to proceed with the program, a formal
plan was outlined calling for the development and subse'luent operational use
of a short-lived reconnaissance satellite from which, at the completion of its
mission, a recoverable capsule containing exposed film would be separated
for return and pickup in a preselected ocean area. The payload would consist
of a pod contain~~3 a 24-inch focal length camera and a recoverable capsule
into which expo
film would feed as the camera operated. The anticipated
ground resolution of 20 feet would allow the distinguishing of one structure
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from another and the identification of major Soviet targets, such as missile
sites under construction.
The program, to consist of 12 launchings, was expected to become
operational around June 1959 and to be completed in the spring of 1960. The
division of administrative responsibilities for CORONA was to be as follows:
a. ARPA would exercise general technical supervision over the development of the vehicle.
b. The Air Force Ballistic Missile Division, acting as agent for ARPA, would
perform detailed supervision of vehicle development and provide
ground facilities for launching, tracking, and recovery in collaboration
with the US Navy.
c. CIA would supervise the technical development and covert procurement
of the reconnaissance equipment and have overall responsibility for
cover and security.
The final project proposal" was forwarded to General Goodpaster, the
President's Staff Secretary, on 16 April 1958, after having been reviewed by
Johnson and Admiral Clark of ARPA; Assistant Secretary Horner, General
Ritland, and Dr. Killian. The proposal was approved, although not in writing.
(Only 10 launchings were funded, as against the 12 proposed in the 16 April
CORONA development plan.) Some program personnel were told that the
only original record of the president's approval was a handwritten note on the
back of an envelope by Ueutenant General Charles P. Cabell (then Deputy
Director of Central Intelligence); however, a memorandum for the record
prepared by Goodpaster confirmed the decision.
CORONA Management Arrangements
When CORONA began, Bissell bore the title of Special Assistant to the
DCI for Planning and Development, as well as Project Director of the U-2
activity. Within CIA, he also added the title of Project Director for CORONA.
He, together with General Ritland, who headed the Air Force efforts in
support of CORONA, gave strong leadership and management to the project
under the liberal overall direction of ARPA. A strong and cooperative bond
developed in the day-to-day working relations between Bissell's Development
Projects Staff (DPS) and Ritland's Ballistic Missile Division (BMD) personnel
assigned to support the CORONA Program.
Although it may have been the original intent that CORONA would be
administered along the same lines as the U-2 program, it actually began and
evolved quite differently. CORONA was a joint CIA-ARPA-Air Force effort,
much as the U-2 was a joint CIA-Air Force effort, but it lacked the central
direction that characterized the U-2 program. The project proposal described
the anticipated administrative arrangements, but fell short of clarifying the
delineation of authorities. It noted that CORONA was being carried out under
the authority of ARPA and CIA with the support and participation of the Air
Force. CIA's role was further explained in terms of participating in supervision
of the technical development, especially with regards to the actual reconnais-

sance equipment, handling all covert procurement, and maintaining cover and
security. The work statement prepared for Lockheed, the prime contractor, on
25 April 1958, noted merely that technical direction of the program was the
joint responsibility of several agencies of the
Imprecise statements of who was to do what permitted a range of
interpretations; however, vague assignments of responsibilities caused no

appreciable difficulties in the early years of CORONA. The organization was
small and had a single concern: producing a reconnaissance satellite. Much
later (1963-65) those loose statements were analyzed more parochially and
became a source of friction between the CIA and 000.
The official statement on the management and technical direction of
CORONA read:
Technical direction of the program is the jOint responsibility of several agencies of the Government. In the interest
of effective management, however, such direction would be
provided primarhy by and through the Air Force Ballistic
Missile Division acting as the agent for all interested compo-

nents of the Government. A Project Officer will be established in BMD as the single day-by-day point of contact for

the contractor. This officer will have authority to make on
the spot deciSions within the scope of the work. statement on
all matters pertaining to the program other than those of
major importance. From time to time the Government agencies concerned will jointly review the progress of the program. The Government will make arrangements to permit
the prompt rendering of major decisions concerning the
program which cannot be made by the Project Officer.27

Despite these flexible management criteria and the broad authorities
which the BMD Project Officer might be led to assume under the wording of
this paragraph, Bissell exerted strong and direct program control over CORONA through the monthly suppliers' meetings. This was the same means he had
used for fiaison and control during the U-2 development period. While the
BMD project office (initially run by Lt. Colonel Lee Battle, USAF) was the dayto-day contact point for the contractor, CIA maintained direct and frequent
contact with the working level people at the Lockheed Advanced Projects (AP)
Facility at Palo Alto. This contact was made through visits and, after 1 June

1959, by assignment of a liaison officer to the AP Facility, the first being Lt.
Colonel Charles L. Murphy, a USAF detailee to CIA.
Mr. Bissell's Operations Staff, which had prindpal responsibility for the
direction of CIA·s U-2 activities, also played an important role in the early
of CORONA. Key persons were John Parangosky, Chief, Development
P. Kiefer, Special Assistant for Technical Analysis. Colonel
P of Development Projects Staff Operations (initially run
and his staff participated in July 1956 with BMDjARDC
personnel and representatives of the Tactical Air Command in planning for a
C-119 squadron to be assigned the support function of retrieving re-entry
vehicles.
The DPS Operations Center in the Matomic Building in downtown
Washington was designated as the CORONA Project Control Center and
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communications were activated through the special signal center in DPS to the
Lockheed AP Facility and BMD's Los Angeles headquarters.
The DPS Operations Staff took the initiative in drawing up operational
control procedures for CORONA in the summer of 1958 and sent requirements to the Air Weather Service for climatological studies and weather
support. In September 1958, agreement was reached between DPS Operations and BMD that DPS would draft an order formalizing the operational
relationships and control procedures among the various participants with
regard to CORONA. This order remained in effect for the duration of the
program.
Bissell gave this deSCription of how the program was initially managed;
The program was started in a marvelously informal
manner, Ritland and I worked out the division of labor
between the two organizations as we went along. Decisions
were made jOintly. There were so few people involved and
their relations were so close that decisions could bf! and
were made quickly and cleanly. We did not have the
problem of having to make compromises or of endless delays
awaiting agreement. After we got fully organized and the
contracts had been let, we began a system of management
through monthly suppliers' meetings - as we had done with

the U·2. Ritland and I sal al Ihe end of Ihe lable, and I acted
as chairman. The group included two or three people from
each of the sup~liiers. We heard reports of progress and
ventilated problems - especially those involving interfaces
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contractors, The program was handled in an extraordinari tv cooperative manner between the Air Force and CIA,
Almost all of the people involved on the Government side
were more interested in getting the job done than in claim~
ing credit or gaining control. 2t

Management of CORONA involved many agencies and contractors. ARPA
reviewed and funded the overt effort, ensured adequate support, arranged for
sea recovery, a Navy operation, and kept the Office of the Secretary of
Defense advised. BMD developed and provided all hardware that could be
related to a cover or supporting program and provided facilities and personnel
for launching and tracking operations. The Central Intelligence Agency defined covert program objectives, established and policed security policy,
maintained liaison with the Department of State, funded and developed the
covert hardware items, and insured that covert and overt developments were
compatible. Lockheed Missiles and Space Division (under contrad to both CIA
and BMD) served as technical director and integrator of all equipment other
than the Thor booster; developed the orbiting upper stage; and integrated and
led the test, launching, and on-orbit control operations. Itek developed the
camera under subcontract to lockheed and General Electric subcontracted for
the recovery capsule. Douglas, as an associate contrador, furnished the Thor
boosters.
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CORONA Scheduling
The schedule of the program, as it had been presented to the CORONA
group at its meeting in San Mateo in late March 1958, called for a countdow"
beginning about the first of July 1958 and extending for a period of 19 weeks.
It was anticipated that the equipment would be assembled, tested, and the
first vehicle launched during that 19-week period, which meant that the
fabrication of the individual components would have been completed by 1
July. By the time Bissell submitted his project proposal some three weeks later,
it was apparent that the earlier scheduling was unrealistic. Bissell noted in his
project proposal that it was not yet possible to establish a firm schedule of
delivery dates, but that it was likely that the first launching could be attempted
by June 1959.
It is peotinent to note that there was no expectation in 1958 that

CORONA would still be operating more than a decade later. The CORONA
Program got under way initially as an interim, short-term development to meet
the Intelligence Community's high-priority requireillents for area-search photographic reconnaissance, pending successful development of more sophisticated WS-11 7L systems. The Original CORONA proposal anticipated the
acquisition of only 12 vehicles, noting that at a later date it might be desirable
to consider whether the program should be extended, with or without further
technological improvement.
CORONA SecarityArrangements
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contrador

a

personnel exposed to program
Permission to brief
neI on CORONA was reserved to CIA headquarters. It
contained
apparent, howe.er, that both ARPA and ARDC headquarters
more knowledt~le people than were authorized there,
high-ranking 0 . als had yielded to the compulsion to inform
and their immediate staff assistants. (Brigadier
encountered the same compulsion problem two years later,
the Samos" program underground, concluded that it was a prime
syndrome of any covert effort.)

b:,,";

Problems of Growth and Chanse
By mid-1958, contractors were moving toward meeting the goal of • first
launchin\! no later than mid-1959. The government side, however was
running Into difficulties. The first had to do with
with
cover, and the two were inextricably intertwined.
estimate for the 12-vehicle program had assumed that
boosters would be absorbed by the Air Force by diverting them from the
cancelled
7L subsystem. That assumption proved to be incorrect; an
had to be found to pay for the 12 Thors. Further, an
vehicles would be required for test launching. oroit,
recovery procedures and an additional three would be reqUired for
biomedical launchings in support of the CORONA cover story. ARPA could
not see its way clear to making 000 funds available merely for testing or for
cover support when there were other 000 space programs with pressing
needs for money. Consequently, CORONA management had to go back to
the president for approval of a revised estimate.'.
Before the photoreconnaissance system became operationally ready for
launching. a reorganization took place within the CIA which directly affected
management of the program. On 1 January 1959, Bissell was promoted to the
position of Deputy Director for Plans (DDP), CIA. In addition to taking on all of
the problems which that position entailed, he amalgamated all Agency air
activities into a new division in DDP. The Development Projects Staff, with its
sensitive manned and satellite reconnaissance projects, was used to form the
nucleus of a new Development Project Division (DPD). This reorganization
was formally mandated as of 16 February 1959, but it took the balance of the
year to sort out and solve major problems in the new division. Bissell became
more and more involved in all the time-consuming matters of the Plans
directorate and consequently had less time to give to daily CORONA affairs.

"'Name of a Greek Island used as Program Identifier.
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Fortunately, he did maintain his overall control as Project Director and was
successful in his efforts to obtain continued high-level approvals and the
necessary funds to carry CORONA forward.
The former DPS officers responsible for the support of CORONA found
themselves with a problem similar to Bissell's: their time and efforts were being
spread more thinly over an increasing number of projects.
Another basic difficulty was that well-meaning people, convinced they
were advanong the interests of the Air Force, insisted on tinkering with one or
another aspect of the "open" Discoverer program. Generally, the Air Force
CORONA managers at BMD were able to limit ill effects by calling on the
Central Intelligence Agency to apply quiet pressure to danger spots. Sometimes it prove<! nec....sary to brief one or more persons who had no role to
play in CORONA itself but whose influence was necessary to keep events from
unfolding in undesired directions. A case in point was the luly 1958 Department of Defense suggestion to deploy all Thor missiles and use Armydeveloped Jupite. s as satellite boosters. Since Jupiter was essentially incompatible with the WS-117l upper stage, the threat to CORONA was obvious: at
least a nine-month delay in schedules, reengineering of payloads, reduction in
orbital weights, and reliance on non-standard boosters. In this instance,
Colonel Sheppard immediately contacted Bissell with a request that the CIA
official take action to ensure that the suggestion was withdrawn before it
could become a matter of debate. The maneuver was effective. (On 8 April
1958, General Schriever made Sheppard the Air Force Director of CORONA.
Oder, associated with the WS-117l reconnaissance program, was removed
from direct participation because of the danger that his association with
reconnaissance would weaken the CORONA cover plan.)
Sometimes it was difficult to decide whether to stifle such "assistance" or
to draw secondary benefits from it. One person, known to Colonel Sheppard,
was complicating matters by "going around convincing people we should be
doing the things we in fact are doing in the CORONA program." This affair
had its useful aspect, however, since it was inconceivable that one so highly
placed could be unaware of actual reconnaissance programs, and his ill-timed
propaganda must also have served to convince many that the Air Force was
concentrating on WS-117l rather than on the Thor-boosted satellite.
Another interesting problem Colonel Sheppard encountered was that the
program director for the Thor-WS-1 17L "experimental and biomedical"
satellite vehicle kept "insisting that the overt part of the system be designed
rationally to support the overt missions." In this instance there was no
alternative to mal<ing him aware of the covert plan. How else could one
explain designing the satellite vehicle for horizontal rather than the vertical
flight attitude (which was logical for biomedical experiments but impossible
for film-recovery purposes), or why it was undesirable to air-condition a
specimen chamber when the truthful reason was that the chamber in question
must covertly be made light tight?
Separating CORONA From WS-ll7L
It had soon become apparent to the project managers that the original,
but as yet unannounced, cover story conceived for the future CORONA
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launchings (an experimental program within the first phase of WS-117l) was
becoming increasingly untenable. WS-117l had become the subject of fairiX
widespread public speculation identifying it as a military reconnaissance
program. It was feared that linking Discoverer to WS-117l in any way would
inevitably place the reconnaissance label on Discoverer; and, given the
hostility of the international political climate to overflight reconnaissance,
there was risk that the US Government might cancel the prO$ram if it should
be so identified. Some other story would have to be contnved that would
dissociate CORONA from WS-117l and at the same time account for multiple
launchings of stabilized vehicles in low polar orbits and with payloads being
recovered from orbit.
It was decided, therefore, to separate the WS-117l photo reconnaissance
program into two distinct and ostensibly unrelated series: one identified as
Discoverer (CORONA-Thor boost) and the other as Sentry (later known as
Samos-Atlas boost). A press release announcing the initiation of the Discoverer series was issued in mid-January 1959 identifying the initial launchings as
tests of the vehicle itself and later launchings as explorations of environmental
conditions in space. Biomedical specimens, including live animals, were to be
carried into and recovered from space. There were to be five biomedical
vehicles; three of these five were committed to the schedule under launchings
III, IV, and VII. The first two were to carry mice and the third a primate. The
two uncommitted vehicles were to be held in reserve in event of failure of the
heavier primate vehicle. In further support of the cover plan, ARPA was to
develop two radiometric payload packages designed specifically to study
navigation of space vehicles and to obtain data useful in the development of
an early warning system (the planned Midas infrared series). It might be noted
here that only one (Discoverer-III) of the three planned animal-carrying
missions was actually attempted, and it was a failure. ARPA did develop the
radiometric payload packages, and they were launched as Discoverers-XIX
and XXI in late 1960 and 1961.
The CORONA launching Site
The photo reconnaissance mission of CORONA necessitated a near-polar
orbit, either by launching to the north or to the south. There are few suitable
areas in the continental United States where this can be done without danger
of debris from an early in-flight failure falling into populated areas. Vandenberg Air Force Base (originally Camp Cooke and Cooke AFB) near California'S
Point Arguello met the requirement for down-range safety because the
trajectory of a southward launching would be over the Santa Barbara channel
and the Pacific Ocean beyond. Vandenberg was a natural choice because it
was the site of the first Air Force operational missile training base and also
housed the 672d Strategic Missile Squadron with a number of Thor launching
pads which could be easily modified to accommodate the Thor-Agena
configuration. Two additional factors favored this as the launching area: (1) it
was not too far removed from manufacturing facilities and skilled personnel,
and
a southward launching would permit recovery in the Hawaii area by
sequence as the satellite passed over the
Unlike U-2 flights, launchings of satellites from US soil simply could not be
concealed from the public. Even a booster as small as the Thor (small relative
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to present space boosters) launched with a thunderous roar heard for miles.
Space vehides transmit telemetry that can be intercepted; and the vehicle can
be detected in orbit by radar skin-track. Although launching could not be
concealed, maintenance of the cover story for the Discoverer series required
that launchings of the uniquely configured photographic payloads be protected from observation by uncleared personnel. Vanden beg was excellent as a
launching site from many standpoints, but it had one drawback: the main
Southern Padfic railroad cut directly through the base and both regularly
scheduled and unscheduled trains passed near the launching site. Relocation
of these tracks would have been prohibitively expensive. Operational parameters, including the requirement for daylight recovery and for seven denied
area passes during daylight with acceptaole sun angles, dictated early afternoon launching from Vandenberg. Trains passing through the area broke up
this launching window into a series of smaller windows, some of no more than
a few minutes' duration.
The CORONA Recovery Capability
The recovery method had been selected (air catch, with water recovery
following if the air catch failed), and a test and training program covering
recovery aspects was taking shape. In actuality, the process of selecting a
recovery technique, assembling capable personnel, and locating equipment
was much less difficult than it might seem. The basic methodology had been
perfected four years earlier in the GENETRIX program, the balloon reconnaissance operation that ended in February 1956. Colonel Paul E. Worthman, who
later became the Air Force director for CORONA, had headed an Air force
laboratory which developed aerial recovery equipment; he and others with
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operational experience were able to assi~ in reactivation of a flight organization. After the cessation of GENETRIX activity in 1956, the equipment had
gone into storage and required no more than refurbishing to qualify for reuse.
The difference between hookingand reeling in a package parachuted from a
high-altitude balloon and performing a similar operation for a package
descending by parachute after reentry from orbit was not large.
In the case of CORONA it would be most difficult to conceal a capsule
recovery, particularly If, as seemed probable, several hundred people were
involved in interlocked shore, sea, and air operations. Briefing such vast
member5 on CORONA was out of the question, so the air-sea recovery
portion of CORONA became an overt element. The fact that some publicity
on the more newsworthy aspects of such a recovery activity would provide
additional cover for CORONA, assuming that the "package" itself could be
adequately protected, was another attraction.
Through "normal" channels, though with a fair amount of discreet preplanning. BMD was authorized to operate its own recovery squadron. A
contingent of C-119J aircraft equipped for aerial recovery was drawn from the
Tactical Air Command, essentially complete with air and ground crews at least
in part familar with the requirements of the original GENETRIX operation.
General Orders activating the contingent as the 6593d Test Squadron (Special)
took effect on 1 August 1958."
Initially, the squadron moved to Edwards Air Force Base to begin intensive
training and practice. Both balloons and high-altitude aircraft were used to
release "training capsules" for C-119 retrieval. Within a few months, in time to
meet the schedules for first capsule recovery, the
was to move to
Hawaii, the center of
tracking stations
seaborne task force to
and a plan for returning a
"white" recovery, were arranged
early. The matter of who should
operate the tracking stations, particularly
one
the question of how to stage a "shell game" that
vanish enroute to the mainland caused some later difficulty, but during the
summer of 1958 nothing of this sort was foreseen.
CORONA Contractor Arrangements and Progress
Of more immediate concern was a serious controversy between Lockheed
and General Electric that threatened the stability of program management.
Although the apparent difficulty was the inability of the two to agree on a
General Electric work statement, the real problem was more deep-seated.
During the early weeks of April, General Electric proposed to Lockheed and
the Air Force a separate third stage, which it would design and build. Although
an Air Force-Central Intelligence Agency ruling on the final design presumably
resolved the issue in May, in June the contractors were at odds again. To the
CORONA managers at BMD it appeared that they were jockeying for position,
each attempting to ensure a favorable position for future programs. General
Electric held that lockheed wanted General Electric to deliver basic hardware
which Lockheed would thereafter engineer, modify, and install; while Lock-
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heed maintained that General Electric wanted to deliver a sealed package for
lockheed to load and launch without question. Each contractor pressed his
viewpoint on the CIA and the Air Force. The issue was resolved in lune with
the respective roles of the prime and the subcontractor defined in work
statements acceptable to both."
Lockheed, General Electric, and Itek designed their systems and subsystems basically in conformance with a philosophy jointly agreed upon by the
CIA and the Air Force. Of the available technical approaches, that one offering
the best potential for success during the period of prospective operation was
almost always adopted. Reliance on existing techniques or relatively simple
extensions of the current state-of-the-art was universal. Reliability through
simple design rather than an attempt to derive "the last f~rcentage points
'ng on this basis,
in perfection of product" was a consistent policy. Proc
Lockheed was able to report the total system design ready for initial review on
14 May, design freeze on 26 luly, and release of engineering drawings on 23
October. By all indications, the technical program was proceeding at a
reasonable pace.
CORONA MaMgement Arrangements: The ARPA Factor Revisited
As much could not be said for all the program management aspects of

CORONA. Starting about September 1958, a succession of difficulties and
uncertainties began to plague CORONA managers. I n part they were the
natural but nonetheless unwelcome offshoots of a tightly scheduled program
with unusually important objectives. Another portion, however, derived from
the peculiar alignment of technical and managerial responsibilities which saw
BMD, ARPA, CIA, and several high officials in the Administration sharing
authority. In particular, the ill-defined role of ARPA in the CORONA program
proved troublesome.
As ARPA assumed control of the entire military space effort during the

summer of 1958, the tendency of that agency was to redirect space programs
toward ARPA's own objectives. Moreover, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) was gradually acquiring control of the obviously
"scientific" and "research" aspects of the nationar space effort during the
summer of 1958; ARPA both resisted that trend and attempted to create an
alternate program which would give it a significant and lasting role in space
operations. WS-117L funds provided the largest portion of fiscal 1958 ARPA
resources and constituted the most valid j'ustification for a large fiscal 1959
ARPA budget (the Thor-Agena [CORONA program nominally fell under the
budgetary aegis of WS-117l). ARPA's tendency to redirect WS-117l toward
new objectives indirectly affected the immediate conduct of CORONA itself,
but ARPA's attempt to exercise direct control over portions of the CORONA
program, largely by manipulating the purse strings, threatened much greater
consequences. Finally, as the fiscal 1960 budget cycle entered its closing
phases, the matter of continuing some form of CORONA into calendar 1960
became of increasing concern. If CORONA proved successful, a matter which
could not be judged until the first satellite reconnaissance photographs were
actually examined, its continuation was logical. The question of its continuance as a covert operation-the matter of whether cover could be successfully
maintained past the period of "engineering" and "biomedical" flights-versus
its reincarnation as a highly secure but overt actiVity, had to be faced
eventually.
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The original CORONA approval of April 1958 had been based on 10
vehicles. The CIA-Air Force plan, however, called for a minimum of 12 shots
(on the assumrtion of one-third successes) and the need for a minimum 01
four successfu reconnaissance flights to provide adequate coverage of the
Soviet Union. In June, Colonel Sheppard had convinced Air Force Secretary
James A. Douglas of the need to provide enough additional money (through
ARPA) to keep ahead of the "lead time problem" and to ensure a continuing
flow of Thor boosters and Lockheed second stages. On 2 July, Secretary
Douglas responded with an open directive to BMO which expanded procurement authority as Sheppard had urged."
The 14-vehicle program thus constructed accommodated the 12 scheduled CORONA flights and two engineering or biomedical tests. It lasted only
until 6 August, when BMD learned of ARPA instructions that the "Thor-WS117L" program was to be expanded by nine vehicles in addition to the 10
currently authorized. (Biomedical payloads were specified in the ARPA directive, though with the proviso that "special payloads . , . to investigate and
measure certain SUSpE>cted space phenomena" might later be substituted.) The
new addition essentially provided for seven real biomedical payloads in
addition to the 12 CORONA packages, Its timing and the fact that ARPA was
then attempting to retain control of the "Man in Space" program (which
subsequently went to NASA), indicated that ARPA intended to use the "ThorWS-I17L" program as a counterweight to the announced NASA biomedical
program.
virtue of these and related
current

supporting
the president
hardware and
procurement.

lor
at least
to long-lead items.
was CIA money
April 18 plan approved by
of $7 million for "black"
Thor and Agena
and
reflected an increase of
over

the lirst [9 April]
In
figures, A R P A Director Johnson, in August,
identified
as "open" CORONA money, concluding that an
additional
fiscal 1960 would see to the purchase of the 19
scheduled
as well as programmed engineering changes. He also
suggested that CIA bear a larger portion of the cost, arguing that the
CORONA effort was principally for CIA benefit.
.
On 1
shown
by

CORONA program costs reached Bissell. The total
the bulk of the increase arising from the reestimates

ARPA had questioned the validity of the cost increase, protested its size,
and passed the matter to the CIA, Bissell, in turn, protested strongly. He cited
the 'act that the funding estimates of April, used in obtaining approval for
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COR 0 N,A, had totaled
and he told General Ritland that if
McElroy, Dulles, and Killian had been aware of the prospective costs in April
they would never have recommended the
to Eisenhower. Displaying
the effects of having just been
Bissell told Ritland that
[is] simply not worth
[in] A R P A funds plus
[in] C IA funds."
and McElroy were slated to
entire affair with the
in
immediate future, he added,
and it seem probable that " ... complete cancellation of CORONA will be
considered."

Bissell had concluded that CORONA was being charged for undefinable
development costs that actually belonged to the remainder of WS-117L. He
urged that the two programs be disengaged for funding purposes, and made
some references to "rubbery accounting systems" and "juggling costs." In a
separate message to Colonel Sheppard, Bissell said sadly that "all of us
concerned with CORONA have some embarrassing explaining to do."
Apart from being more accustomed to differences between early estimates and actual program costs, Ritland and Sheppard were less alanmed than
Bissell because they were closer to and more aware of the remarkable
convolutions of the program during the preceding six months. To explain the
situation to their CIA counterparts, they detailed program fluctuations and
broke down the cost totals to show that changes in the level of engineering
effort and in the scope of the program had caused price increases. Sensitive to
the implications of reprogramming. they added the caution that a covert
program could not be conducted under requirements for constant rejustification and that it would be advisable to keep program matters in the hands of
program participants. In their reply they also included a resume of CORONA
potential and a further explanation of the worth of the basic Thor-WS-11 7L
program as a major contribution to the national space effort,"
Before the end of October the problem was largely resolved by the
personal intervention of Schriever, Ritland, and Sheppard with key CIA and
White House officials. The role of ARPA in the funds crisis and the cancellation
threat received implicit confirmation through a subsequent agreement between Schriever, Killian, and Bissell that the unding totals provided by the Air
Force were reasonable and that henceforth the role of ARPA should be as a
"utility intermediate" without authority "to steer or affect CORONA," But the
basic suggestion earlier endorsed by Bissell, that it would be advisable to
separate CORONA from the balance of W S - I I n, continued to receive
attention.

ARPA had taken a preliminary step in this direction early in September. All
reaction was not favorable. Colonel Oder, for instance, contended that
program segmentation would draw too much attention to CORONA, since the
rationale for the Thor-WS-l17L program was partly based on "engineering
tests" of W5-117L upper stages. Oder also emphasized that once the Thorboosted vehicle was recognized as a separate "scientific" program, scientists
would expect to see recovered data. A counter argument, of course, was that
continued association of a Thor-boosted satellite with the Atlas-WS-l1 7L
effort would lead inevitably to the conclusion that CORONA flights were
reconnaissance oriented. The fact that efforts to improve the image of the US
space "program" had caused WS-117L to be openly identified with reconnaissance-and even glorified in that role-tended to color all aspects of the
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original program. The name "Sentry," given the WS-117l program in September 1958, was itseH compromising."
Early in November, Bissell went to General Goodpaster (who was responsible for liaison between CIA and the White House) with a strong suggestion
that the CORONA flights be completely separated from the bal"nce of the
Sentry program and covered by a scientific satellite mission assignment.
Almost concurrently, a spedal scientific committee examining the status of the
entire reconnaissance program became aware
the problems generated by
the latest instance of ARPA
of that committee,
made it clear to ARPA's Johnson
CORONA was "an
operating program to achieve a limited
and was not to be
"subjected to or perturbed by R&D tinkering;
that the actions of all must
be primarily governed by security since exposure of the program must be
avoided at all costs." Bissell also pressed the perint of limiting the ARPA role in
a letter to Major General Jacob E. Smart, Assistant Vice Chief of Staff, USAF on
25 November 1959. During the U-2 days, Smart had worked effectively with
Bissell to remove unnecessary blocks to the program within the Department of
Defense.
There was no indication that the ARPA officials were very much impressed: they promptly proposed the deletion of three of the scheduled
biomedical shots and the addition of a "Super-CORONA" satellite, essentially
an Atlas-boosted CORONA with an "improved" recoverable payload. In other
channels ARPA people also suggested that CORONA be reoriented toward an
electronic-readout system rather than a recovery payload system. (Electrostatic tape systems were great favorites with ARPA that fall.) On the whole,
however, such notions had a cool reception. Dr. land, influential in both CIA
and high administration circles, was particularly insistent that the nation take
advantage of what was available rather than plan any expansive substitute
programs."
Notwithstanding Dr. Land's words, on 2S November ARPA officially
notified ARDC that two of the scheduled biomedical tests in the Thor-Agena
series were to be cancelled; however, no change was made in the total
number of vehicles.
A 1 December 1958 memorandum report from the ARPA staff t<\ Johnson,
directed from the Office of the Secretary
motivated by new
of
WS-117L in fiscal year 1960, instead of the
earlier
In order to stay within the funding limit, the
cancelling all newly proposed Thor-boosted shots and
reducing the approved total from 19 to 15 shots. Two of the lS-the cancelled
biomedical tests-were to be further abstracted for transfer to "other" ARPA
programs. Of the remainder, the first two were to be vehicle development
tests, the next two were to carry mice, eight were to be in the CORONA
configuration, and the 13th was to carry a small monkey. All were to be fired
from the PaCific Missile Range launching facility.
The 1 December report also stated a significant new ARPA philosophy:
" ... ARPA's program responsibility ends when a system has been brought
through its Research and Development. At this point it is available for users."
And most Significantly, thereafter, the "user" would have to fund the
program. 37
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When word of ARPA deliberations first reached BMD, late in November
195B, the WS-117l office concluded that ARPA meant to support 1S of the
scheduled 19 flights and that the Air Force would have to find money for the
remainder. The fact that no ARPA money would be available for CORONA
after fiscal 19f>O, and that the Air Force presumably would have to carry on the
program from its own resources, prompted thought for a program approach
based on the transition of CORONA to a highly classified Air Force program
managed under the WS-117l aegis. Toward this end, there was renewed
discussion of separating the Thor-boosted satellite program from Sentry.
A succession of meetings in Washington took up the several critical issues
arising from the latest ARPA actions. late on the afternoon of 4 December, Air
Force Under Secretary Marvin A. Macintyre wrote a memorandum to himself,
had R. W. Johnson's signature block typed at its foot, took it to Johnson, and
obtained his signature. The directive formally created a separate Thor-WS117l program, under the nickname "Discoverer," to include "a number of
systems and techniques which will be employed in the operation of space
vehicles,"lI
Uncertainties concerning FY -60 funding were eliminated in the course of
a 15 December meeting during which the participants decided that eight
CORONA firings would complete the ARPA development effort and that the
remaining four CORONA flilhts would require Air Force funding. By a
memorandum to Macintyre, two days later, Johnson confirmed the agreement
and formally specified the research agency's intention of sponsoring only 13
Discoverer flights: two vehicle tests, three biomedical flights, and eight
CORONA launchings." The settlement was not reached easily, however, since
first Air Force and CIA officials had to convince ARPA that a readout program
was not available to substitute for CORONA recovery techniques. There were
interesting Sidelights: on the afternoon of Johnson's directive, Colonel Sheppard discovered a Pentagon staff officer busily attempting to rejOin Sentry and
Discoverer as a Top Secret program. The officer was convinced that ARPA had
succeeded in stealing an Air Force satellite program.
Improving CORONA Cover and Se.:urity
With the establishment of the Discoverer project as a formal, autonomous
activity and with the open identification of Sentry as a reconnaissance satellite,
the conditions for conducting CORONA were somewhat altered. The first
scheduled Discoverer launching was but a month away in December 1958,
and this impelled thought for improving the cover story.
In a sense, the disclosure that Sentry was a reconnaissance program
tainted all aspects of the earlier development effort, including what was now
Discoverer. Additionally, the international political climate was even more
hostile to overflight than formerly. Indeed, in the opinion of CORONA
personnel "this hostility has manifested itself to the point where high government officials might cancel the CORONA program should it continue to be
identified with such efforts."
Cover requirements were straightforward.'· ARPA participation had to be

logically explained: if Discoverer was not a military program, why was ARPA

"'.
.
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involved? Any intelligence interest in or associated with Discoverer had to be
concealed, as did any military reconnaissance implications. Finally, it would be
essential to obscure any direct connection between CORONA <as Discoverer)
and a later Sentry vehicle with similar equipment. By the same token, a logical
explanation was needed for using a polar orbit. Finally, cover efforts should
satisfy professional curiosity by ensuring a "logical sequence of technical effort
and the production of a product having military application."
The proper approach appeared to be to release enough information to
discourage untidy speculation and to dispel any air of mystery. It also seemed
useful to offer "consistent but much more complete technical explanations
(... at least in part classified) to the considerable number of persons who do
not need to know the true purpose of CORONA but are in a position to guess
what it involves unless they are provided with a convincing alternate exptlanation." Military and contractor personnel at the launching site, in the recovery
force, and in related military and corporate organizations fell into the latter
category.
Inasmuch as the CORONA configuration and the Discoverer biomedical
configuration would be outwardly indistinguishable, there was no great
concern for unauthorized observation and no real need for "closed" launchings. Press releases, by emphasizing hardware tests rather than scientific
probes, would help to prevent interference from "the vast number of scientists
who claim a right to such data.""
The CORONA office also expected to take advantage of the planned
"leaks." Lockheed personnel connected with the special Advanced Prol'ect
facility were to divert attention from the true purpose of CORONA by Ii ing
personal requests for data on electronic counterilleasures, ablation, vehicle
maneuverability, reentry control and guidance studies, magnetic effects data,
and infrared sensors, thus prompting conclusions that the "special facility"
was concerned with classified work in such areas.
The use of a recoverable capsule could be explained as the only means of
ensuring that recorded data were reserved for the United States, that recovery
was the only means of providing visual inspection of equipment returned from
orbit, that it provided the most accurate data records, and that it permitted the
reuse of costly equipment. Polar orbits (which were somewhat illogical in the
light of the facilities available for equatorial orbit tests) were to be explained in
terms of range safety requirements and the possible exercise of the missile
warning-net. Thus, there emerged explanations that Vandenberg Air Force
Base was so located that only a polar launching was possible, that Air Force
research vehicles had to be launched from Vandenberg because of limited
facilities at Cape Canaveral, and the fact that the vehicle passed over the
SOviet Union was incidental.
Military and contractor personnel who inadvertently became aware of the
presence of CORONA cameras could be told either that they were intended
for astronomical observation and were not being publicized because of the
possibility of misinterpretation or that they were used as part of the stability
tests, to provide a continuous record of the attitude of the vehicle by
photographing the horizon.
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One major unresolved issue remained of those created by the ARPAdirected program altecations of November-December 1958. With the marked
reduction in ARPA support, only eight CORONA firings were covered by
approved funds. The rUliaining four in the original series plus any follow-on
firings had to be dealt with in some fashion.
Assuming the need for the photographic product would still l'Yist, either
CORONA would have to be continued as a completely covert element of
Discoverer or all Discoverer flights following the ughth CORONA would be
part of a highly secure but "normal" noncovert approach.
As a hedge against the possibility that continuation of a covert CORONA

program might not be approved, the Discoverer program office prepared a
development plan providing for 20 highly secure but noncovert Discoverer
reconnaissance flights extending through 1960. This plan was submitted along
with Sentry and Midas development plans by BMD to the Pentagon in January
1959. On 2 february 1959, Air force Under Secretary Macintyre directed that
the 20-flight proposal be integrated with a revised and integrated CORONA
effort and funded within the total available FY -59 Discoverer-Sentry funding."
These delibecations caused security concerns for the CIA-Air Force
CORONA management teams. Some of the Discoverer supporters and Air
Staff planners were not CORONA-briefed. Continuation of the covert CORONA program meant that cover and security actions were necessary to provide
for a larger and longer program.
A simple extension of the Discoverer program with provision for sufficient

flights to cover 20 CORONA operations was the most direct means of
documenting the program and obtaining the necessary funds. That course was
complicated, however, by the ARPA's February action in cutting the program
back to 13 vehicles and cancelling procurement authorizations for all additional Discoverers. Under existing arrangements, funding had to come
through ARPA.
Through CIA, General Ritland arranged an unofficial but effective authorization to continue work on aU of the 19 vehicles earlier sc
assured
that funds were available. On 1 April,
drawn from the President's
to the CIA to fund additional camera
total,
subsystems
ARPA to finance reexpansion of Discoverer.
The Air Force
up an
by reprogramming. to
reqUirement.
cover the
A means of effectively throttling support for a noncovert reconnaissance
Discoverer had to be devised, and it had to be convincing because, as with the
situation a year earlier, the entirely logical notion of using Discoverers to loft
reconnaissance payloads had attracted a swarm of eager devotees. Sheppard
concocted the antidote. He sent to Bissell a message which could be
transformed into a directive from Air Force Assistant Secretary Richard E.
Horner to General Roscoe Wilson, on the Air Staff. Wilson would then shape it
into a formal directive to BMD. It would (and ultimately did) say that Horner
had been briefed on using Discoverer for reconnaissance early in February,
that the cost and risk of that approach were incompatible with the gain over
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established projects (Sentry), and that the proposal was, therefore, disapproved. But because of other attractive alternatives Discoverer was to be
extended to include 25 flights lasting through 1960 and sufficient funds were
available.
On 27 April, Air Force headquarters officially instructed BMD to undertake the 25-flight Discoverer program. The ARPA directive legally required to
authenticate such an expansion was issued on 20 May, thus closing the
drcle. H

A final installment in the restoration of complete cover for CORONA was
an interchange of letters between L Eugene Root, lockheed vice president,
and General Schriever. The maneuver was planned in March as a means of
satisfying curiosity that might have been aroused both in BMD and in
lockheed by the recent turmoil. The letters, classified Secret, handled through
"normal" security channels, and seen by any number of people at both sites,
would in the normal course of events provide a "Secret" explanation for some
of theJ'eculiar aspects of the current situation. Root's letter, dated 7 April,
opene with a reference to "recent conversations" and the fact that the Sentry
program was relatively well known in industry as a readout effort. Root
remarked that he had been approached by several concerns proposing
recoverable photographic payloads for Discoverer capsules for the 1959-60
period, before Sentry became available. What, he asked, should be lockheed's position?

During the interim, Ritland had replaced General Schriever as commander of BMO. Ritland, in a letter that had been widely "coordinated" within
BMD, said BMD had also been approached, had arranged a quick reassessment of the Discoverer reconnaissance potential, and had learned that it
would take too long to get results through Discoverer reconnaissance. He
explained that available cameras were too heavy, that test schedules would
not permit early introduction of photographic payloads, and that " ... the
Discoverer ... already has too many complications of a sensitive nature
without adding the probably unsolvable complications of a reconnaissance
mission." (Colonel Sheppard was uniquely adroit at answering his own
letters.)" The letters served their intended purpose.
In the spring of 1959, an effort was made by the US Army, on behalf of the
Army Map Service, to obtain ARPA approval for a reconnaissance satellite
program to obtain precise geodetic data on the Soviet Union for the ultimate
purpose of pinpointing strategic targets. Because such a program would
impinge upon CORONA from a security standpOint and would compete for
launching facilities, it was decided, through coordination with the Secretary of
Defense, that the program would be administered within the organizational
framework of CORONA. This was done to protect the security of the latter
and to establish priorities for launching scheduling. An agreement between
CIA and ARPA on the control of the mapping project, named ARGON, was
Signed on 7 July 1959. This gave CIA authorization to contract for the
exploitation of ARGON's product for the Army Map Service and to maintain
security control over the project. Approval was received from the White
House on 21 July, 1959.
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The Early Flight Program
The attempt to launch the first Discoverer satellite, on 21 January 1959,
was aborted by the premature ignition of ullage orientation rockets on the
upper stage. The second stage vehicle was severely damaged and the Thor
was withdrawn for major overhaul.
Discoverer-I - actually the second scheduled flight vehicle - left the
Vandenberg launching pad on 28 february 1959, and established an orbit with
an apogee of 605 miles and a perigee of 99 miles. Although somewhat more
eccentric than planned, its flight constituted a success. Since no capsule was
carried, recovery was not attempted.
Discoverer-II was also reasonably successful in establishing orbit, following its 13 April launching. Unhallpily, human error in setting the satellite's
timer caused the capsule to eject halfway around the earth from the planned
recovery zone, descending near Spitzbergen, Norway. There were reports that
the descending parachute was actually observed.
At that time Air Force Lt. Colonel Charles" Moose" Mathison (who was
not cleared on the CORONA Program), a protege and confidant of General
Schriever, was assigned as Vice Commander, 6594th Test Wing (which
operated the ground station and control facilities for the Air Force satellite
programs). When Mathison heard of the Spitzbergen sighting report he,
together with a junior officer from BMD, flew in civilian clothes by commercial
airlines to NO~J;' There Mathison enlisted the aid of a high-placed Norwecer to make a ground and air search near Spitzbergen. No
gian Air Force
sign of the capsule was found. Because of ski marks in the probable impact
area some of the more impressionable program personnel concluded that the
capsule had been captured by a resident Soviet minog party. If such had
indeed been the fate of the Discoverer-II capsule, it did not gravely disturb
COR 0 N A managers: the missing capsule had carried "mechanical mice,"
electronic devices rigged to record biomedical effects data.
Discovere,.;-III and -IV, launched on 3 June and 25 June, failed to reach
orbital velocities because Agena thrust did not meet expectations. The 3 June
flight carried another biomedical payload, but the 25 June vehicle contained
the Ii,.;t of the CORONA cameras. Because of the failure to orbit, no data on
camera-operating characteristics were obtained.
All these malfunctions created problems for Bissell and his staff. After the
January 1959 failure, President Eisenhower upbraided Bissell personally. After
the second failure on 25 February, Eisenhower began asking oCt Dulles for
explanations. As Bissell subsequently recalled:
It was a most heartbreaking business. If an airplane goes
on a test flight and something malfunctions, and it gets back,
the pilot can tell you about the malfunction, or you can look
it over and find dut. But in the case of a recce satellite •. y.ou

fife the damn thing off and you've got some telemetry and
you never get it back. There is n~ pilot, of course, and .you've
got no hardware, you never see it again. so you have to infer
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from telemetry what went wrong. Then you make a fix, and if
it fails again you know you've inferred wrong. In the case of
CORONA it went on and on.41

After the

failure of the first CORONA satellite with a camera
on 25 June 1959, General Ritland
to perform an independent analysis of
reference to design and performance

margIns.

As a result of system failures, CORONA was running short of cameras and

more units, as welf as more reentry vehicles, had to be purchased. The new
cameras, ordered on 26 July 1959, were essentially the same as the first HYAC
cameras except for an improved velocity-over-height compensation system.
They were known as C' units. General Electric built an improved reentry
capsule that could hold twice as much film as the first model-an increase
from 20 to 40 pounds. This new CORONA configuration was designed to stay
aloft for two days instead of one.
After Discoverers-V and -VI failed in orbit in August 1959, BMD halted the
launching program once again to permit a new analysis of the recovery
capsule ailures. A succession of exhaustive ground tests, involving both the
capsule recovery subsystem and the camera subsystem, lasted well into
October 1959, when it seemed feasible to resume launchings. The analyses
revealed several areas where technical weaknesses existed: (1) the reentry
subsystem was being exposed to temperatures lower than those for which it
had been designed; (2) insufficient electrical power was being provided to the
reinjec1ion squibs; (3) telemetered information was insufficient to establish the
point of reentry system failure; (4) it had been impossible to track the reentry
vehicle until parachute deployment occurred; (5) data on the capsuleseparation sequence were imprecise; (6) the reentry capsule had marginal
stability characteristics; and (7) telemetry did not adequately indicate the
precise pitch angle of the Agena vehicle before capsule separation. The first
flight items modified to correct such deficiencies left Lockheed for the
launching area in late September. Subsequently, ground tests revealed that
the spinup rockets had been deficient in quality, and those originally installed
had to be replaced at Vandenberg.
An additional significant change resulted from the August 1959 failures:
conceding that CORONA operations were being conducted in a high-risk
environment and under a high-risk philosophy, B M 0 began a long-term
instrumentation and analysis program as insurance against further failures."
Lockheed also acted to increase the electrical \lower out\lut of the
satellite batteries and to ins1rument the recovery capsule much more elabo-

rately than had initially been
.
. In part, this was the
consequence of the report by a
group which on 8
to permit additional
seriously urged that the program be
refinement of the Agena and the recovery capsule. It appeared both to the
spedalists and 10 the BMD program managers that Lockheed had been
overconfident and that the Agena and capsule section were not instrumented
adequately. Lockheed, in the words of one scientist, had not "instrumented
for failures."41

via
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The next two Discoverer flight trials, on 7 and 20 November, were as
disappointing as their predecessors. Discoverers-VII and -Y1II both had subsystem failures which prevented recovery of the capsule, and in neither instance
did the camera system function properly. The Ballistic Missile Division again
suspended flight tests.'·
Not until February 1960, after two months of intensive corrective engineering, were the launchings resumed. Unhappily, neither of the boosters
used in the February flights (Discoverers-IX and -X on 4 and 19 february)
functioned properly and in neither case did the Agena go into orbit. Some
additional complications were provided when it was necessary to destroy
Discoverer-X during its c1imbout, and parts of Vandenberg Air Force Base
were showered with assorted residuals of the flight vehicle. Special security
precautions were quickly enforced to protect the project from compromise."
One innovative design feature on Discoverer-IX deserves mention. A
cooler was needed for the fairing interface, which was heating up during
ascent. A water receptacle was installed around the leading edge of the
fairing, the idea being that the water would boil during ascent, with steam
carrying away the heat. In order to contain the water and prevent sloshing,
something absorbent, soft, and easy to work with was required. After
conducting a test program on various materials, the design engineer chose
sanitary napkins.

Discoverer flight Summary - 1959
Discoverer
No.

Mission
No.

I
1/

III
IV
V

9001

9002

Date

Camera

Remarks

20 Feb

N/A
N/A
N/A
C

No capsule flown.
Capsule ejected over Norway.
Agena did not orbit.
Agena did not orbit.

C

Not recovered. Camera failed on

13 Apr
3 Jun
25 Jun
13 Aug

Rev 1.

VI

VII
VIII

9003
9004
9005

19 Aug

7 Nov
20 Nov

C

Retrorocket maifunction. Not recovered.

C

Camera failed on Rev 2.
Agena failed to orbit.
Bad orbtt. Camera failure. No recovery.

c

Although there was little reason for optimism at this point, the AFBMD
engineers continued to insist that the program would eventually be successful.
In January, production and flight schedules had been expanded by four
additional vehicles to accommodate the newly approved ARGON mapping
camera program, an Army-sponsored covert effort. This change had been
stipulated because Army mappers were increasingly restless in their claim that
cartographic interests were underemphasized in CORONA's flight schedule.
No additional resources, money, or people accompanied the program expansion. The total number of approved Discoverer launchings was now 29. (Of

,
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these, 20 were to be CORONA flights, four ARGON flights, and the remainder
were biomedical and test vehicle flights.) CIA middle management began to
show understandable discouragement, both over the flight vehicle failures and
the parallel camera subsystem failures; by March, there was renewed discussion of cancelling the CORONA requirements in the Discoverer program.
Hearing this, Col. onel Paul Worthman, the Air Force CORONA Program
Director (vice Colonel Sheppard) suggested that it was too early for a wake,
reminding the agency that the Atlas, Thor, and Titan had all faced and survived
demands for cancellation. AFBMD, said Worthman, had come to antidpate a
panic response to development problems-problems that were inevitable in
any program as rushed as CORONA. Characteristically, Bissell dedded that
the activity should press on with renewed vigor."

•
: I

,

AFBMD
(Seated, left to

~

•

·•
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Countdown:
Cols Paul Worthman,
and Lee Battle)

On 15 April 1960, Discoverer-XI went into orbit and the recovery system
maHunctioned again. The failure was particularly disappointing because telemetry indicated that for the first time the camera had operated perfectly, all 16
pounds of film passing into the recovery capsule. Much of the credit for
successful camera operation was due to a change from acetate-base to
polyester-base film. But the failure of the recovery system triggered a personal
message from the AF Vice Chief of Staff, General Curtis LeMay, to Lockheed,
urging "extraordinary corrective actions" and the personal attention of top
Lockheed management to the elimination of defects in the system. Lockheed's
response was to propose a further round of tests in environmental chambers
plus diagnostic flights in which the capsule would be instrumented specifically
for recovery system telemetry."
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Discoverer-XII, planned as a diagnostic flight, climbed very briefly from
the Vandenberg launching stand on 29 June 1960: erratic horizon scanner
operation caused a nose-dow II position during
of the Agena from
the Thor booster. In this instance, a 43-<iay
in the next scheduled
launching was imposed, permitting modification of several minor components
to correct the problem. Key technical assistants suggested that the low
reliability of Discoverer was sufficient cause for cancelling any further effort on
CORONA past the scheduled 1960 flights; ho,""",er, Bissell, who consistently
fought for program continuance in the face of 8'eat odds, felt that the best
course would be to concentrate on recovery subsystem perfection and to
accept any recovered film as a program bonus rather than as an objective."
During the summer of 1960, two circumstances quite independent of the
Discoverer-CORONA program made the situation tense. The first was the 1
May shootdown of a U-2 reconnaissance aircraft well inside Soviet boundaries, which led President Eisenhower to cancel U-2 operations. The second
was the approaching maiden fliRht of the first Samos (formerly Project Sentry)
reconnaissance satellite, sched"uled for September-October. There was a
general feeling among CORONA-briefed Air Staff members that CORONA
was a "poor man's" system which had slight prospect of achieving any real
results. Weight-limited by the thrust of the Thor booster, the CORONA system
was regarded as a handicapped competitor to the Atlas-boosted Samos.
Additionally, early Samos flights were intended to demonstrate the effectiveness of a readout system and would possibly eliminate concern over complicated recovery techniques. Finally, the high-magnification camera (E-S) being
developed under Samos in the late summer of 1960 was integrated with a
recovery system considerably more sophisticated than that of CORONA in
several important respects. On the whole, therefore, Samos offered a convenient alternative to CORONA and one which gained political attractiveness as
CORONA difficulties persisted."
As things continued going badly for the CORONA program, some Air

Force officials considered redUCing the number of test flights. However, the
Air Force's own Samos program was also having its share of technical
problems: the remote imagery transmission systeill was not working well. On
24 July 1959, Killian told President Eisenhower. "I have not seen evidence that
[Samos) has had the hard-boiled technical review to determine what is
realistically possible," adding that the program might be too costly. His view
was seconded by members of the President's Science Advisory Committee.
The early failures of the CORONA program had a variety of causes. The
engines on the Thor booster burned until all fuel was exhausted, at which
point the Agena engine was fired to reach orbital velocity. This procedure was
not always successful. On other occasions, the Thor engines would bum too
long and cause the spacecraft to go in a higher than desired orbit. Some
missions that succeeded in orbiting failed later, owing to malfunctions of the
space platform's three-axis stabilization system (which caused the satellite to
tumble). Even when the Thor-Agena and camera systems functioned perfectly,
the mission could still be classified a failure because of malfunctions on the
satellite recovery vehicle (SRV]. In the latter case, Lockheed specialists theorized that the hot-gas spin rockets on the GE-designed SRV were not igniting
simultaneously and, instead of spinning the SRV, were causing it to cartwheel
and to enter unintended orbits, rather than return to earth. At the suggestion
of Willis M. Hawkins, Lockheed's Manager of Space Systems, Lockheed
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engineers designed a cold-gas spin-stabilized rocket system that was retrofitted into the GE vehicles, beginning in June 1960. The use of these rockets was
largely responsible for the initial success in recovering objects from space.
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Cols Fritz Oder and Ed Blum Await
Discoverer Launching
Because of the heavy pressure for at least some success, the launching of
Discoverer-Xlll- the second of two diagnostic flights - on 10 August 1960
took on great importance. The vehicle was successfully inserted into orbit. The
recovery package was expected on revolution f 7. Recovery and support
elements were on station well before scheduled parachute deployment time.
Capsule separation, retrofire, and reentry events were near perfect, with the
predicted impact point (330 nautical miles northwest of Hawaii) being very
close to plan. Because of some confusion in communication between the C119s and the control RC-121, air recovery was not possible; however, splashdown was sufficiently close to sea-recovery elements that within a few hours
the capsule had been retrieved from the water by helicopter and deposited on
the deck of the surface recovery ship, Haiti VIctory.
On the morning of August 12, Major R. J. Ford, of the Air Force CORONA
office, sent a terse message across the cryptographic lines to Washington:
"Capsule recovered undamaged." It was both the shortest and the most
welcome of the thousands of communications over that network in the
previous two years. S.
Return of the capsule and its ultimate disposition were expected to
conform to a plan laid down 1 B months earlier which called for capsule

...
•
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delivery to a courier from BMD, the courier's return to California (probably by
commercial airliner), and the surreptitious exchange of the container for a
dummy, shortly thereafter. The r.lular capsule container would go to lockheed by a rather obvious route,
'Ie the real capsule (repackaged so as not
to resemble the original) would leave Sunnyvale, California, in an
shipment to the photographic-processing facility at
These precautions were necessary because examination
w, disclose that it had a film-entry aperture.
Although Discoverer-XIII, being a diagnostic instrument, had no film
aperture and carried neither camera nor film, the first recovery was intended
to be a full-scale dress rehearsal for the handling of a "real" capsule.
Immediately after XIII's successful recovery, lieutenant Colonel Gus Ahola,
Commander of the 6594th Recovery Control Group, in Honolulu, expected to
meet the Haiti Victory at Pearl Harbor and arrange for one of his C-130s to
return the capsule to LMSC engineers at Sunnyvale. On Friday, 12 August,
Ahola was startled to learn that "Moose" Mathison, Vice Commander of the
Sunnyvale 6594th Test Wing (previously mentioned as a Norway-bound.
capsule-hunter), had already landed by helicopter on the flight deck of the
Ha i t i Victory and assumed charge. Mathison was about to put into effect a
"Moose Courier Plan" which would be dramatically different from that
authorized for the occasion. He had even told a newspaperman friend of his
planned itinerary, to ensure good coverage. 55
later, in retrospect, it became clear that Mathison (not briefed on
CORONA) had given a good deal of thought to how he believed the Air Force
should handle the first Discoverer success. The occasion would offer an
opportunity to redress certain inequities which had annoyed him for a long
time. He had been morbidly concerned that the Air Force space program was
receiving very little press exposure, and that the Air Force Systems Command,
headed by his very close friend, Schriever, was not in the space limelight. The
6594th Test Wing. where Mathison normally spent his days, had not really had
very much to test - its main project, Discoverer, was rarely gettinl'l into orbit.
But now, with the availability of a capsule which had actually been In space, he
had precisely the wedge he needed to draw attention to the fine work being
done by all those people and organizations. Mathison also sensed that he was
not part of an inner ring; perhaps personal capture of the capsule would bring
him closer to some priviliged information.
Mathison accompanied the capsule to Pearl Harbor, arranging by radio to
have the Commander, Pacific Air Force, General "Rosie" O'Donnell, meet him
at the dock for a photographic opportunity. Then he transferred the capsule to
one of Ahola's C-130s and began a flight to Sunnyvale, California. While
airborne, he passed the time by breaking into the capsule, which he found to
. He sent a message ahead to General Ritland, and to Mr.
general manager of LMSC, to meet him at Sunnyvale for
opportunity. During the stopover at LMSC, he did permit
access to the

By Saturday morning, 13 August, Mathison and capsule were landing at
Andrews Air Force Base, prOViding a photo opportunity for the Commander,
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Pentagon Ceremony Marking First Recovered Discoverer Payload

(left to right: MGen O. Ritland, Col C.L Battle, AF Secy O. Sharp,
Gan T.o. Whne, lGen B.A. Schriever, Col CA. Mathison)

------.
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President Eisenhower Examines Contents of Discoverer Capsule

on 15 August 1960 With Gan T,o, White and Col CA. Mathison
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Air Force Systems Command and the Chief of Staff of the Air Force (Generals
Schriever and White). Plans for a White House ceremony were set for Monday,
15 August.
Thus a capsule which was to have been returned discreetly to Sunnyvale,
for the benefit of the Air Force Program Office and Lockheed technicians who
had instrumented it, made a noisy progress· to the White House, where
President Eisenhower hailed it as "historic." It continued to attract attention
for weeks and months after Mathison released it, being displayed throughout
the United States, finally coming to rest in the Smithsonian Institution'S Air &
Space Museum.
Mathison's unique mix of creative anarchy and casual effrontery impressed and confused the Air Force at every level from frogman to commander-in-chief. The word was out that something vaguely important had happened in the military space program and each ne<.¥ audience, hungry for an
elusive success, assisted in raising that importance to a higher level. But the
rationale for importance remained obscure, particularly to witting members of
the Community. When Air Force Secretary Dudley Sharp pinned a Legion of
Merit medal on Battle, citing him for "the successful recovery of a payload
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AF Secy Dudley Sharp Presents Col C.L Battle, Jr., With
legion of Merit Medal
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from the orbiting satellite," he was giving praise for the only part of the
operation which Battle would have evaluated as embarassingly unsuccessful.
Happily, the decoration was richly' deserved for many other reasons, most of
which occurred three days later, on 18 August, with the successful flight
performance of Discoverer-XIV. The first
in mid-air, and quietly couriered
with
There was to be a postscript to the Pentagon confusion. Some weeks later,
the Air Force Public Information Office, still bemused by the drama of space
objects being winched out of the Pacific, announced" ... a new technique to
speed the recovery of satellite capsules from space. The technique, known as
'sea-snatch: complements the air-snatch procedure...." The accompanying
photographs showed a C-119 trailing its recovery trapeze, as it made a very
low-level pass over the ocean. This totally spurious information might have
annoyed the Discoverer office a few months earlier; now secure in the
knowledge that aerial recovery was a proven procedure, the staff jovially
suggested that all inquiries be addressed to Mathison.
A new official courier system had been put into effect, even while
Mathison was airborne to Andrews AFB. Henceforth, there would be many
Discoverer capsules couriered across the United States, but there would be no
parades. Ruminating on the '''parade'' some months later, one of Mr. Bissell's
aides (after asking if"Moose" were still alive) relented briefly to point out that
the only persons more confused than Mathison must have been the Soviets, to
whom he single-handedly and convindngly documented the innocent nature
of a US space capsule. Clearly, it contained nothing noxious-no bomb, no
camera, no leafletS-just one American flag. The aide speculated briefly that
anyone so brilliant in cover and deception might find a home in the CIA's
counter-counter-counter intelligence division. Then, thinking over what he
had just said, he shuddered.
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Section 3
Achievement: A New Vanbge
Discoverer-XIV. launched on 18 Augus1 196iparaUeled the perlormance
of lis predecessor In most Important respects. Additionally, carried a
CORONA camera, and the camera workeperfectly. AHhough the Agena had
fess than optimum pitch-down angle at the time of capsule separation (the
capsule descended 430 miles soutol the predicted impact area), the C-119s
were able to complete a smooth aerial recovery. Captain Harold E. MHchell
and his crew successfully hooked the descending capsule on the third pass.
Upon arrival at Hickam Air Force Base. Mllchell was decorated wllh the
Distinguished Flying Cross and members at his crew were awardthe Air
Medal.
This time. as It would henceforth. the capsule-handling procedure fol·
lowed official plans. Alter an overt return to Moffet! Naval Air station. the
capsule was taken to a Lockheed
for removal of protective ordnance
devices and

Projects
Base.Massachusetts. The
processed photography was tlnally delivered to the National Photographic
Intelligence Cente~NPIC). and other Intelligence centers.
The fact that press photographs of th<l<IV capsule were forbidden was
explained by citing the need lor close examlnatl",1 the instruments belore
they might be disturbed.
Initial reaction to the nlm from Dlscoverer·XIV was unbridled Jubilation.
CIA program officials told ColoneWorthman that photo Interpreters had
called the product "terrific. s1upendous." and had sold. "We are tlabbergas1.
ed." Worthman's conservative report to General Rltland was that "apparently
design specifications on resolution have been met. .". The photographs were
of "very high qualify." and. as a bonus. at leas1 one· halt 01 the Irames exposed
over the Soviet Union were clear of cloud· cover.
Detailed analysis 01 the XI"'esults showed Ihal 3.000 leet 01 fIInhad
been recovered-essentially all 01 th,20 pounds s10redin the cassettes. More
than 1.650.000 square miles 01 Sovlel lerrltory had been acquired "hoto'
Interpretation. Resolution was es1lmated conservatlvoa1r 55 lines per millime·
ter. and ground objects ranging upwards Iror35·loot dimensions were
Identlllable.57
Aller President Eisenhower saw the photography from Ihls flight. he itel
be known that he wanted everything about the "lake" kept secret. so as to
avoid unnecessary affront to the Soviets. As t\'comment passed down the
chain 01 command. his cautlanary words were translaled and amplllled Into
"Destroy the capsulel"So the capsule was literally beaten to pieces and
dumped Inla the Sanla Barbara channel.
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Harold E. Mitchell and Crew Chief of
Pelican 9

C-119 Making an Air-Catch of
CORONA C"p'ule
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CORONA development had been persistently and energetically pursued,
in the face of continuous adversity, because of the overwhelming urgency of
the intelligence needs of the nation. The initial planning for CORONA began
at a time when no one knew how many BEAR and BISON aircraft the Soviets
had, whether they were introducing a new and far more advanced lorg-range
bomber than the BISON, or whether they had largely skipped the buildup of a
manned-bomber force in favor of missiles. There had been major changes in
intelligence estimates of Soviet nuclear capabilities and of the scope of the
Soviet missile program on the basis of photography from a relatively small
number of U-2 missions approved for the summer of 1957. Furthermore, by
1959, the great "missile gap" controversy was very much in the forefront. The
Soviets had tested ICBMs at ranges of 5,000 miles, proving they had the
capability to build and fly them. What was not known was where those
missiles were being deployed operationally and in what numbers. In the
preparation of the National Intelligence Estimate for Guided Missiles during
the fall of 1959, various intelligence agencies held widely diverse views on the
Soviet missile situation. In an election year (1960) the "missile gap" became a
grave political issue." The U-2 had improved the Intelligence Community'S
knowledge of the Soviet Union, but it could not provide Dread area coverage
or the answers to most critical questions. Furthermore, all experts felt that it
was only a matter of time until a U-2 was shot down. In May 1960, that
dreaded event occurred, essentially ending overhead reconnaissance of the
USSR by aircraft. Fortunately, Discoverer-XIV yielded much more Soviet
coverage than the total of all U-2 missions.
Aside from the (expected) modest resolution of the CORONA "take," the
only major deficiency was streaks of variation in denSity, running diagonally
across the format. Some of this was due to minor light leaks and some was the
result of either static electric (corona) discharge or roller pressure markings.

'In an episode reminiscent of the 19« presidential election, when Thomas E. Dewey was
constrained by wartime security from making potentially devastating revelations about Pearl
Harbor, Richard M. Nixon in 1960 was constrained from revealing that the "missile gap," on
which John F. Kennedy had @a,Uer campaigned, was an illusion. The Discoverer·X1V payload
was retrieved, and its Intelligence information digested' two months before the 1960 election
campaign ended. Kennedy, who had been made aware of the mission results, stopped talking
about the missile gap. But some of his supporters did not, and Nixon's indirect assertions that
there was no missile gap had little impact, because he had been saying this much earlier, when
nobody really knew, and because he had subsequently adopted the policy of promising to
enlarge the US missile program in much the way Kennedy proposed. In Later years, when the
August 1960 findings became more widely known, there was surprisingly little discussion of the
potential Change in election results that might have occurred if the information had been
revealed.
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The drought VlU over. Although two failures to recover and one camera
breakdown kept photo Interpreters waiting until the return of the XVIII ~Ie
on 10 December 1960, there was no longer any question of the feasibility of
any major elu;aent of the CORONA operation. Discoverer-XVIII, moreover,
had
an improved camera - C' (called C-prlme) and was loaded with
twice the ~~:tt of film used on XIV. It r.....ained in orbit three days
than one, pr ded roughly twice as much coverage (3,800,000 square
miles), gave 20 percent better resolution (65 lines per millimeter for XVIII as
opposed to the 55 of XIV), and its recovered photography permitted identification of some ground Ob\'eclS measuring only 25 feet on a side. This excellent
dispelled a I residual concern about a Soviet lead in the deployment of
missiles and provided the basic hard intelligence
around
President John F. Kennedy and his defense sea~tary
overhaul of US defense priorities, goals, structures,
management processes.
There is a sardonic military dche that "Success is a team effort, but failure
must always be identified with a specific individual." CORONA was indeed a
team effort, but basic responsibility for its success could be assigned to key
individuals, particularly upon the occasion of Flight XIV, the first comprehensive success.

The first of
persons was Colonel lee Battle, the System Officer. This
title translated into his responsibility for taking an untested space booster, an
untested spacecraft, an untested re entry vehicle, an untested camera, untested photographic film, an untested control network - and making them
perform correctly and hannoniously.
Total responsibility for elements of the system
Moore (Thor), Lt. Colonel Roy Worthington (Agena),
(PaylQad and Recovery), and Major Frank Buzard
Operations). At the Vandenburg AFB
Heisler and Captains Ray Lefstad and
preparing and launching the spacecraft.

Colonel William
had responsibility for
Lt.

Overall rrogram responsibility was shared by Richard Bissell, for the CIA,
and Colone Worthman, for the Department of the Air Force. Ueutenant
Colonel Ralph Ford was Worthman's deputy. Mr. BisseU's key staff persons, for
this program, ......ere Eugene P. Kiefer and lohn Parangosky. His field representative was Ueutenant Colonel Charles Murphy, who was in residence at LMSC.
If a single person were selected to be given the bulk of credit for the
success of CORONA, it would be, by generaJ acclaim, Richard Bissell. It was

Bissell's vision, en..rgy, and courage that gave the program the opportunity
(time) ~uired to move from failure to success. His intervention was vital,
particularly at the White House level. When a string of one dozen failures was
testing the nerve of key governmental officials, Bissell never faltered - and
the program moved on.
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Corona Security: Assessment and Conjectures
Between 21 January 1959 and 18 August 1960, 15 CORONA missions
were attempted. Whether the Soviets believed that·Discoverer was what it was
publicly
to be remains an intriguing question. withal one that had
transient importance. Of course, the Soviets may have had "inside" intelligence by way of conventional espionage. In that case the question would be
irrelevant. It is also possible that an intensive analysiS 01 American purpose and
capability might have Induced the Soviets to accept early Discoverer flights at
face value. It was by no means obvious that the United States, or anyone else,
could actually build and operate a useful satellite-reconnaissance system
and 1958 camera
based on the Thor-Agena booster-spacecraft
technology. Compared to other
systems proposed
earlier, CORONA was tiny. The camera weighed only 92 pounds, and the
entire payload, Including film, only 53 more. Hlgh·resolutlon photographic
systems were known to be heavy. Soviet Intelligence analysis could very
reasonably conclude that Discoverer was Intended to test the feasibility 01
various reconnaissance subsystems, perhaps even a limited capability prototype camera. but they would not necessarily think 01 Discoverer as an
operationally useful system In Its own right.
A second factor of Importance was development styl ......11 available
evidence would suggest to the Soviets that the prelem(almost exclusive)
strategy lor US mlillary systems development was the masslve·resource.
approach which had been applied to widely· known programs. Including
Samos. The style of CORONA development was the antithesis of normal US
practice. II was relallvely cheap; limBed resources and relatively few people
were Involved In lis development, and, notwithstanding Its clever design. It
was a conservative extension ot existing state·oI·the·art. No other Important
American program 01 that lime had those aHributes. certainly no ather military
space program. (Knowledge of the resulls of the Vanguard and Explorer
programs of 1957-60 would relnlorce a SovIet assumpllon that "simple"
American space systems were likely to be unimpressive In performance.)
Capability was a third factor. Allhough the Soviets had undamaged
GENETRIX cameras to examine at their leisure (and. aIIer May 1960, the U-2
camera). and had taken over most of the German optical and camera Industry
at the end of World War II. they nevertheless appeared to be well behind the
Unlled Sfates In this technology and continued so unlll 19680RONA.
despite Its small size. was a very capable system. Its performance surprised
even those who buill II and that performance. once early development
problems had been overcome. Improved spectacularly. From the Soviet
viewpoint, orbBlng a camera system that was limBed In weight by the payload
capacity of the Thor.Agena comblnallon might well have no operational
significance. II was counter to good sense. as the Soviets may have seen II. to
Invest In such an unpromising undertaking; they might loglcatly have conclud·
ed that the American government's reactions would be like their own.
Finally, there was the apparent nature of the Discoverer program. It was
one 01 several "minor" space programs hastily composed In response to the
sHmulus of Sputnik late In 1957. The main thrust of the American reaction to
Sputnik was to pour large resources Into the development 01 much publicized
miSSiles and military satellites- prinCipally Atlas, Thor. and Samos
and to

Systems jointly
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invest in some other systems which had only "imase" value. Space launchings
were widely publicized but there were many failures. Administration officials,
legislators, and military spokesmen, concerned about American response to
the Soviet "space threat," typically emphasized major programs and paid little
attention to programs suCh as Discoverer, Explorer, Echo, and Pioneer,
believing that ttiey had no obvious military utility. Accustomed to the
notorious American habit of publicizin, the goals, status, and (often) details of
major military ~railis, however sensitive, !Joe Soviets might have considered
any uncharacteristiC departure from that pattern to be incredible.
Occasional European press references to Discoverer as a "spy satellite"
signified little except that speculation was an entertaining diversion. Many of
those who were privy to tile inner workings of the US space effort between
1958 and 1964, and thought they had access to most of the classified details,
never suspected Discoverer to be other than what it pretended to be. In fact.
the more one knew about the US res'!arch and development process, the less
likely he was to suspect that a CORONA program could e;-er be conducted.
Perhaps the Soviets were similarly misled. The question was not likely to be
answered for many years.
CORONA Security:
The United Nations and National Policy
•
But there were still many threats to CORONA security. UN Resolution
1472 of the XIVth Session of the General Assembly, adopted on 12 December
1959, established a Committee on Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. It directed
the Committee to review areas for international cooperation, to study the
legal aspects of space exploration, and to prepare for an international scientific
conference on peaceful uses of outer space to be held in 1960-61."
Because of a boycott by the USSR, the Committee was not
28 November 1961. The US Delegation had taken a leading role
the Committee and, once the Soviet boycott was lifted, the Del~tion
maintained its position as a major advocate of international cooperatIOn in
peaceful space activities. Subsequently, Resolution 1721 of the XVlth Sess(on,
which the State Department took part in drafting, was adopted by the General
on 20 December 1961. It aimed at making the Committee on
of Outer Space a focal point for international cooperation and
commended two principles to member-states: (a) that international law,
including the Charter of the United Nations, applied to outer space and
celestial bodies; and (b) outer space and celestial bodies were free for
exploration and use by all states in conformity with international law and were
not subject to national appropriation. An additional clause in the Resolution
(drafted in the US State Depaltment) called on member-states launching
objects- into orbit or beyond to furnish information promptly to the Committee
on Peaceful Uses of Outer Space for a registry of such activities. A US position
paper on this matter had been Circulated in October 1961 to most interested
agencies in the US Government, but not to the CIA.
The State Department consulted with the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and with the Department of Defense in January 1962 on the
kinds of information which should be registered with the United Nations. The
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Defense Department, while agreeing that the United States should take the
lead in reporting space objects, suggested that only those in sustained orbit be
registered, in order to allow freedom of action In the event it should be
necessa'Y to launch a two- or three·orbit satellite to minimize chance of
hostile Interdiction. The 000 did not agree to binding the United States to a
precise reporting schedule or to furnishing Information on the purpose of each
launching."

,

The first US report was submitted to the United Nations on 5 March 1962
and included only those objects In orbit as of 1 5 february 1962. The
Ambassador to the United Nations, Adlai Stevenson, complained to State that
the US shift-from apparent willingness to submit data on all launchings, to a
fIi~ts were not to be reported-would
position in which some
create serious difficulties with the SoVIets, who were expected to exploit this
US "concealment." The Soviets were insisting on a joint declaration banning
the use of satellites for military reconnaissance and Ambassador Stevenson fert
the best response was to say we were prepared to consider such a question in
the context of disarmament in a proper forum, being careful to avoid the
implication that such use was not peaceful within the meaning of the UN
Charter, which permitted self-defense.'·
Dr. Herbert "Pete" Scoville, CIA's Deputy Director for Research (DDR),
who inherited responsibility for CIA participation In overhead reconnai-sance
from Richard Bissell, noted to the DCI on 27 April 1962, that he did not
believe the proposal for considering such a joint declaration was wise; he
believed the United States should continue to uphold the position t hat
satellite activity was not a military action and that H would neveragree that
this activity should be renounced In the course of disarmament negotiations.
He pointed out that observation satellites are in themselves a strong measure
in Rvor of disarmament, since they ten d to limit dangers from unknown
capabilities.61
At about the time that the UN Outer Space Committee was beginning to
function, plans were developed for a National Reconnaissance Program (NRP),
which would consist of all joint and unilateral US overhead reconnaissance
projects. A strong White House interest in the security of these reconnaissance
projects was stimulated late in 1961 President John F. Kennedy's President's
Foreign Intelligence Advisory
by Dr. Killian. A security
control system (known as the
was inaugurated for the
purpose of protecting
to the joint DoDICIA
reconnaissance projects under the NRP.
CIA was given responsibility lor
security agreements for all reconnaissance proJecisfalling within the NRP and
for administering the new security system.
The attitude of Defense officials toward the security of the National
Reconnaissance Program began, early in 1962, to lean from the use of
plausible cover stories toward a philosophy of total security. When the
biscoverer-XXXVIll was launched from Vandenberg on 27 February 1962, the
Air Force barred all essential details other than the successful midair catch of
the capsule, which had been in orbit for four days. Between that event and
April 1962, pUblicity given to the "spy-in-the-sky" aspects of the Air Force
Samos program (the residual WS-1171 program), which Ihe news media
equated with Discoverer, led to the publication of what was relerred 10 as the
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::s~atriC_Directive." This DoD Directive 5200.13, dated 23 March 1962,

lished security policy for all military space programs and dedared as
dassified the details of
pr08'ams, including identification, mission,
scope, capability, payload, launching, control or recovery operations, and
results.
After the launching of Discoverer-XXXIX on 17 April 1962, the foUowing
United Press International release appeared in the New York Times, 18 Apn1
edition:
VAFB, calif., 17 April (UPI) - The Air Force today
launched a satellite toward polar orbit, but refused to say
whether it was a Discoverer or "Sky Spy" vehicle in line with
a neW policy
restricting infOrmation on military
space shots.
The Air Force would not even give the time of the launching.
The brief prepared statement said only:
"A satellite
a Thor Agepa A booster combination
the Air Force from Vandenberg Air
was launched
Force Base, Calif."
Asked whether the satellite was in orbit, the Air Force
information officer referred to the directive released last

Tuesday making information classified on all military
satellites.
The same directive eliminated names for satellite programs,
such as the Discoverer and Somas-Midas Sky Spy vehicles
launched from here previously.
On 10 April 1962, Deputy Defense Secretary Roswell Cilpatric wrote to
General Maxwell Taylor (then Special Assistant to President Kennedy) saying
that the State Department proposal on registration of space launchings could
not be considered apart from the US satellite reconnaissance program, and
forwarded a proposed paper on "National Policy on Satellite Reconnaissance," recommending that it be considered by the NSC 5412 Committee
prior to any action with regard to other space matters, • u c has U N
registration. 62
Subsequent to Gilpatric's initiative, the NSC Issued National Security
Action Memorandum (NSAM) 156 which set up a committee under the
chainnanship of U. Alexis Johnson, then Under Secretary of State, to develop
US policy with respect to US reconnaissance programs and outer space. The
policy aimed to maintain unilateral freedom of action to conduct space
operations; prevent foreign political and P'!ysical interference with the conduct of these operations; prevent acddental or forced disclosure of details of
such operations or their end-products; avoid situations, statements, or actions
which, in the context of the satellite
program could later be
exploited as evidence either of alleged US
or duplidty; and
facilitate the resolution of any conflicts
might arise between the
essential technical and security requirements of the US satellite-reconnaissance program and the intemational commitments and foreign poticy ObJectives of the United States."
.

On 16 May 1962,Dr. James Killian, whom Pr.sldent Kenned)'had asked
to conHnue as Chairman of the Foreign IntelUgence Advisory Boatojd the
president of the Board's c:onc:enover the Impact of discussions In the UN
Outer Spac:e Commutee upon the US soIelllte-reconnalssanc:e program. The
Board urged that carobe exercised to ensure that control of the development
of space capabilities for national defense and naHonal Intelngence purposes
would not be lorec:losed, diminished, or c:ompromlsed In any wf<jllian sold
that H International agreemants prohibiting the use of outer space for mUltary
purposes precluded c:ontlnuanc:e of the highly eflectlve US Intelligence reconnaillance ac:tlvHles, It would be the United states, not the Soviet Union, whlc:h
would stand to lose a crHlcally needed c:ollectlon capability. The Board
rec:ommended that the president review us polley and approve a position
(there were currently contending points of view varying from lull revelation to
complete secrecy)."

•

The DCI, John McCone, urged fhe same action In a letter to Spec:lal
Assistant for National Sec:urHy AlfalrsMcGeorge Bundy, on 17 May 1962.
McCone also obtained agreement from Sec:retary 01 Defense Robert s.
McNamara that CIA as well as stote and Defense should participate In the
formulaHon of poncles to be tollowed by the US Delegation to the UN Outer
Space Committee. Wllh the c:oncurrenc:e of State, Mc:Cone directed that DDR
Pefe Sc:oville arrange lor CIA participation In the various working groups set
up to comply with NSAM 15.1 In passing this directive to Sc:ovllle, ttODCI
underlined the Importance 01 a carefully prepared position and c:autlous.
negotiation by the US Delegallon, and mentioned the lact that prior action In
the United NaHons by the US Delegate had placed the satellite-reconnaissance program In a dHRcult position. He sold the obJec:tlve of the CIA was to
ensure that the United States could c:onHnue a vital program.66
The report of the NSAM 156 Working Group and lis recommendaHons lor
US poncy on outer spac:e were dlsc:ussed 01 thlll July 1962 meeHng 01 the
National Sec:urHy Cauncll, whlc:h approved 18 pOints policy." Among other
deciSions, the NSC accepted as sound practlc:e the current procedure In effect
as a result of the "Gllpatrlc: Dlrec:tlve,>'thereby no Idenlttlcatlon was to be
made of Individual military spac:e launchings by mission or purpose.
The us position with regard to satellHe-reconnalssance security has
continued In the same vein to the present, despite the lact that unalHclal
dlsc:losures In the media, Irom time to time, have made the general matter a
partially-open secret.

The National Reconnaissance Off ice

•

As the satellite and manned rec:onnalssance programs 01 the US Government evolved, an
was made 10 Dnd a common basis lor coordinating,
developing,
all strategic: overhead rec:onnalssance systems. This
effort was
that the c:ostof these systems had risen, by
1961, to
(exclusive 01 Samos). In managing these costs, the
Department of Delense and the CIA had cooperateon a-c:ordlallooselystructured basis. Funds were transterred from the Department 01 Delense to
the CIA to be expended on c:overt projects-of both the CIA and DOD-using
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CIA's unvouchered, "black" contracting authority. The entire procedure was
by monthly "suppliers nawtings" - an informal intergovemmental
committee arrangement - which, in 1960,
attended by CIA's
and
Under
of the Air Force Dr. Joseph V. Charyk' and their assistants.
When
were held, it was always with Bissell in the chair as the

primus inter pares.
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DDR Herbert
NRO Director joseph V.
CHARYK
SCOVlUf
The Air Force, which had 000 responsibility for building and launching
the rocket boosters that placed all spacecraft into orbit, and also for retrieving
payloads when they were deorbited, considered its role
.
The
major CIA effort, security, contracting. and mission planning was all but
hidden from view.
Now that CORONA was "worldng." it began to attract attention and
resources. One could predict that CORONA was going to grow into a major
national activity. It was time to rethink CORONA roles and responsibilities
with reference to the 000 and CIA. Indeed, there were events outside the
"inner" CORONA realm which accelerated such thinking. For example, there
was the "Moose" Mathison caper, still fresh in everyone's mind. Was rogue

'Dr. Cfwyk had previously sewed as AsSistant Secretary of the Air Force for Research and
Development. In this role he became a confidant of Dr. George 8. ICJCtiafcowsky, who
succeedeCI James Killian as PreSident Eisenhower's Scl_anca Advisor in 1959. Charyk was

instrumental In developing the concept of a national office to conduct satellite
reconnaiSsance.

•
•

•

•

elephantry encouraged by unorthodox management arrangementsl Then
there was the aggressive move by the Air Force to take over U-2 and OXCART
resources and missions against the time when the
standdown might
end. Should roles be more absolutely defined? Third, there was a burgeoning
Air
space overfli~t missions: (a) Brigadier
an Assistant Chief of Staff/Guided Missiles
Office in the
his interests were
Charyk's tutelage,
space activities, and (b)
was heading a [.OS Angeles office, which was a
extension
of the Air Force's Office, to develop the overflight systems
the Samos
menage. Could a very few CIA people balance the Air Force multitude now
appearing on the scene? Finally, such key intelligence advisors as Deputy
Secretary of Defense Roswell Gilpatric, General James Doolittle, Dr. Killian,
and Dr. land were pressing the CIA to come forward with a more fonnal
interagency agreement on overflight reconnaissance, whether by aircraft or
satellite.

•

Most telling of all, Bissell's days were now spent almost entirely on what
the CIA called "political action." He
to move away from CORONA
management: after all, CORONA was
its job and there were more
important or more pressing matters in his
•

Eventually responding to all the
Bissell asked Gene Kiefer to
draft a DoD-CIA agreement. Kiefer
a little more
guidance and a few more details.
proposal.· It had been Wlilte:se':l
grOwing office. Charyk discu
the paper
out
the details. What they produced was little more than a
of the
effective partnership which then existed, but it was to become the basis for a
later interagency statement establishing a National Reconnaissance Program
(NRP). The document was signed on Ii September 1961, by General Cabelf. the
Acting DCI, and Deputy Secretary of Defense Roswell Gilpatric.·1 It contained
six major elements:

•

• The National Reconnaissance Program (NRP) "will consist of all satellite
and overflight (j.e., aircraft) reconnaissance projects whether overt or
covert"

• The National Reconnai5sal'lce Office (NRO) will manage the program
under the direction of the Under Secretary of the Air Force and CIA's
Deputy Director for Plans, "acting jointly" with powers delegated to them
by their superiors. It will include a small staff drawn from CIA and the
Department of Defense. The NRO "will have direct control over all
elements of the total program."

•

• The Under Secretary of the Air Force is
to the Secretary of Defense
ity"
area the Deputy Secretary of

•

Special Assistant for
"delegated full author-

• Within the Defense Department, the Department of the Air Force will be
"the operational agency for management and conduct of the NRP, and
will conduct this program through the use of streamlined special management procedures involving direct control from the Office of the Secretary

,
l.
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of the Air Force to Reconnaissance System Project Directors in the field,
without intelVening
or approvals."
responsive to, and only to, the
requirements and priorities

•
"

• "The Directors of the NRO will establish detailed working procedures to
ensure that the
talents, experience, and capabilities within the
Department of
and the Central Intelligence ...gency are fully and
most effectively utinzed in this program."
This agreement made no
of a sinale director for the new
program, but assumed that the informal committee10rmat which had evolved
over previous years would continue and it did. From September through the
first month of the new year, Bissell and Charyk continued to meet. as they had
during the past several years, to determine policy for the national program.
The very fact of the existence of the NRO was privileged information,
closely held, and limited at first to a few leaders in the military and intelligence
communities. Unwitting sectors of both communities saw only a few outer
changes and believed what they saw,
that the birth of a Space
Systems. Office in the Secretary of the Air
household was at most, a
maneuver to resofve some in-family Air Force problems ....fter all, events of the
J185t five years had done much toward resolving similar problems among the
three military services themselves, and their competition in space technology
was now at a minimum.
True, in 1958, the US
Jupiter C had boosted the first US satellite
(Explorer) into orbit. True,
had employed the most famous advocate
of an American space program:
.
von Braun. ...nd the US Navy had
developed Vanguard as a space vehicle, and had proposed, in 1958, an
ambitious manned eatth-reconnaissance vehicle (MER-1). But the assignment
of the total national manned space flight program to NASA and the transfer of
the "Huntsville Group" to NASA in 1959 had muted Army and Navy space
activity. almost to the vanishing point.
The ...ir force situation was radically different: it had a huge and growing
capability in space activity and had worked incessantly to achieve interservice
primacy. It had built a large operational space detection and tracking capability at its Air Defense Command headquarters in Colorado. It had comprehensive electronic research cenle..s. huge propulsion-research facilities, and an
enonnous capital
at Cape Canaveral and Vandenberg "'fB. Its
ballistic missiles had become essential boosters for space flight; its Satellite
Control fadlity at Sunnyvale could handle complex on-orbit operation. It had
system development programs in being: satellites for defense. rendezvous.
patrol, communication. meteorology. navigation. geodesy, surveillance, and
reconnaissance. It was contributing· heavily to NAS...·s ventures into space. In
1961. for example, there Vlere 52 space launchings made by the United States;
the Air force furnished "booster services" on 41 of these. The expression
"booster service" refei/ed to all
and launching services throu~h
injection into orbit. On Mercury.
instance, the Air force provided a SpeCIal
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Atlas, detennined the on-orbit
system through injection, and

launched and controlled the
the astronaut.

In March 1961, Air Force dreams of primacy became real, as the
of Defense assigned to it
development, test, and engineering
Department of Defense space programs." But Air Force Secretary Eugene
Zuckert, who had the gift of seeing the defense scene in its broadest:
that while he welcomed the z5Signment, there were
pel spectivel
actions unaerway
might make the mandate somewhat Mke "getting a
franchise to run a bus line across the Sahara Desel t."" His caution was
confinned when the Office of the Secretary of Defense proceeded to place
existing Air Force (non-NRO) ~ce activities under a most critical
that ground away interminably and was very difficult for the AIr Force to
. let alone accept. Project after project was review'ed, revised, deor eliminated. In early 1 , 6 1. for example, the
e
was cancelled, in July the Attack Alann System was savaged;
in August, the Satellite Inspector "as placed on a back-burner; and Dynasoar
was under constant threat. Soon Air Force-OSD relationships were at nadir.
It was against this backf"ound that the Air Force leamed that its most
widely-publicized space prolect (Discoverer) and its most important space
(Samos) were to be lifted out of the Air Force Systems Command and
directly in
of the Secretary. No reason was given to the
or to the
this
although it was totally without
precedent.
program, with its stream6ned managuilent
been handled in this way. To the Air-Force-attwo systems could only be interpreted as one
large, the
more (perhaps the
sign of distrust on the part of the 050, skirting
very dose to harrassment or even persecution. Such was the general view
take.-. by the unwitting Air Force.

For the (limited) witting audience, the view was even more bleak. People
like Schriever, now commander of the Air Force System Command, knew that
space-reconnaissance systems had not only been removedfo ... " his command-they had deDarted from the Air Force. The action was more than
harassment-it was betrayal, particularly when one considered the
Schriever and the Air Force had established in delivering three ballistic
systems to the nation. Indeed, Schriever had enjoyed "Gillette
which had pennitted him direct access to the Secretary of Defense in carrying
out the development of Atlas, rotan, and Thor. But he had always believed in
keeping his Air Force Ballistic Missiles Division within the (then) Air Research
and Development Command; he had been famous for handling his special
access authority with utmost discretion. NoW he had leamed that "GiUette"
had a second edge, which he had never felt belore: when he totted ui? the
amounts in covert satelrote and aircraft work which had
he
found the per annum loss from his budget to be at least
Witting members of the Pentagon Air Staff were looking at the same script
as Schriever. They did not like what they saw.
Outside the Washington area, the Strategic Air Command was dismayed
by the announcement. Onder the original Samas concept, SAC intelligence
people were to own and man the readout stations and the Satel6te Control

Faa1ity. Under the new arrangement, SAC would find itself standing in line for
its copy of the "take" - and standing In line was a novel and distasteful
notion to the Air Force prEoiilier command.
So. from the beginning. the NRO was an abomination in the eyes of the
Air Force and Air Force officers selected to man the NRO kne-.... that they did
so at their own (career) risk.
Even Secretary Zuckert was uneasy with (although never obstructive to)
the new arrangeillent. It WilS clear to him that the Air Force per se was
control of an important new capability. Upon occasion. his annoyance
show rather directly. The Secretary's personal office was connected to
Secretary Charyk's by a short, private corridor. just large enough for the desk
of Charvk's Executive Officer. One
the fall 011962. as the Secjetary
charged through the corridor. he
a
face
the ExecutIve
OffICer's desk, and said, "Good
you?" The
strange face replied that he was
filling in for
the Executive Officer for two hours.
hard. and
Air Force!"
he muttered. "I see! Another member of Joe
On the west Coast, the Air Force CORONA Office was similarly annoyed;
what was to be gained by transferring CORONA to the NRO? The existing
management arrangment with the CIA CORONA Office was relaxed. friendly.
and capable of prooucing coordinated decisions with unique responsiveness.
Worthm.an and Battle both regarded the new NRO idea with suspicion and
concern: it looked like the first step in moving CORONA
rigid patterns of classical
then on location in los

Air Force Seey Eugene
ZUCKfRT
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was working

Project. shared their concern.
why "fix" itl In conversations
"continue f!Qctly as in the past.""

well;
him to

At the CIA, the advent of the NRO created middle manageillent concern,
but no outcry. After al~ Bissell was an architect of the nff.... structure, and
Bissell was the
True, there vrere possible hazards in coordinating all
schedule
payloads, and technical
with the new
organization,
wanted an NRO, it had to
a good idea. And,
characteristically,
was that.
And so it was. At the Agency, Bissell was locked in securely with the
Direrector of Central Intelligence; in the Pentagon, Charyk was similarly p0stured with the Secretary of Defense. With anchor-points like those, the NRO
was secure, no maner how much anyone objected.
But, someday, Bissell and Charyk would no longer be there.

At the end of 1961, a series of important personnel changes occurred in
the CIA, leading to significantly altered NRO
DCI Dulles retired
on 29 November 1961 and President Kennedy
the former head of the
Atomic Energy Commission, John A. McCone, to replace him. At the end of
December 1961, DOCI Cabell also retired. With the Oulles and Cabell
retirements, Bissell, who had been smarting from the criticism aimed at him as
a result of the Bay of Pigs venture, resigned. Killian and land had expressed
concern over the expanding scope of Bissell's office in which covert action
activities and technical projects were affecting and impinging on each other.
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Bissell's departure
that his influence and
with higher
Also, his
authorities would no longer be evident at the
abilities as a manager would be sorely missed by those CIA persons left to
programs.
carry on a group of very secret and very expensive
The 6 September 1961 NRP Agree...ent between the CIA and the Defense
Department had been stated in very general terms: it was predicated on a
for the Defense Departprogram that would be managed joint:ly by
ment, and Bissell, for the CIA. Thus, the 6
11161 NRP
made reference to "directors" of the NRO. Wrth Bissell's
the
Agen~ not only lost some strength in
the
lost
Bissell's primus inter
as
and it was
necessary to clarify
with another agreement.

\tlIPn:t'du'

DoD
Il00..., _ _
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The second NRP Agreement, signed by DCI McCone and Deputy Defense
Sececrr'etary Gilpatric on 2 Mly1962, set forth the responsibilities of the NRO for
the conduct Of the NRP and established a single Director of the NRO (DNRO),
jointly appointed by the Secretary of Defense and the DCI." It made no
mention Of a Deputy Director of the NRO, because Charyk believed there
would not be enough work to keep two people busy. No one from CIA
contested Charyk's position on the matter at that time and the problem of a
Deputy DNRO was set aslde.
Charyk was appointed Director of the NRO by 000 directive on
1962. His first NRO directive, on
C (U.S. Navy
(USAF
stated that the Director
B was responsible for the NRP
conducted by the NRO
utilization of CIA resources and that the activities and office of the
Program B, were "covered" by his overt title as Deputy Director for
CIA.
As the NRO staff began to establish
Force, Navy, Army, CIA, and National Security

it drew people from the Air
(NSA).

C' to Mural

System

In early 1959, several assumptions were made by the CIA regarding the
future of satellite reconnaissance: (1) lacking an inteiilational arms agreement,
there would be continuing need for
of the SovIet Bloc;
(2) if an arms agreement were reached, there would still be need for photoreconnaissance for inspection purposes (using both manned lower-altitude
fli
to give high-resolution photography, and oss coverage by satellites to
were reached, the necessity for covert reconnaissance satellites wou d probably disappear in
of the requirement for illspection, and international
acceptance of reconnaissance as an inspection technique. The general conclusion was that the CIA would proballly end its covert involwement in the
reconnaissance satellite program by the close of calendar year 1961 ..'
These conclusions were shattered on 1 May 1960, when the Soviets shot
down a lJ.2 over Sverdlovsk. Khrushchev's subsequent boycott caused the
cancellation of a Summit Meeting in Paris and began a period of very strained
relations between the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. Any hope for an alillS agrel:i1ient was postponed; at the same time, the
intelligence obtained from satellites became more vital than ever to the United
States. There was a clear need to extend CORONA well beyond its originally
planned short lifetime and to improve its capabilities immediately.
Discoverer-XVIII carried a C' camera (called C-Prime). Both the original C
and the subsequent. C' had lenses with 1/5.0 maximum apertures and 24-inch
focal lengths. C' embodied structural and engineering changes that somewhat
simplified the camera system and also returned a ground resolution averaging

---

-----

about 35 feet, as com~d to the nominal 40 feet of the original C camera.
(The original C camera, flown on the first 12 CORONA missions, produced the
images recovered from Discoverer-XIV in August 1960. It saw no further
~rational use. Retroactively, the C camera was called KH-1.")
The C' camera was in development in mid-1959 and had been adopted by
the time a second CORONA capsule was recovered, in December 1960.
(Retroactively, the C' was called the KH-2.) It was used on all subsequent
CORONA operations until the newer C'" (e-triple-prime) camera replaced it
on the 29th CORONA mission, in August 1961. Three additional fliRhts with C'
cameras followed, interspersed withllnree additional Cm systems. Concurrently du~!'B 1
in
of the desirability of havin,g ster~opic
capability,
Mural (M) camel'8 system whth COnsIsted of
two C m cameras on common mount, one looking 15 degrees aft from
vel tical and the other 15
forward. It is an axiom of aerial reconnaissance that the Information content of photography is improved by a factor of
two and one-half times with stereo coverage. (The C'" was also known as the
KH-3, the Mural as the KH-4.) By February 1962, the Mural system was a
reality; thereafter aU CORONA missions were to produce stereo coverage.
the appearance of C' and its eventual replacement by C"', there
more than six months of debate about the merits of two competing
to an improved CORONA. Disagreement about what was needed
was compounded by uncertainty over the need to invest funds in any further
improvement of CORONA. In 1960 the reconnaissance community still held
rather generally to the assumption that E-1 and E-2 (Samos) readout systems
would become available for operational use in 1961 and 1962; the E-2, in
particular, promised to provide resolution somewhat better than that of
CORONA C' with the further attraction of near-real-time data accessibility
through readout. Additionally, the E-S stereo system, a recovery system with
capability than COROpotentially much greater resolution and area
NA. was progressing toward a
readiness date. In late
1960, high-resolution systems E-6
were in development, and,
while neither was in any sense a
it was assumed that
the combination of any of the high-resolution
recovery systems with one
or both of the readout systems would almost surely make a follow·on
CORONA superfluous.
All this reasoning was predicated on the plausible assumption that the
various samos camera systems would satisfy periormance, cost, and schedule
expectations. Nevertheless, there was some justification for improving CORONA so as to enhance the quality of satellite photography during 1961; E-1, the
only Samos
certain to be available that year, had only a 100-foot
resolution capability. Vet neither large investments nor high risks seemed
warranted, even though some members of the CORONA project group, and
others in the general satellite reconnaissance community, had healthy doubts
about the valiaity of expectations for the Samos systems,

•

KH was the system designator used in the overhead reconnaissance product security
system. For additional information refer to section on ollulmad reconnaissance product
seculily system, Appendix A.
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Both Itek and FaircMd Calliera and Instrument Company had been
involved in CORONA from Its start. They were cooperative, 6ut not cheerful,
collaborators; each would have preferred, of course, to be the sole suppUer.
proposed modifications to the C' camera in early 1961. Itek
a major redesign of the optics and a substantial modification of
other aspects of the camera, as a means of improving both resolution and
reliability. Fairchild, then a component supplier to Itel<, but earlier a competitor lor the entire CORON..... camera system, urged a different approach,
suggesting retention 01 the original lens and image-motion-compensation
system, With alterations that would result in the substitution of m.e;.inch film
for the three-inch (70
then in use. Both were re~nding to urginl!
from the CORON..... program
to provide an improved ORONA capabibty for 1961. Both ~Is ·,'>'ere refemed to as C-61 or C" systems, on the
assumption that one would be chosen and would carry that designation.
Independent
of the two approaches was initially unfavorable
to the Itek concept;
.....erial Reconnaissance Laboratory at Wright field
concluded that the Itek design was too complex and too advanced to be
reliable, while Lockheed judged (on much the same ground) that. although
neither Itek nor Fairchild had a fully acceptable design, the fairchild design
was more promising. In consequence, a cautious start on the fairchild system
was authorized.
Eventual adoption of the Fairchild design would \>fobably have resulted in
a COR ON..... resolution improvement on tlie order of that experienced in the
transition from C to C', about 15 percent. Such modest goals· abandoned
in the wake 01 the first successful CORON..... operation In August 1960 when
President Eisenhower sat through a private showing of the first recovered
photography and, in the discussion that followed, was advised by Land that a
100 percent improvement in the quality of CORONA photography was
possible by Christmas. Impressed, Eisenhower authorized him to act, and
subsequently confirmed Land's authority in correspondence with Allen Dulles
and Richard Bissell.
The basis of Land's optimism was his earlier exposure to an updating of an
Itek proposal by Walter Levison for the inclusion of a faster lens (1/3.5 rather
than the f/5.0 of the C') which could be used with slower and finer grain film
than that required lor the exlsllng(f/S.O) lens system.
With Eisenhower'S endorsement, Land proceeded to Boston and authorized Itek to develop its camera. Both the CIA·s Bissell (who had learned of
Eisenhower's action after the fact) and the Air force's Worthman, had
reservations about Itek's ability to carry out Land's promise but, under the
circumstances, all they could do was to urge purchase of additional C' camera
systems as a hedge agalnst a potential slippage resulting from the sudden
introduction of a camera improvement program. They commiserated briefly:
as part of a planned system improvement program, modifications to elements
of the Agena and the Thor were already in work. Now, with Land's intrusion,
an unsolicited and unappreciated "opportunity" was being mandated to add
the camera and film to the change list.
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for
late in
to protect
the Itek

iteiil~

needed for the fairchild C" camera
1960, and three adartlonal C cameras were
schedules against slippages that might occur in
bill for development of what was by then
the three
C' cameras cost about
retrieved from the cancelled C" develop.programmed Agenas and Thors would serve all
no new vehicle costs were incurred at this time.

As generally happens in such affairs,

ed; by February 1961, Itek was
in the basic costs and had reduced
11 cameras (including three test items) to
program monitors e!CpE!cted the eventual
cameras, versus Itek's original estimate
proved correct.
I

"-~ ..,

.

When delivered, the Cm camera and its faster lens
performed as
faster optics, in
promised, thoURh not with complete initial reliability.
combination with slower film, and improvements in image-motion compensation, did have the
of redudng smear and improving resolution. Film
transport was greatly improved by the introduction of air twists for tuming the
film as it moved from storage to take-up cassette. fortunately, Cm occupied
the same space and could use the same cassettes as C'. The combination of all
these improvements enhanced ground resolution to an average 2Q to 25 feet
(down from about 35 feet for C).· Meanwhile, the site program, having
demonstrated initial success with Discoverer-XIV, began to experience a series
of failures in the first haH of 1961.
In the interval between the successful recovery of a CORONA capsule on
10 December 1960, and the next operational success (a water pickup on 18
lune 1961), four mission failures of various origins and two Discoverer
launchings with other than CORONA payloads had occurred.
The first 26 Discoverer mission attt:mpts included eight operations without camera Ilayloads. (Most program records show 2S Discoverer operations
by the end Of June 1961.As noted earlier, there were 26, counting the vehicle
destroyed by a launching pad explosion on 21 January 1959. That operation is
sometimes listed as Discoverer-O; the vehicle successfully launched· on 28
february 1959 was called Discoverer-I.) Of the 18 that actually represented
attempts at CORONA and ARGON operations, three returned film properly
'*Resolution figures are those generally cited for "ground resolution" of the complete system.
Under Ideal conditions the C and C· cameras were capable of reproducing 100 to 130 lines per
millimeter on the film, representing a 14- to 11..faot lens-film resolution. and a system
resolution of 19 to 22 feet. The C'" had a lines-per-millimeter capability of 180 to 200, a sr&ento nine-foot camera.film resolution potential, and a 10- to 12-foot system resolution potential.
CORONA-M, to be discussed later, had about the same lines-per-millimeter capabRity but
because of its convergent stereo configuration would nominalty provide from 3.5- to 4.5-foot
camera-fllm resolution and slx- to seven-foot in its original resolution. In practice, the "ground
resolution" for CORONA-M in its original configuration was generally from 12 to 17 feet. The
gap between i1system resolution" and "ground resolution" was largely a reflection of smear
effects, contrast and sun-angle phenomena. and perfonnance anomalies characteristic of
individual camera systems.
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expnsed over the Soviet Union. The 26 Discoverer (induding three ARGON)
missions extended over a period of almost precisely 30 months.
the
to failures seemed apPalling by later
ratio of CORONA
and ARGON (retroactively called the J{H-S camera) was liarely
three successful CORONA missions provided an enormous fund of intelligence information-about 13 million square miles of coverage.
The successful recovery of Discowrer-XXV (18 June 1961) signaled the
start of a far better record. Counting that flight, seven successful capsule
recoveries in 13 missions marked the remainder of 1961. Half of the camera
payloads wef!! in t~e C' config~ration and the remainder of. em vintage; three
of the five fulures Involved C! Instruments. The ARGON fulure (211uly 1961)
was caused by loss of guidance on the Thor booster, followed by a destruct
signal. All the CORONA mission failures were chargeable to one or another of
the Agena subsystems, with difficulties such as guidance failure, early gas
exhaustion, and ignition malfunctioning. In three instances, the Agena did not
achieve orbit, and in the fourth an ARena power failure preduded
and recovery of the capsule. No problems attributable solely to the camera
system were experienced, and, although none of the successful missions was
untroubled by difficulty of one sort or another, the returns were quite good.

•

In summary, 10 C cameras, 10 C' cameras, and six C'" cameras were
involved in the 26 monoscopic CORONA mission attempts. Only one of the C
missions returned film, but seven of C' and four of the Cm missions ended
successfully. Of the 30 photographic missions that were attempted in the first
two years of the program, 12 were in large part
and of the 18
failures, 12 occurred in the first of the two years.

Discoverer f1isht Summary -1960
Discoverer

Mission

No.

No

Oat.

Camera

Remarks

IX
X
XI

9006
9007

4 Fob
19 rob

C

Agena failed to orbit

9008

15 Apr

C

Agena failed to orbil
Spin rocket failure.

c

Camera operated OK. No

recovery.

XII

29 June

N/A

XIII

10 Aug

N/A

Diagnostic flight. Agena
failed to orbit.
First successful diagnostic
flight

Successful water pick-up.

XIV

9009

18 Aug

C

First successful operational aircatch. Camera operated
OK.

XV

9010

13 Sop

C

wrong pitch atlltude on
reentry.

XVI

9011

260c1

XVII
XVIII
XIX

9012
9013

12 Nov
70ec

C·

20 Oae

N/A

C'

No recovery. Camera operated
OK.
Agena failed to orbit. ""D"·
timer malfunction.
Air catch. Payload matfunction.
Air catch. 1st successful C' flight.
Raclomab ic payload. No
photo mission or recovery

planned.
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CORONA'-Mural
The idea of combining two original CORONA cameras into a stereo
surfaced in July 1960, a month before the first recovery of CORONA
Its formal appearance was a ~~posal by Lockheed Missiles and Space
Division in the faI of 1960. lock d suggested using either a C' or C'"
camera as each element of a stereo system, boosting the combination into
orbit with a DM-21 Thor and a modestly improved Agena. The system would
be designed for a four-day flight.
By early 1961, the lockheed
dorsement. At the time, It
through FY-63) would cost
that the new system
he doubted the
arrangement
fiction.

had received working-level enprogram (over FY~61
quashed a suggestion
"ill

tilt!

~it~,"

continuing the Original
to eventually discontinue the "Dis-

lockheed called the proposed
"GEMINI," to distinguish it from
CORONA (NASA had not yet
that name for the second in a series of
US manned spaceflight systems).
concept was to conjoin two of
the f/3.5Petzval-lens cameras of 24-inch
lenath in a faired module, using
two recovery spools in a single recovery capsule (which would weigh 94
pounds plus film weight). The rearmost camera would look forward and the
foremost camera backward.
As a way of testing the concept inexpensively, Lockheed proposed

cm

cameras to GEMINI and using an available C' camera
diverting the last two
to fly in place of one of the C'" payloads. Theoretically, the GEMINI
combination could return ground resolutions on the order of about six feet,
though few program persons believed such results would be achieved
immediately.
Charyl< approved work on six stereo C''' systems on 24 February, pending
receipt of approval by President John F. Kennedy, who had taken office. only a
month earlier. The formal request for approval went from Charyk to the new
Secretary of Defense, Robert S. McNamara, early in March. Charyk observed
at that point that the stereo system was needed because. even with recent
improvements CORONA did not distinguish "small" objects with pro!>,!r
precision. He felt that because the
systelll was relatively well-proven, the
creation of a stereo capabmty was not "a significant R&D problem.""

em

As formally approved in April 1961, the

em

stereo program (not yet
known as Muran involved the fabrication of one engineering vehicle carrying
C'" cameras Originally intended for individual flight and the procurement of
five additional sets of cameras to be launched betWeen April and August 1962.
In actuality, the CIA had provided
a month earlier,
with the proviso that not more
be spent in what
remained of fiscal year 1961. That
premature; on 28 March the
agency abruptly instructed Lockheed to
all work on the stereo system. 75
The sudden reversal seemed to have been occasioned by Charyl<'s objection
to the unauthOrized and premature expenditure approval and by a general
realization that neither specifications nor program structure had been re-

-
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1iIewed at the higher levels of the CIA and the 000. Charyk also had
reservations about the agency's unilateral ded,;ion that lockheed would be
system manager and Itek an associate contractor, a departure from the
used earlier in CORONA. Charyk (with the support of CIA
wanted the Air Force-CIA program office, supported by the Air
Force Ballistic Missile Division, to act as a "system enR!neerinB! technical
direction" authority. The Charyk-Bissell preference carrieCI the day.
For the moment, Mural was security-compartmented separately from
CORONA and only about 1 in 10 of the various CORONA participants 'f,a:;
aware of the details and plans agreed to in the Spring of 1961. Not until
January 1962 were the sevel'a1 agencies in~ in CORONA all told of the
improved capability to be provided by Mural, although as early as July 1961
details of the Mural program were made available to senior officials in the
National Photographic Interpretation Center, the Army Map Service, and
similar organizations. The Map Service subsequently protested that it had not
been adequately advised on Mural matters, perhaps because it anticipated
interference with plans to fly more ARGON missions. In February 1962, Charyk
and Bissell were obliged to emphasize that Mural was in no respect a
dedicated mapping system and probably had little application to that
function. 76
The Map Service's anxiety m~y have been occasioned by measures
leading to incorporation of a framing camera (an Itek stellar-indexing camera
system) in the Mural payload. The pieliminary decision to add that capability
came in October 1961 and was formally confirmed the following December.
The framing camera provided "a fixed geometric reference to be used in
plotting and rectifying the longer focal length higher-resolution panoramic
photographs." It could aid in the construction of maps (so, for that matter,
could any mono or stereo imagery), but as Charyk subsequently explained to
the Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency, "the framing camera is not
and never has been considered a
for the
such as
ARGON ...." (Much later, the incorporation of a
better stellarind.."jng camera, DISIC [Dual-Integrated-Stellar-Index
CORONA a mapping capability somewhat superior to that of
but such
quality was not available in 1961. DISIC had a three-inch lens, equal in focal
length to that of ARGON and somewhat superior in resolution.) The underlying problem was that the Army and the DIA still wanted to develop and
operate a satellite mapping system that would be independent of the embryonic National Reconnaissance Office, and any actions that tended to reduce
the possibility of such an outcome raised objections from the Army Map
Service. The subsequent disappearance of ARGON's proposed successor
(called VAULT{TOMAS) and the cancellation of the E-4 (mapping cameral
phase of Samos, even after four cameras actually had been procured and
of eliminating flights by dedicated mappingchecked out, had the
camera systems, but that, too, was 51111 in the future in 1961."
Uke the original CORONA, CORONA-M was intended to be an interim,
transitional means of satellite reconnaissance. It was conceived as an expedient device for temporarily providing stereo coverage of denied areas. That, at
least, was the view from the upper echelons. In the CORONA office, and in
Itek and lockheed project organizations. CORONA-M represented an expedient way of providing for the continued production of a successful system, one
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The Original CORONA (C)

•

The J-1

The Constant Rotator or J-3

The CORONA Cameras
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CORONA.

IMI LB FILM

-MURAL

-ARooN

-LANYA.RD

80 LB FILM
3 SYSTEMS
2 RECOVERIES

loa,

CHARAC~

J -I

J-3

160 LB FILM
52 SYSTEMS
94 RECOVERIES
1963-1969

160 LB FILM
17 SYSTEMS
32 RECOVERIES
1967-1972

-C

C'

-

CIII

M

J lJ·I}

J-3

FAIRCHILD

FAIRCHILD

ITEK

ITEK

ITEK

ITEK

10

10

•

2.

52

17

ITEK

ITEK

ITEK

ITEK

ITEK

I TEK

TESSAR.
24 IN., f/5.0

TESSAR,
4 IN., ffSoO

PETZVAL,
4 IN., ffl.5

4 IN., f/l.S

70 0 PAN,
VERTICA.L.
RECIPR()'

700 PAN
VERTICAL,

CATING

CATING

7QG PAN,
VERTICAL,
RECIPRO'
CATING

70 G PAN,
30· STEREO,
RECIPRO·
CATING

70 0 PAN,
30° STEREO.
RECIPROCATING

EXPOSURE
CONTROL

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

(4) SLITS
ELECTABLE

FILTER
CONTROL

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

FIXED

(2) FILTERS
ELECTABLE

3110"

TERISTICS

CAMERA
MANUFACTURER
UNITS
LAUNCHED
LENS MANU~
FACTURER
•

DESIGN

TYPE
CAMERA
TYPE

PRIMARY

FllJoI (F.lLMI
BASE)
RECOVERY
VEHICLES

12Uf
ACETATE

RECIPRo-

12211
1111011'
POLYESTER POLYESTER

PETZVAL,

PETZVAL.
4 IN., f/3.5

...,,,

PETZVAL,
4 IN., tl3.S

10· PAN,

•

STEREO~

ROTATING

POLYESTER

POLYESTER

3404, 341'"
OLYESTER

I

I

I

I

I

2

NONE

NONE

0/1

1/1

2/2

211

1959- 1960

1960-1961

1961-1962

, 962- 1963

19.... 969

1967- 1972

SUBSYSTEM

(STELLAR I
INDEX)
TIME PERIOD

Camera Configurations and Characteristics

that might, with relatively slight investment. compete successfully with more
costiy and complex systems in development eisew,here. Thus, as early as
March 1962, shortly after the first CORONA-M mission, Itek proposed (with
CIA sponsorship) an "M-2" (Mural-2) system consisting of are-engineered
Muraf with one 4O-inch, f/3.5 tube of optics serving two platens. Itek
suggested that the system could provide resolution on the order of four to five
feet. The M-2 proposal, as such, remained a
opment until
June 1963, when a special panel headed by
professor of
physics at Harvard arid member of the President's ScIe.,ce AdvisOry Committee, formally told CIA that the "M-2" was "not a wise investment," when
compared to various alternative ways of improving CORONA performance. It
did not vanish, however; in a different guise, the original Itek proposal
surfaced a year later as the genesis of CORONA J-4.
The assumlltion that CORONA-M would be no more than a stopgap
system stemmed from the continued existence of the
which was
intended to be a considerably more
search
system. Unfortunately, E-S development was
One of the principal problems facing the intelligence community was the
absence of high-resolution photographs of suspected ABM sites at Leningrad.
CORONA-M could not meet this need. Charyk and Scoville attempted to
adapt the E-5 system, on a crash basis, to close the gap, but the performance
of the adaptation (called LANYARD or KH-6) was disappointing.

-

In

1962, the first CORONA-M mission, using KH-4 cameras, was
successful, although the
framing camera did not operate
correctly. At that time, Itek was
the 16th and last of the thenscheduled CORONA-M systu ..s, with
scheduled for late June. Payloads had been produced at about three per month, and Itek was preparing to
assign its CORONA-M production personnel to other tasks, or to dismiss
theill. CORONA-M launchings were scheduled at intervals of about two
weeks through exhaustion of the inventory; reordering. if required, had to be
decided by April 1962 in order to avoid interruption in the regime of regular
launchings.

-

Another probable SUCCessof to CORONA-M was the E-6 payload, the last
survivor of the original Samos Program. It was intended to be an area coverage
syst..... with 8- to 10-foot resolution. Its development had begun in October
1960 and initial Oflerations were scheduled for March 1962. The first E-6
launching was corKIucted in April 1962, and, with a frustrating similarity to the
experience of the cancelled E-5 r,rogram, was marked by indicated success in
camera functioning and total fai ure in recovery. Notwithstanding that
ning. the NRO ordered 19 follow-on E-6 systems early in 1962,
the original order for five
But given the singular lack of
in
reconnaissance -satellite recovery operations to that time, except in the case of
CORONA, prudence seemed desirable. Therefore, Charyk approved an order
for six additional CORONA-M systems. The schedules then in existence called
for one CORONA-M and one E-6 system to be orbited each month, starting in
July 1962. Together they were to provide about the same coverage as a !WOto three-per-month launching schedule for CORONA-M. {The CORONA-M
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system then had typical stereo resolution ranging from 10 feet to about 15
feet; E-6 was designed to provide 10-foot or better resolution, in stereo.}

Flight Summary • 1961
Discoverer
No.

Mission
No.

Dato

XX

8014A

17

Feb

Camera

Remarks

A

1st ARGON lIighL 0rbiIII
programmer failed. Camera failed.

No rec:ovary.

XXI

lBFab

N/A

XXU
XXIII

9015
901eA

30 Mar
B Apr

C·

XXIV

901BA

BJun

A

A

XXV

9017

16 Jun

C·

XXVI

9019

7 Jul

C·
A

XXVll
XXVIII
XXIX

9020A
9021
9023

21 Jul
3 Aug
30 Aug

XXX
XXXI
XXXII
XXXI.
XXXIV

9022
9024
9025
9026
9027

12 Sap

XXXV
XXXVI

9028
9029

Pediomatric payload. No photo
mission or recovery plSMld.

AU ana fw ... No 01 bit.
CamBra operated OK. No
recovery.
Aglna failure, power failure,

guidance failure. No recovery.
WIII8' lending. c.-a oporated
OK. Copsule pickup OK.

Camera failed on Rev 22.

Sl!ccaasful recovery.

C·

c..·

No orbiL Thor problem.
No orbit. Agena guidance faiklre.
1 st ClOt flight Air recovery.
Camera operated OK.

C·
C·

13 Oct
23 Oct
5 Nov

c..·

No recovery. Power failure.

C·

Air recovery. camera OK.
Agena failed to orbit.

C'"

Gas valve failure. No recovery.

15 Nov

C'"

Camera OK. Recovery OK.
Wator pickUp. Comora OK.

17 Sap

12 Doc

C'"

Air recovery. Camera OK.

camera OK.

payloads were substituted for the ARGONs originally scheduled, to the vocal distress of the Army's mapping specialists. There had been
four successive ARGON mission failures between February and July 1961-all
of which would probably have been CORONA failures had that payload been
orbited-and not until May 1962 die! an ARGON missi~n end in apparent
success. Even then, stellar and terrilln camera malfunctiOns degraded the
recovered film!'
CORONA

The second CORONA-M operation (Mission 9032) began with a 17 April
1962 launching and ended with successful aerial recovery of the capsule on 20
April. The returned film included images of Sacramento metropolitan airport
taken from a height of 115 nautical miles. On the prints were impressions that
interpreters could identify as runway markings, small civilian aircraft, and
automobiles ("just at the detection threshold"). Twin-engined aircraft could
be distinguished from four-engined aircraft, which encouraged the somewhat
optimistic estimate that CORONA-M could resolve objects seven feet on a
side."

Between the initial success of CORONA-M in February and the end of
June 1962, six additional reconnaissance vehicles in that configuration were
launched from Vandenberg Af Bue. Of that set, four were successful to the
extent that useful film was retrieved, although only in one instance did the
operate correctly. A 28 April launching (Mission
9033)
of the recovery parachute, and the very successful
orbital operations of Mission 9036 (2 June launching) were capped by a
recovery misadventure: one of the extended booms on the aircraft's recovery
apparatus hit and collapsed the parachute and the capsule fell 12,000 feet into
the ocean, sinking before frogmen could reach it. The flotation devices were
damaged, either by the boom Or from the extended fall. Three of the four
otherwise successful missions were marred by various malfunctions of the
framing camera-a disorder eventually traced to faulty shutter design.
In the same period, from February through lune, a second E-6 mission was
attempted. Orbital operation was erratic, owing to an Agena gas leak; fuel
d!lPletion prompted the decision to attempt early recovery (at night), and,
ultnnately, an electrical failure in the squib circuitry kept the reentry vehicle
from separating. The Agena and ~sule reentered as a unit and were lost
some 600 mileS north of the plomn recovery area.
The third, fourth, and fifth E-6 Samos missions 'Nere attempted between
18 July and 11 November 1962. In one instance the Agena would not refire
and no reentry maneuver could be conducted; in the others the recovery
system malfunctioned. In no instance was film retrieved, despite the fact that
cameras operated properly.
While E-6 was having these unhappy experiences, CORONA-M was
exten«!ing its record of successful operations to 10.. Gi~n
different program results, the consequences were mevitable:
recommendeCI a cancellation of E-6 and Charyk
consequence, the "interim" CORONA-M program became the
search system in the reconnaissance satellite inventory (or in
string of 10 successive "good" missions was not a record
excellence, of course. Except for Mission 9037 (Iaunch~ on 23 June
each of the 10 experienced some major or minor difficulty, framing camera
failure being the most common. (A new camera introduced late in 1962 largely
eliminated that source of difficulty.) One mission in July 1962 (9039) experienced programmer failure and was forced to early recovery. Another payload,
orbited in September (9043), stabilized in an unexpectedly high orbitfollowing a malfunction of a
meter-and
to
the

photographs of denied areas, these CORONA-M
operations were very successful."
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An additional reason for reliance on
rather than on the
unpromising E-6, or even the IIltractive but
lANYARD, was the
continued evolutionary improvement in CORONA
By the summer
of 1962, the concept of a CORONA-J system had
been evaluated,
and was approved fer development and
.....as to be
a CORONA-M payload with two
recovered, and
capable of being "stored" in orbit
camera op era"zombie" operation.) The
tions. (Such .Inactive storage in orbit
additional
created by
the film load and adding
one complete
recovery system, was to
offset by launching the
Agena-CORONA combination as the upper stage of an augmented Thor, the
bOoster originally created 10 provide a launching capability for the relatively
heavy LANYARD.

The success of selective and evolutionary inbreeding of technolOgy, an
e of a positive developMent strategy, was we ,II-illustrated in the
COR NA-LANYARD programs. LANYARD, the transform of the Sames E-5
effort, used a high-thrust version of the Thor booster and demonstrated that a
relatively small CORONA
could be successfully adapted to
the needs of a
system. The inftuence of E-5
concepts on CORONA-M
could be
It is not entirely possible to prove that the adaptation of an E-5 (LANYARD) camera to the Discoverer-CORONA
prompted later
attention to the
of
but when E-S and E6
the
capsul'!" reentry
was adapted to the CORONA
which helped it
fate of earlier "big" system~.
the feasibility of
mode had been
demonstrated
more than four years before the
double-bucket
stand.
The technique of incremental and sequential development, and of building carefully
of demonstrated technology, was epitomized by
CORONA
in
various models, and was also exploited for
other
under the aegis of the NRO in the years
before 1967.

Aisht Summary. 1962
Discoverer
No.

Mission
No.

Dale

Camera

Remarks

XXXVll
XXXVI"

g030
9031

13Jan
27 Feb

C'"

Agana failed to orbit.

M

9032
9033

18 Apr
28 Apr

Air recovery. Camera OK.
First CORONA M flight.

M
M

Air recovery. Camera OK.

9034A

15 May

9035
9036

30 May

9037

23Jun
28 Jun
21 Jul
28 Jut
2 Aug
29 Aug

Failed to eject parachute.

No recovery.
Success.

17Sop

A
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
A
M

9045

29 sep

M

success.

9048A

900t
2600t

A
N/A

success.

9038
9039

9040
9041
9044
9042A

9043

02Jun

1 s.p

success.

Tom parachute. No recovery.

&!cc•••.
Success.

Success.
success*

success.
Success.

Succus.
success.
Starilsh radiation assessment.
No photos or recovery planned.

9047
9048
9049

9060

5 Nov
24 Nov
4Dec
14 Dec

M
M
M
M

Succe...
Success.
Success.
Success.

CORONA and the NRO

The National Reconnaissance Office operated smoothly under the aegis
of Charyk and Bissell. Bissell was a model manager, moving his organization's
people toward corporate goals, rather than bureaucratic franchises. One
testament to the scope of his managerial capability was demonstrated when,
upon his departure in early 1962, the CIA divided his alllce.theDeputy
Director for Plans into two new offices: a Deputy Director for Plans (this
went to Richard Helms, later to become DCI) and a Deputy Director for
(to Dr. Herbert Scoville). Killian and Land had also urged this
separation of technical from operational activities.
Within his organization, Bissell had a spartan, streamlined command
structure and a surprisingly small staff. During his CORONA regime (the
"tough" years) he never allowed anyone to establish that program as a
organization. It never had a full-time staff: a person
was sure to be working. in addition, on the IDEALIST or
aircraft programs. (Four of Bissell's field employees
Lt.
Murphy and Vern Webb, both in place
1959 at
CIA's CORONA interests, and
mission operations.)

•

l .
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In 1962, as the nIYH Directorate of
began its separate existence,
it started; by its own assessment, to change its character,losing much of its
cohesiveness and fIeldbility.12 The loss was unde.standable; Bissell's relaxed
management arrangements had worked because he was the manager, completely confident of rapport with the DCI and completely competent in what
he was doing.
For four
the Discoverer Office, at AFBMD, had considered
of the CORONA satellite, including the payload.
responsible for
While grateful for the streamlined procurement channel opened by the CIA,
Captain Johnson, who worlted for Colonel Battle, was the final
governmental person to sign off on each contractor delivery of cameras and
Other persons, like Lt. Colonel Murphy (CIA) or Major
(USAf), might join in the review process, but their (wekome)
fraternal, rather than
Bissell had always seen
matte.s in this Ught. To him, the
goal
CORONA was to open a
closed society. The engineering
to get CORONA functioning was
a goal In itself. As early as 1958, his
essential, but would never
memoranda to General Smart, Assistant Vice Chief of Staff/Air Force (and
Bissell's key contact in the DoDl,leHected this firm distinction. He IIrornised to
provide "covert procurement, cover, and security" to the program, but
believed that "responsibility for day-ta-day management decisions
revert in most matters to the AFBMD." At the same time, he
"the
hope that the CIA's role in this ~rticular activity and others of a
nature,
could be progressively reduaid and eventually be limited to receipt of the
operational prOduct as one of our customers.....
Scoville, as head of a nIYH organization, with a new mission, quite
naturally looked with personal interest in the direction satellite technology.
As a
he was puzzled
attitude toward
CORONA.
he was
B, Scoville
with its
functions, to
B at an organizationamong its peers.
of this fact was a
major factor the CIA', later request for a Deputy Director's position on the
NRO,)
One adverse offect of any agreanent is unavoidable: agreements set up
boundaries. The CIA and 000 were beginning to look, for the first time, at
what they were assigned; "task" was being translated into "jurisdiction" or
"franchise." An example of this shift was not long in arriving. as a mantle of
ownership began to fall over the payload. As second-generation CIA CORONA-ites came lnto employment, they absorbed a mythology that the CORONA payload was a CIA development, rather than a CIA procurement. PrEYiously, everyone was helpin!! to develop everything; now, parts of CORONA
became "personal" acquisitions. "NOiiilalCY" walked in when Bissell walked
out.
Another
but very important, shift in emphasis began with CIA
references to
. with the Air Force," rather than their "problem. with
the 000;" This was a case where the NRC's excellent security cover was backfiring: it was too good for its own good. The Director of the NRO was actually

-
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the Special Assistant for Reconnaissance to the
of Defense. Locating
this person in an office the Air Force seeilled
the point of vi_
of security and for
Air
launching, and
recovery
to apply to having the NRO Staff
look like
the Air Force. But both actions vitiated the
prestige
It became convenient for a CIA representative to complain to Secretary McNamara about the offenses "of the Air Force";
it would have required a good deal of courage to substitute the words "of
your office."
In
Deputy Assistant Director (Special Activities),
CIA, stated
he said, "It is difficult to isolate a turning
point in the USAFICIA relationship and to point to anyone or series of acts
Which have p~ted the erosion that has taken place [note the use of the
expression "U
CIA"). Whatever the reason, it is fair statement of fad to
relationship has deteriorated to the lIDint where mutual trust is now he ant
and there is speculation on either side of
.
....
(Among suggestions toward improving the
recommendeCI a lui-time Diredor, NRO [no collateral
as
staff
Deputy Director, NRO, removal of command functions from the
equal representation from each agency on the NRO staff, and location
DNRO aiKI Staff in a separate building.)

01

Charyk left his newly-established Director's position at the end of January
1963 to head the Comsat . Corporation. His replacement, Dr. Oroen.ai
McMillan from Bell labs, did not arrive until 1 March. McMillan'S introduction
-.-

-
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NRO DIrector Brockway

McMILLAN
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to ~e NRP world ~ without benefit of .indoctrination by Chary~ ~onceming
prevIOUS cooperatiVe medlOOs of operation. Now that all the onglnal playeiS
were gone, there was no one left at higher echelons who remembered the
relaxed management era of 1954-1962. McMillan, as a newcomer, made the
understandable ellor of reading his NRP Directive very literally, assuming he
could proceed to exerdse impersonal, rational )Jdgments and have the
ur.swerving support of the DCI and the Secretary of Defense.
For instance, it
to the new DNRO, to move the
CORONA project to
Program A office and to place authority
over all its elements in
McMillan took a number of
but
unilateral, actions to
about and was shocked when
triggered strong protest
Scoville. What was missing in McMillan's modus
operandi was the sodal camraderie which lubricates life 'within the Washington Beltway: the exet:utive lunch, the friendly drop-in at
or the ne<MY
telephone call. McMillan's
Scoville's
was to inhibit
Colonel Murphy and Lt.
aSsigned to
Sunnyvale operation, in communicating with their own headquarters (at Langley) and finally to
transfer Webb, without coordinating the move with CIA.
•
usmg
for
The

In Los Angeles,
Systems
urge to
to the
"take-over" maneuver and

do
a natural
as another

..
assumed a strict Interpretation of his review authority over

McMillan also
release of NRP funds, an agreunent having been Signed by McCone and
Gilpatric on 5 April 1963 giving the NRO complete authority over all funds
supporting the NRP, regardless of source. The CIA believed funds marked for
projecb or studies they "owned" should come to them automatically;
McMillan thought otherwise. He also considered a Deputy Director position
to his needs, but such a position had been established by the Third
Agreement signed on 13 March 1963.15 The position was finally filled by CIA's
Eugene Kiefer.
Negotiations on matters such as these seemed endless and very wearing:
Scoville resigned as the Deputy for Research in April 1963, saying that the
stormy history of his interaction with the NRO had made his position
"..
the signing of the March NRP Agreement and the 5
Johnson's PFIAB entered the fray. A panel,
reviewed the management and operation of the
NRO and
"stewardship" of the program. The Panel also
urged McCone to create an organization for research and development within
the CIA.
At the same time, McCone was keenly aware that none of the satellite
projecb was going very well. On 1 August 1963, he told his staff that
something had to be done "to get the CIA back into the satellite business,
including developing
for new and better system beyond CORONA."
Four days later he
051 Director Albeit D. "Bud" Wheelan as Scoville's
successor in a re-named and greatly expanded Direclorate of Science and
Technology. Prior to Wheelan's arrival in the Agency, he had been in charge
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which was the major
also been chairman of
and Astronautics Intel lionce to DCI McCone's
actually be built by the
capability.

the
Board's
gence
(GMAIC).
remarks. He -be6eved
CIA and he argued for a totally

DDS&T Albert D.
WHEELON

CORONA-I
CORONA-I. the latest configuration in the CORONA series. was to consist
of a thrust-augmented-Thor. an Agena-D. two modified MK-Ia recovery
and a modified CORONA-M camera. In effect. a CORONA-I mission
would provide the capability of perfonning two CORONA-M missions at the
cost of one booster. one Mural camera system. two reentry vehicles. and two
stellar-index cameras (one for each capsule).
AlthouRh CORONA-J was not fonnally approved for development until
October 1962. the CIA. in July 1962. authorized Lockheed. as the prime
contractor. to proceed with pre6minary engineering design of the syste.... First
launching was planned for May 1963 witli a one-per-month initial launching
rate folloWing, but with provisions for a two-per-month rate starting as early as
JuIr. 1963. Tlie short lead-time was made possible by converting previously
budt CORONA-M systems to the CORONA-J configuration. Formal notification of the imminence of CORONA-J operations reached NPIC. the CI.... and
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the USIB's
"early

on Overhead Reconnaissance (COMOR) early in
time it seemed dear that first flight would occur in
" rather than May 1963.

The rationale for
CORONA·!
was heavily dependent on
assumptions about the
of
operations. Effectively, the plan
was to use the
in a
recover the forward capsule, and
program the remaining on-orbit elements for a "controlled tumble" of as
muCh as 20 days (with electrical power and stabilization control gas shut off).
At the end of the period of inaction, but one day before further _ p a j s .
sance use was planned, controllers would reactivate the satellite for a second
The carneraprogram for the second mission
four-day period of
would be
resubs of the tirst inission. Some 15,000 feet of
film
four.day periods of camera operation.
<

Aithou

the first of eight 1963 CORONA·) missions was originally

chargeable to payload deve ment difficulties. A raSh of problems with the
AKena in both the CORONA·M and lANYARD programs and a launching
failure in the first attempt to use the TAT (Thrust.Augmented Thor") booster
caused a sudden and alarming inteil uption of inteltlgence returns from
satellite overfJJhts during the early months of 1963. The first two LANYARD
missions fail because Of Agena breakdown and the third scp'!rienced a
camera failure after only 32 hOurs in orbit. One ARCON and three CORONA·
M operations between January and April 1963 'Nere either failures or signifi.
cantly disappointing. three because of Agena
and the fourth
because of a TAT failure caused by error on the part of a launching crew
member. In l~ of that sequence of events, McMillan decided to launch
proven COR A·Ms rather than untried CORONA·)s during the early
summer of the year. The success of CORONA·M Missions 9054, 9056, and
9057 renewed the 110'.... of photography on which inte16gence analysts had
become increasingly dependent and encouraged McMillan to approve the first
CORONA-) mission. (Mission 9055, the missing number in the series, was
actually the ARCON mission of 26 April, the sixth ARCON failure against one
"good'~ operation and one "partial success.")
If the dependence of the
States on CORONA satellite photography
had not been fully
earUer, the sudden
of the flow of
intelligence from that
in early 1963
such a mi~rception.
DCI McCone wrote
that "the imporlance of this type of Intelligence
to our National Security cannot be over-emphasized and it is essential that
there be no repetition of the hiatus in this type of coverage such as has existed
for the past three months." McCone added
to various procedural
changes introduced in an effort to eliminate
problems), "in view of
the overriding im~rlance of this type of
. . . [Deputy Defense
Secretary Roswell] Cilpatric and I have
that
NRO will continue to
employ the special
all forthcoming flights in order to
ensure that the
failure is minimized. We desire that action be
taken
precaution, immediately instituted by
McMiJlan,
"scperiments and additional payloads" were
rrhe tenn 'IThrust~Augmented Thor" refers to • modified Thor configuration which incorporated three Sergeant (X·33) solkl rocket motors

I
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if there was any

not to be carried on future
possibility that their induslon would
successful recovery of photography from

mission" -the

In spite of such precautions, CORONA-! (this is also known as the KH-4A)
operations began inauspidously, somewhat akin to the original series of
CORONA launchings four years earlier. Not until the third mission (1004), in
February 1964, did the planned and the actual sequence of events come into
acceptable correspondence. In each of the first two fliRhts, capsule No. 1 was
recovered complete with four days of film take, but tile second capsule was
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lost. In some
these first two
to operate CORONAs) could
not be counted as major failures, because one capsule, complete with film,
was recovered in each instance and such a recovery represented an achiero

ment comparable to the
of any earlier CORONA mission. But the cosl
was substantiallt~eater, and it was also a fact that each of the first CORONAI missions had
n intended to provide more and better data than could
have been obtained from two of the earlier CORONA-M operations.
The fourth CORONAs) (24 March 1964) mission was catastrophically brief;
gUidance failed shortly after launching. The fifth (1005, on 27 April
had an uneventful launching, but, after 350 camera operations, the lihn
broke; then the Agena power supply failed; and finally the capsule Ignored
signals to deboost and reenter. Unt.ke other failed units, the stubborn reentry
capsule did appear later, with panache.. Calculations of the anticipated
of the capsule orbit predicted initially that it would impact in the Padfic,
of the coast of South America and about 10
'
north of the Pole. A later
calculation, based on bllUer orbital trace measurements, indicated probable
impact of fragments somewhere in Venezuela. Observation stations in the
Caribbean area were alerted to watch the skies on 26 May 1964, and, on that
date, reports from Maracaibo, Venezuela, said that five' bright objllcl$ had
overhead. presumably on their way to impact in the ocean off the
American coast. That seemed to be thaL
More

on 1 August 1964. a Venezuelan com ...",dal
telephoned the US Army Attache in Caracas
an
appeared to be part of a space vehicle had been
report
a month earlier. 500 miles south of Caracas in a remote rural
found.
Andes near the Columbian border. The object carried, among
region
one that read "United States," and another that read
other
did not mention that he had photographed the object or that
"Secret.
land it lay had been trying to sell it-in whole or in part.
the farmer on
Not until 3 August, after a second call
did the Army Attache
On 4 Aut:. after
notify the assistant Air Attache of the
interviewing a commercial pilot who had
viewed the object at c
range
and predictably had returned to Caracas with a souvenir, the Army Attache
flew to La Fria. the village nearest the find. only to discover that the
Venezuelan army had arrived first and had taken to obiect to San Cristobal.
the provincial capital.
that on 7 luly, 1
and 4O-yearold
stumbled upon a
They reported
to
employer. who had the
own PfO!l&rIy
and put up for sale. Since it was an unknown object, in terms of value. there
were no worthwhile offers, so efforts were made to dismantle it By hacking
and prying, a radio transmitter was
and various pieces dislodged to
be used as household utensils and toys
children. loca/ farmers, attracted
by one of the gold discs attached to the upper section of the capsule, hacked
away to get at more gold. (The gold disks,
the size of a quarter,
were a part of
transmission·
one of many mini space
on
not
to prOVide valuable data.
the Oh:O\'erer
cover story.) One farmer had
the parachute lines into
for his horse.
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On 4 August, the local Reuters correspondent
dispatch picked up by several wire services. h
~:::
Star and the New York Times on 5 August.

comment."
The US Army Attache noted finding an
quarter among the odds and ends in the
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SIV beini Coillrd out 01 ~ FrIa on foot by Campesions

Sold to the U.S. Air Force

on location in Ia Ftla. Tachlra

of CORONA Mission 1005
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buffalo nickel had been found in one of the capsules recovered in 1961 .j He
~ook CesSion of the film that remained in the fractured
It was
I

cotr

."

reported that "the ground impact and the
intemal equipment to junk." But great
I
seen
capsule, photographs had been drculated in
numbel s
Caracas
in the. local newspaper (although it was incorrectly
reported to
NRO that kno\'", photos and negatives had been retrieved),
and it was obvious that local Communist bloc people could easily have seen
the remains and certainly had copies of the photographs. The capsule had
been
to. about two-thirds its original length by the impact, and the
spooled
,',as beyond salvage. But, in McMiillan's ironic phr?se, the
experience had redeeliling features because it "provided valuable engineering
data on non-optimum re entry survivability." The inddent also demonstrated
that the inherent stability and good ablative shielding of the capsule made
random-entry survival a very reaJ possibility-an idea naturally disconcerting
to security people.
CIA

an

Security had yet another epiIogic trauma even after the remolins had been
retrieved frOm the Venezuelan Ministry of Defense. In order to obscure the
destination of the packaged capsule •..m:ckage, the real CORONA parts were
sent to Lockheed by way of a secure air route and a dummy package
containing paper, odds and ends of metal scrap, and
of wOod was
boxed for shipment to the home address of a DIA
assigned to the
Pentagon. Unhappily, the scrap fill plus the carton
only 80 pounds
cargo. Alert customs
although the shipping manifest specified a
offidalS at McGuire Air Force \lase dedded they had uncovered a narcotic
cache and 0
the box. After fruitlessly sortilg through the expensively
freighted jun they contacted the addressee and advised him stu Illy that they
were "going to investigate." Stalling customs for the moment, the officer put
through a frantic call to the CIA to "cut this one off." The Agency, with its own
contacts in the Customs Bureau, retrieved and destroyed the box six days
later.
In the end, two positive actions resulted from the 1005 incident. First, all.
classification markings were removed from orbital CORONA vehicles before
launching and a notice of reward for return, in eight languages, was substituted. Second, inspecti.:m procedures were reinforced to protect against the
stowage of more American souvenir coins during fabrication and checkout.
(An earlier offidal injunction against spaceborne souvenirs had perhaps lost its
effectiveness.)
In the wake of the first two CORONA-I flights, both rated partially
ground tuls of I-systems had been disappointing. Program managers,
decided to use CORONA-M flillhts to provide the required
coverage, while extended develOpment and fixes of I-system
continued. Apart from the operating defects that had prevented
recovery the second capsule in each of the first two CORONA-I operations,
there .....as also a camera problem, which enginee.s diagnosed as incorrect
tension in the film-transport systelli. The Agena flight problems involving
inve. t"r operation and command system responsiveness were countered by
installing redo.ndant equipment.
As haPfl"ood v,itI. infuriating regularity in the satellite-reconnaissance

program, per.else fates _lied to intervene in the sensible dedsion to revert

to re6ance on CORONA-M so that
could be
in
an a
free from pressure for
operalional returns. Two of
the last three CORONA-M missions (9060 and 9061) weie
because of Thor failure (the second in two years and
launchings). Cancellation of
partial success, had made two
TAT
accounted for the allocation of two basic Thorwv-Age na
combinations to the
program for August and Octob~- 1963la..."":
ings. Perversity appeared here also; both went well, providing the second and
thIrd largely
ARGON operations in 10 mission attempts. (Another
ARGON was
accounted a partial success.) The CORONA-M launch·
ings of
failures. Apart from the Thor
an
Agena
of capsule reentry as the climax a
that
with a 27 November Iaundtin . But the final CORONA-M (9062)
its breed, operating almost fta
from its 21 December launching to capsule recovery on 26 December 1963. The paradox rUliained,
however; in its final days the nominally reliable CORONA-M experienced
major mission problems, while the. almost untested CORONA-J operated
re2sonably well. Two CORONA-J capsules and one CORONA-M capsule were
recovered be~en August and December 1963, and two were lost in each
program.
That the zombie mode
or the effort to operate CORONA-J in a
zombie mode, was fundamentaUy unavailing had beCome apparent with the
second successive failure. Reactivation after storage on orbit was more difficult.
than had been anticipated. On 13 February 1964, McMillan issued instructions
that until further notice all CORONA-J systems were to be operated on
continuous missions interrupted only to the extent necessary to recover the
first capsule, after which they were to resume photographic operations. After
recovery of the second capsule, McMillan ruled. such zombie-mode ""I'eriments as were necessary and appropriate could be done."

CORONA Flight Sunm:ary - 1963
Miuion
No.

Dak

ea....ra

ltemarb

9051

9052

8 Jon 1983
28 Feb

M
M

Suee..'

8001

18 Mlr

L

9053

1 Apr
26 Apr
18 May

M
A
L

9055A

8002

First TAT. One TAT failed to
sapnto. Destroyed.
1 st LANYARD flight. No omft.
Guidance failure (Agena)

bee ••.
No orbit. AttitUde sansor problem.
Otbil achieVed. Agena failed in
ftight

8003

13 Jun
26Jun
18 Jui
31 Jul

1001

24 Aug

J

9058A
1002
9059A

29 Aug

A
J
A

9054

23Sep

29 Oct
9 Nov

27Nov

success.

M
M

Si.-'CCI '".
$u.YII •.

M

Success. Camera failed after 32
hIS.
Success. 1st J Right; 2 RV's;
RV-2 Lost
5UC(;ess
RV- 1 rec:ovBLed; RV-2 lost.

L

Success.

M
M

Failure. UndaLIB launching.
Agl£\l flied in flight; pUo'snted

M

tBC(Nlll'.
SUCChS. I
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CORONA-! utility was demonstrated in April 1965, when a complete
system was kept in &e-day-from-Iaunching (5-1) status for two weeks.
Gradual evtsnsion of mission life for CORONA-J, from its original six days to
10
was one product of the proven zombie mode operation. Minor
of the thrust capacity of TAT (by means of a Thor fuel tank

COlONA!·]

Atop Thorad locste!

enlargement, the vehicles being called Thorad') and of the orbital durability of
the Agena was undertaken early in 1965, the goal now being 14 day mission
operations. Launchings of the improved systUil wete scheduled to begin in
July 1967.
These improveiilents were relatively modest, especially when compared
to earlier effOrts to advance CORONA-C and CORONA-M capabilities. The
conservatism was a reflection of the possible imminence of a new send.

lIS

questions

••

responsibility
significant tensions between the ONRO and Program B, CORONA
made remarkable operational
during the McMillan era. In
terms of capsules launched against capsules successfully retrieved, the record
from March 1963 to February 1964 was nine successes in 13 trials; for the
following 12 months, it was 23 successes in 28 trials. This represented an
increase of successes from 69 percent to 82 percent.

CORONA Flight Summary -1964-1965
Mission

No.

D.ale

Camera

Remarks

1004
1003
1005

15 Feb 1964

J

24 Mar
27 Apr

J
J

Succ.tI.
No orbit. Agena power failure.

1006
9063A
1007

1008
1009
9064A
1010
1011

No on-orbH operation. Agena

4Jun
13 Jun

J
A

failure. RV impacted In Venezuela.
Success.
Success.

19Jun
10 Jul
5 Aug
21 Aug

J

Success.

J

success.

J

Success.
Success.

14 Sap
5 Oc:1

A

J
J

Success.
Success on RV- 1. No RV~2
recovery separation from
Agena; battery failure.

rrhond differed from the original TAT (Ilvust.A"8U1ented-Thor) in having 13 feet more length
to accommodate additional fuel and oxidizer, with sOilLe relocation of comQOnents. With
Seigasnt sb Ip on solid rocket boosters all:ched. a
0 combination could put
.tOO lI"'e powtds Into OItHt than could
of launching facBiI"ss at
Yintle.merg (to :
and the engineering required to
TAT 11110 Thond OIl at ahout
The unit cost of a Thorad was only about
IECi6 than !he cast of a TAT.

CORONA

fliaht Summary -

1964-1965 (continued)

NO.

Date

Camera

IenIarb

1012

170e1

J

2 Noy

J

18 Nov

J

19 Dec

J
J
J
J
J
J
J

Succe.. on W-l; RV-2 water
........., due to bad wuther.
Both cameras failed on Rev 52
Success.
SUCC .... Zombie mode used.
SUCC ....
Succal•.
&"''CCII'.
SUCC •••• No RV..2 racovwy
&lCcell.
Succ... on RV-I. Wiler
recovery on RV-2.

1013
1014
1016
1016
1017
1016
1019
1021
1020
1022
1023

15 JI1I 1965

25 Feb
25 Mar

29 Artt
18M·V

9Jun

19.1u1
17 Aug

2Sep
1024
1025
1026
1027
1028

22Sep
50ct
280e1
9 Dec
24Dac

J
J

$uccB$S.

Success. Forward camera failed.
o.auoyad on launching by flings ufaly,

N/A
J

St..ueaa.
SUCC....
SUCC....

J
J
J
J

Suc;cess. Control gas loss.

SUccess.

The J-/cORONA had gradually been improved during its operational life.
Ufeboat, developed early in the CORONA program as a backup system for
ensuring deorbit of the RV in the event of Agena power failure, continued to
provide e.lliergency capability and was responsible in four separate instances
for the successful recovery of )-1 missions. From eight days of operational
camera life in 1964, the J-1 extended its mission capability to f5 days during
fliT. The J-Iwas a participant in the remarkable series of
from 1966
to 1970, when 28 capsules were placed in orbit and 28 capsules were
recovered. Reliability had improved substantially since 1962, when a single
one-day mission success in four attempts had been hailed as a spectacular
triumph.
Relations between the NRO and CIA, however, did not improve. DCI
McCone. reached
with Defense Secretary McNamara, in autumn of
1964, to begin discussions looking to the realignment of the NRO structure.
But the NRO-CIA impasse continued into the new year and resulted in
President Johnson's Science Adviser, Dr. Hornig. proposing to establish a
National Reconnai ssa!1ce Panel, under Dr. Land, to lOok into this matter.
As a result of these aess cu .. ents, the NRO charter was under continuous
study_ An Exewli.e Committee, made up of the Deputy Secretary of Defense,
doe 00, and the fir 6dent's So knee Adviser was established in 1964 to make
key NRP dui ions. A new NRO Agreem61t was signed on 13 August 1965 by
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the new DCI. Admiral William F.
Vance. Under lis tell liS, these

and Deputy
Sec,etary Cyrus
••n ere ~I~.
,-,_.-A.

For the Secretary of Defense:
• Establishing the NRO as a separate agency of the Defense Depal bnent
• Choosing the ONRO, "who will report to him and be responsive to his
instructions"
• Concurring in the choice of the DDNRO, "who will report to the ONRO
and be responsive to his instructions"

•

• Reviewing and having the final power to approve the NRP budget

•

The DCI was made responsible for:

,
,

• Establishing collection requirements and priorities
• Reviewing the results of collection and recommending steps to improve
them

•

• Appointing the ODNRO with the concllilence of the Deputy Secretary of
Defense. The DDNRO was to serve full time in a line position directly
under the DNRO and "shall act for and exerdse the powers of the DNRO
during his absence.""
By 1965. DDS&T Wheelon was in the midst of
a large organization to study, design, develop, and produce
satellite systems.
He liked to compare the success of what he termed "CIA developments"-the
U·2, the OXCART/SR·71, and CORONA-with the lack of success of early Air
Force programs, specifying Samas. He said,
The damonstratad perfonnance of CIA is clearly superior
to that of the Air Force. Wa beliovo that Ihis is attributable to
three basic factors. The most important is that the collection
and the analysis of intalligence is the only business the CIA
has. The second asset is the continuity of its profeSSional
staff. The last is its unique leaislative authority 10 pursue
programs prompl'y with conidenlial funds and 10 manage
Ihem in a streamlined way?

There were other advantages Wheelon did not dte: he could begin new
studies more easily than could the Depal bllent of Defense (he had a very short
his hirings would be sheltered by a Spedal
chain.of-command to
Schedule in the CMI
he could offer higher salaries than the
DoD, and he had the
support of his boss.
On 1 5 September, a senior career intelligence officer,Huntinto:s D.
Sheldon, was n.1IIC£d Director of Reconnaissance, CIA. on an interim
. by

I•
•
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Cyrus

DCI William f.
R.&BORN

VANCE

DCI Raborn. In that capacity Sheldon was responsible to Wheelon for the
activities of the Office of
iaI Projects (OSP) and other related activities
provide
DNRO with a single authoritative point of contact within the CIA
for all reconnaissance programs, and the aSSignment of Mr. Sheldon was in the
nature of adding a diplomatic n~tiator to balance the aggressiveness of the
DDS&T in handling NRP matters. '11 On 16 May 1966, Sheldon was "relieved
of du
•• al Assist"nt to the DDS&T and transfeil ed with his reconnaissane duties to the position of Special Assistant to the Director. '...
•

•

As another part of the general shifting of people during this period, on 1
September 1965 James Q. Reber, CIA, replaced E. P. Kiefer as Deputy Director,

NRO.

It had taken only three post-Charyk/Bissell years to cement the concept of
rigid ownership over what had once been a casual, friendly, free-fOil" structure. Every move in the degenerative process had been made by unusually
talented people, whose common problem was that a gteam in the eye was
accompanied by a rigid set of the jaw. Both sides were perennially indignant,
and the alarming fact was that the indignation was, always, deeply righteous.
Above all the turmoil, CORONA floated in serene success.

Dr. Alexander Flax, Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Research &
Development, was named to succeed McMUlan on 1 October 1965. After
assuming his new position (while still retaining his responsibilities as Assistant
Secretary for R&D), Flax soon realized that he had inherited a host of
problems involving technology, organization, and future s,StEolll
gh the decision to proceed with what later became known as
had been essentially confirmed at the time of his
. addition, the future of CORONA was not quite as certain as was ass"!I,ed in
August 1965, and that, too, became an item of concern for the new Director.
The deficiencies existing in the CORONA program management arrangement had long
recognized. As early as August 1963, DNRO McMillian
proposed his solution
the problem: namely, transfer the entire
for CORONA to the DoD in the person'
this proposal was vigorously rebutted by DCI
Marshall S. Carter. Even though the
as to
the issue continued for months, no substantial
was made untO Flax. early in his tenure,
. . conduct a thorough review of the subject.
we r e the basis of Flax's 22 April 1966
.
the
Committee (ExCom)." The document
underlying source of problems as the lack of clearly
established and/or agreed-to management responsibilities and relationships•

•
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In deVllloping his own proposed arrangements, flax ~'.as
by the
criteria: (1) no serious consideration would be given to any
ment
and/or rearrangement of responsibilities Which would
the ongoing programs; and (2) to the extent po5SIbIe, the
·...,ere
be in accord with the specifics, as well as the spirit and intent, of the
1965 NRP Agreement. With the concurrence of the ExCom, a diIective was
issued by Dr. Flax on 22 June 1966" for the purpose of establishing new
organizational relationships and responsibilities.

•

The main provisions of this directive were as follows:
A. The Director
Director (SPD)
system integration;
checkout

ana

was designated CORONA System Project
for overall system engineering and
master
and budgeting;
the
at the
pad; launching
of film to the

in a
engineers
access to
and
contractors,
exerCising no technical influence on matters
within the payload sphere.

•

,

B.

The Director of Reconnaissance, CIA, was made responsible for direction and supervision of the development and production of the
CORONA Payload Sub-As"Cmbly (PSA) rqKlrting directly to the DNRO.
He was to establish a CORONA Payload Sub-Assembly Project Office
(PSAPO) and designate a Director thereof, responsible through the
Director of Reconnaissance, CIA, to the DNRO for the total PSA
development and production, and to the SPD for overall system
matters.

C.

Additional
the

D.

Specific responsibilities were assigned to the Director PSAPO, through
the Director of Reconnaissance, CIA, for the total PSA development,
Ilroduction (excluding the DISIC), and assembly and test; operation of
the AP facility; adherence to master system specifications, interface
specifications, and master project plans established by the SPD; proviSion of software support to the Satellite
tions Center before,
SPD with re&ard to
during, and after missions; assistance to t
t,~unching activities in the Payload Sub-Assembly area at Van'encertifying to its readiness and acting as prindpal PSA assistant to
the SPD during pre-mission planning, on-orbit op.-;ations, and post-

were assigned to the SPD, indudinl'!
Thor and Thorad boosters; the Agena boosterI
procurement of the DISIC; acqUisition and- operation Of
system assembly facilities (excluding the Lockheed AP Facility) and
launching facilities; on-orbit command and control facilities; and capsule recovery forces and equipment.

mission analys SR
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E.

The basic PSA structural. dynamic, the....aI. power. and other requirements were to be given proper ",,-eight in determining overall
configuration and characteristics. In tradeoffs within the
the
SPO
directed to attempt to resolve
with a minimum
on the sensor. However. bOth
and the PSAPO were directl!<! to
analyze their interface and
problems in terms of a successful
overall system performance.

,,..as

In clarifying the division of responsibilities. Flax's dilective emphasized
that each party must honor the other's prerogatives. granting full and free
access to all data. and carrying on properly coordinated infarinal and direct
communication at all levels. In the way of general gUidance. flax cautioned
both agencies:
Despite good intentions on both sides, differences in
interpretation of this management direaothe, the question of
whether or not a proI>lem has interface I
etc.,
probably will occur periodically. When such an instance
arises and cannot be settled in the field, I desire that the
problem be called 10 my attention promptly for resolution.
The successful implementation of this management arrangethe wholehearted cooperation of both CIA
I enjoin each of you 10 ensure that your rospecput forth every effort in that vein.

With the management responsibilities clarified. it remained only to be
seen if the human factor in the ielations between CIA and the Air Force could
be "directed" back to the truly cooperative spirit which had prevailed during
the vet'{ early days of this joint endeavor. Fortunately for CORONA and for the
nation this proved not to be a problem. The DoD/CIA cooperation on the
. CORONA Program improved significantly thoughout the remainder .of the
program .
.

During late 1965 and 1966, the CIA had significantly
activities. The OffIce of Special Projects was established on
by Deputy Director for Science and
was appointed
of Special Projects
Director. Soon
Lt. Colonel "C.
for
as Wesl Coast

(USAF Ret.) as Operations

and

Having seen the CORONA program through some of the most eventful
and turbulent periods of its existence. Bud Wheelon, who had served for three
years as OOS&T,
1966 to return to private indusby.
Wheelon's
named acting DOS&T and was
on 20 APril 1967.

via

Section 4
Fulfillment: The Struple To Maturity
CORONA Improvement Program 0-3)
Early in 1965,

DDR&E,

that studies should

tatives
and the CIA Project
Roy Worand operational defithington as CORONA
ciencies of the existing "J"
were analyzed as we,e the CORONA system
coverage requirements,
data, reliability data, and $0 forth. A matrix of
feasible system designs was developed with all the recommended design
features, including an improved panoramic camera (it had long been
nized that constantly rotating the complete lens and scan-arm
rather than coupling and uncoupling a rotating lens and an oscillating scan
arm, would improve camera performance). The selected configuration incorporated (a) the constant-rotator camera design by Itek with a camera cyclerate-control capabirtty for flying the system at altitudes as low as 85 nautical
miles; (h) improvement in vel tical/horizontal control and vibration to improve
photographic quality; (c) incorporation of the Dual-Integrated Stellar-Index
Camera (DISIC) to improve attitude determination and allow better use of the
system by the mapping community; (d) development of the Mark VIII recovery
capsule to provide a 300 percent increase in film-recovery capability; (e) onorbit lifetime extension to 30 days to allow effident film utilization; and (f) use
of the Atlas or Thorad Sr. booster to provide the required lift margin for the
Increased payload and to allow for higher inclination orbits (up to 96 degrees).

•

•

•

•

•

DNRO McMillan, was
improvements on 21
June 1965 by the CIA
On 29 June he approved procurement of the
Itel<, the improvement in verticalf
horizontal
of the DI51C (procurement of which was
later assigned
to keep the Douglas Thor as the
booster, with a
to allow for increased payload weight of the
new rotator and
re;ection of recommendations d, e, and f, above,
primarily that official
Washington held the yje\'I, in June
was preferable to reta:n a
launchin, rate of 12 systfoill' per year rather
ina ease the film cap&< ity
and miSSIon life, and reduce the launching rate. (This vie \I was mooified for
the sake of economy during the CORONA Sbetchout,

RECOVERY VEHICle .1 - - -

RECOVERY VEHICLE 12 - _

..... flLM SUPPLY
CASSETTE

MajorComponenb of the J-3
Between the summer of 1965 and the end of March 1966, major progress
was made on the design and development of the J-3 constant·rotator camera
and all camera interfaces were completed, Subsequent to formal establish·
ment of the CORONA Management Plan, the final go-ahead was given for the
CORONA Improvement Program; however, the delay in this action had
caused the first expected launching to slip from January 1967 to July 1967. The
J-3 qualification program went smoothly to July 1967 when first launching was
anticipated; however, in thelilial altitude testing both the panoramic and
stellar·index cameras had problems and, therefore, the first J·3 was delayed
another six weeks. The first J·3 launching (Mission 1101) took place on 15
September 1967, and recovery of both buckets was completed on 28 Septem.
ber 1967. The j~:ISO known as KH-48) was consIdered an
success from a
nical standpoint, since all design goals were
Minor problems experienced on the first mission were correctable

major rework before the next f1~ht of a constant-rotator cam... a -. . as scl*'!duled. The perfonnance was ju ged to be the best e.er hom a CORONA
syst...lI. The J-3 was able to fly a lower orbit and obtain better photogr.ophic
scale and more information
per picture (·"ith a re solution of six ket
being achieved) than its
By late 1968, CORONA was being treated as a terminal
On the
occasion of the 100th CORONA flight. in December
program performance, sent to all program participants the
Special Projects, emphasized two basic CORONA
one, the
significant coverage of Soviet 55-9 and 55-11 ICBM sites, the other, the
coverage of the Middle
and the Arab-Israeli War of 1967 (The SixDay War). (CORONA
had confirmed Israeli dalms of extensive
damage to Arab
would have [understandably] been
treatei:J as an exaggeration of facts.)" Technical problems •....ere relatively
minor: the introduction of SO-380 ultra-thin-base film on CORONA
late in 1968 caused some difficulties that attracted management
four years eartier, such problems would scarcely have merited mention in
monthly program summaries. At this juncture, CORONA was, to all intents
and purposes, a fully mature system-and one with no real
in operation past the introduction of its eventual
event that was apparently Imminent. The possibility
might be needed to provide an adequate overlap with
received careful scrutiny between lune 1969 and January 1970,
on three
occasions the review committee concluded that no additional CORONAs
need be
Although there were dissenting opinions here and
in the Bureau of the Budget
known as Office of
there,
Management
Budget) and in the Office of the
Scenee Adviser,
the decision was repeatedly reaffirmed.
Yet, through and past all that, efforts continued for preserving and
extending CORONA capability. BetvlE:en May 1967 and October 1968, consideration of an improved CORONA-I, eventually to be called CORONA 1-4,
reached the stage of serious evaluation of performance potential and probable
costs. The system being considered would include an improved camera-one
of two Itek designs with focal lenfhs of 32 and 40 inches with central
resolution of 4.5 flet or better, a ~2-,"ch focal length stellar-indexing camera,
and a more powerful booster than required for the 1-3 model. That combination 0 f elements would provide a potential 18-day orbital lifetime for a
CORONA 1-4 system.The assumption underlying consideration of a still further
improved CORONA was that it could enter use between January and April
1971, initially supplementing and
supplanting the 1-3 CORONA which
was providing basic search
plans current in 1968 showed
the last CORONA-J systems
by lune 1971; procurement of 20 CORONA systems in a
would
CORONA
operations to continue through
973.
of
the camera systems had an estimated cost
would be added recovery vehicle and orbital
and the cost of 20 booster systems. Buying
J-3 CORONAs would effectively
estimated additional cost of about
virtually certain that real costs

submittal to the NRO, a
the
additional CORONA
DNRO ~rred to stretch
-50 no provision was made for
or
occur (which in tum could result in
to meet
search and
requirements). Two
weak points in the
S\'Sleill were "'eight constraints, due to
the medium-thrust launching
vehicle assigned to CORONA, and the
of system hardware. The
earlier plan for CORONA had been to
to assure 12
but, in the critical overlap
DNRO called
a "zero defects" program, even
reliability of the
CORONA system was about 85-90
strongly that three
more CORONA systems should be
contractors were still
tooled to supply It.a...
In OSP's FY-69

-

It was at this time that
its last serious bid for
consideration as an ahemative
with several other
JK»tentially expensive system
being evaluated for later
development (particularly a
system). There was considerable concern
in exeCutive quarters about the inability of budget managers to provide the
very large additional sums needed to exploit such options.'"

adequate satellite reconnaissance
for the
exttune of the options was to develop a
variant capable of produdng resolution Of about 4.5 feet. This was
proved on ~ound that
would
about -as ~ as

-
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-

the offset would be expressed in ground
was
no possibility of improving CORONA to the
point of providing resolution
than about 4.5 feet, and in the view of
CIA, DIA, and NPIC analysts, search resolution as good as 3.0 feet was
needed.

Finally, the NRO concluded (in a position
for the
of the Deputy
meeting of mid-NOlletnSecretary of Defense during an Executive
ber 1968) that "the CORONA system has reached the limit of its improvement.
The currenl· system uses Thor-Agena launches with a fixed-film panoramic
camera. A significant improvement to the system 10 bring resolution below five
feet would require a new booster and an optical-bar camera. This ... would
entail a development costing several hundred .million dollars." The judR/llent:

·
L
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Such influences
issues

nearly certain to
including the future of

approve a

vehicles to allow a QIle-year overlap of
and not to order any more CORONA
but to
in December 1969.
Thus, toward the middle of 1969, as the CORONA program once again
wound down toward finalitv,:some of the various IIroblems normal to that
phase in any major program began to have their effecL In the period between
September 1968 and August 1969, three camera failures and three
malfunctions had significantly lessened the value of six CORONA missions. In
July 1969 (mission ffOT) a mechanical failure interrupted operation of the
forward-looking camera almost as soon as the operate command was senL A
similar failure In September 1968 (mission 1048) had occuhed after about twothirds of the film had been
and in February 1969
1106) the
aft-looking camera had
because of a
in the film at a
splice point. Mission 1050, in
ended
after a failure of
the Agena guidance system, and two
December 1966,
and 1051, May 1969) returned ~aded film.
all r!!presented serious
problulls in
the lact that mission
was the first in more
than five years
failure of the camera ~em heightened the
concern felt b
critical asp ects of the CORONA phaseout,
particularly those
attrition at the AJ> Fadlity, the quality assurance
of spares. A meeting held on 25 July 1969
program, and the
examined
these three
and, as a result, the following
actions were
reorsanization was carried out to
integrate the
staffs into a Pho!zaphiC Systems
Division,
order to make the most
.ent use of the
to the Director of
Projects; (b)
for the physical transfer of the AP
from Palo Aho to
in order
available a
of technicians to

cost and

procure-

on 2 February 1970, submitted the
Committee's report
the DO and encouraged acceptance of its recommendation
:: additional CORONA procurement. By 12 February, DCI Richa rd
and Dr. Lee DuBridge, President Nixon's Science Adviser, had
COIlCUiI ed in the ,·ecommendation. The CORONA schedule stretchout, as
by the NRP Executive Committee in June 1969, had shifted from six
each in
and 71,
and
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Actual CORONA launchings during calendar 1968 ',',ue !We }-1s and
)-3 constant-rotator cameras, all successfully
97 ID 99
percent
film recovered. In calendar 1969, the
of the )-1
systems and three )-3s •....ere launched and retrieved,
several
functions caused the usable film to drop to about 83 percent the )-3s and
94 percent for the 1-1s.
A series of important
was run in conjunction with flights of the first
five 1-3 systems (missions 1101 through 1105). These '....ere instigated by the US
Intelligence Board (USIB), which in February 1966 had directed CIA to d
techniques for estimating crop yields from satellite photography. The payloa
of )-3 systellis
instrumented and contained tag-on lengths of
special film,
conventional color, 50180 near-IR-sensitive
color, and 50230
and white. The test series accomplished its
fundamental purpose dlomonstrating the 1-3 camera's capability to handle
new photographiC techniques, facilitated by the flexibility of two changeable
and four changeable exposure slits on each camera (which allowed the
use of mixed film loads andlor different filters). None of the missions
concerned had their main intelligence purpose degraded by the conduct of
tests.
nstigation,aCORONAJ-3AdHocCommitteewasinformalDNRO in December 1967, and formally constituted in
1968. purpose was to analyze and evaluate experiments conducted on
five test flights. The committee concluded that color would, in the
long run, provide significant added information for the intelligence production
process; however, it was not a question of color in place of black and white,
but rather a question of when color should be used, and for what kind of
targets it should JIfOvide additional information. Specific findings of the
committee included recommendations that a logical test program, involving
various color films and techniques, should be conducted
specific
intelligence requirements; that a special subcommittee of the
Committee on Image'}' Requirements and Exploitation (COMIREX) should be constituted to evaluate the utility of satellite color photography; and that a wellplanned color-collection program should be worked out with the close
cooperation of the System Program Offices, the Satellite Operations Center
(SOC), intelligence analysts, and photo interpreters.'·'
One other remote possibility remained for the continued use of CORONA
(though surely not under that name, and not with CORONA operational
objectives). NASA had approached the NRO in 1969 with a tentative plan to
satisfy requirements
an earth-resources survey satellite by adaC!~: CORONA systems and
The notion intrigued the NRO
use that
option would effectively
a CORONA manufacturing capability against
some co~:~ency that might warrant later use of the systUIi. CORONA
superbly . ed NASA's basic requirements for multispecbaJ
and for
stereoscopic coverage. And because CORONA was a thoroughly
facilities
developed systeill for which complete fabrication and
it would provide a most inexpensive way of satisfying
needs. But
had to choose between CORONA and alternative spedalized ea. dl I E SourCES
survey
the NASA budget could not support both. Given the institutional tendencies of both NASA and the NRO, the outcome "as preertable.
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In early MalCh 1970, NASA advised the new DNRO, Dr. John
of MItre
that no money for the
be included in the fY-72 NASA
Administrator, asked Mclucas to pre serve
a possible budget allocatIOn for a NASAthe NRO budget was no more
than the
NASA
in
matters. Althouah McLucas
the
NRO
attempt to make surplus CORONA
actual fact that contingency could be considered
become fully operational in accordance with
Should that occur, two or more CORONA
there being little value in operating CORONA,
capability became available.
continued into the early months of 1970 that some surplus
become available, as evidenced by a March 1970 request
Intelligence Agency that the NRO fly DISIC packages early in
1971, rather than as part of the CORONA missions intended for the late
months of that year. The rationale:" ... uncertainty as to whether the last few
CORONA systems may be operated."
In the fall of 1970, too late to have any impact on the program, the State
Oepa. tlllent provided an unexpected but interesting post-wal(e commentary
on the value of the CORONA in applications not contemplated when the

DO

M.

HElMS

NRO Director John
McLUCAS

program

State'. Director of Intelligence and ReseardI,
He
1970" •.• the gap ... 001"_ ~hat
wrote DCI
in our government expect to be able to demand f10m .....
reconnaissance program and what it actually am
in the
six to twelve months" had begun to concern him
only "the unusual political circumstances in the
had
permitted the United States to use the old workhorse, the U-2. OtheNJise,
coverage would have been
inadequate owing to a resttided f!eribility in reconnaissance satellites
from the limited
of
vehicles. When
operational
as an aside
he
not expect that to happen
be
at a cost
to
not
five- to
an operational readout
might be
to "rea_55 [the) need for a
least as good as that previously provided by the CORONA
object was to stimulate a new examination of the
issue, but he
.that fundi~ probltills and previous commitments made a satisfactory solution
unlikely.'"
copies of his letter to both
. Bennett,
the Defense Intelligence
who was
charged by Deputy Secretary of
various defense intelligence activities. Bennett promptly contacted
Secretary of Defense Packard to express basic agreullent with
again expressing concern over the potential intelligence gap that
created by exhaustion of the CORONA inventory.'" Packard
by suggesting that Mclucas "look at cost and schedule problems
more CORONA insurance." He reiterated the suggestion during a
meeting with Mclucas shortly thereafter. Indeed, by early October Packard
had concluded that CORONAs might be needed " ... for a long time, either
to cover a launch failure or operational failure, or to cover a crisis situation
where there is nothing scheduled and we might want to launch an extra photo
bird."

Packard pressed DCI Helms on that issue in November. Helms
that additional CORONA vehicles could not be obtained in less
because of manufacturing lead time considerations and
virtually certain to be satisfactorily operational by then
suggested that CORONA vehicles would have limited usefulness in the
sorts of crises the United States had experienced in the preceding five years, a
. conclusion based on the findings of a yet-to-be-completed study being
conducted by the CIA. On such grounds, he doubted that the utility of
~An

interesting footnote to the concerns expressed

Six-Day War. An urgent White House request
<

coverage of the

cairo

was

International Airport duriiIIJ
system (on orbit at the
via secure phone to Brigadier .nora
"Sir. I would be mast happy to

you a-dd

ri'u to the north and 200
to
nsL· Genes'
&aSV.ad to blghlight the inherent Iimjt!Uons .',"Clsad by the I as
150

leDU

_

mechanics on a lew nrth satellite's ability to access any poL ... on Ilia e - til's

SUi[we

•

at wilL

additional CORONAs would
would probably
cost (a cost driven
of reestolblishing
conform to its
production facilities). He
schedule, CORONAs would be
use
that need arise.
Finally, Helms concluded, he .. . . •
not to spend any of the
intelli$ence
this time for additional CORONA vehicles, [instead
belieVing] our
will be better
to use such funds as
can be made
to help cure
that might arise
in the early
program."'07
subject had been dosed.
And again,

option: ordering a small
plan that would call for cancelUng the order once
tional.readiness had been demonstrated.111 The
some detail
the NRP
In the -course of
that additional CORONA
ra~~

~~of~

at costs

in~of.

Assuming
decision to
of three
systems (an optimum number re~~esenting
crossover
high unit
costs for fewer systems and a pac ge price for so many systems that the total
would perturbate FY-1971 and 1972 budtet ceilin@$h
months would cost about
and after five
That calculation had been
in direct
to a
•
E. E.
the
Science Adviser
a
of the NRP
Executive
CORONA systems were immediately ordered, but a
in March 1971 allowed terminawould be
costsl What if in June or Julyl
tion of the
The basic
CORONA.

concern was
been scheduled for
970
so as to provide an 11-month overlap.
schedule slip,
was to order a
would
at an
would
the 11-

525
to
partly satisfy an interim
month oveilap through March
would leave a potential seven-month
did not become operational until late
months conceivably could result.
measures included
stretchout of CORONA launchings (awkward at a time when, as it
there were
greater

1

urged
David
to
an
eaify
opeation to
immediate and urgent requirements arising, in part, LOlli the untimely
failure of CORONA mission Hf2.J
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it appeared to Dr. David that

could be purchased for

more CORONA systems •... e..e
Mducas to
Executive Committee on the
action. The negative response disposed of the question
CORONA.

'to

CORONA Flicht Summary Mission

No.
1029
1030
1031
1032
1033
1034
1036
1035
1037
1038
1039
1040
1041
1042

Dal.
2 Feb 1966

9Mlr
7 Apr
3MIY
24May
21 Jun
9 Aug
20Sep
8 Nov
14 Jan 1967
22 Feb

Camera

Remarks

J

SuccIS.

J

Succlll

J
J
J

SUcce ••

success
ASBill failed to separate from booster.

J

~81

J
J
J
J
J

&uBSI
success

Success
Success
Success

30 Mar

J

Success

9 May

J
J

success

J
J-3
J
J-3
J
J

SuccI.

J-3

success

J
J-3
J
J-3
J

success
Success
Success. Forward camera failed.

J
J
J-3

Success. Terminated: Agena failure.
Success. Degraded film.
Success. Forward camera failed. RV-1

J
J-3
J-3
J-3
J-3
J.3
J-3
J-3
J·3
J-3
J-3

Success.
Success
Success

16 Jun

1043
1101
1044
1102
1045
1046
1103
1047
1104
1046
1105
1049
1106

7 AU9
15Sep

1050

19 Mar

2 Nov

SOle
24 Jan 1968
14 Mar

I May
20 Jun
7 Aug
18Sep
3 Nov
12 Dec
5 Feb 1969

1051
1107

2 May
24Jul

1052
1108
1109
1110
1111
1112
1113
1114
1115
1116
1117

22 Sep
4Dec

4 Mar 1970
20 May
23 Jul
18 Nov

17 Feb 1971
24 Mar
10Sep
19 Apr 1972
25 May

Success on RV- 1, with water pick-up

on RV·2.

Success, 1 at J.3 flight.
success
Success

Success

Succe••

Success; first usa of UTB film.

Succ.... Degraded film.
Success. Aft camera failed.

water recovery.
I

ast J flight.

Success

SuccaIS
Failure of Thor booster.
Succ...
Success
&.celiS

Success
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Section 5
Summary

CORONA w~ born in 1958, in the hope that spacecraft could be used to
pry the lid from closed societies. That hope became reality in 1960, when the
first successfully recovered space capsule brought reconnaissance photo-graphs back to earth.
The ground resolution of those early photographs was in the range of 35
to 40 feet. Within 12 years, CORONA de livered resolutions of six to 10 feet,
routinely.'"'''' Early capsules carried 10 to 16 pounds of film; toward the end
of the program they carried 80 pounds (16,000 feet).'" In the 19705, flights
could lunaln on orbit for 19 days, make operational responses to changes in
douc:l-cover, provide very accurate attitude, position, and mapping information, and return coverage of 8,400,000 square nautical miles (nm2) with an
average of 3,000,000 nm' doud-free.'"
Thus, during the 1960s, the hopes of 1958 became an impressive reality.
The "tunporary expedient" of a "small, interim" CORONA program eventually extended to 145 launchings and used 2 million feet of film.'" The
cumulative coverage was 750 million nm'. 114
test program and a 12average cost of a mission

The 1958 estimate
flight

The CIA described the CORONA contribution to US intelligence holdings
as "virtually immeasurable."'" By June 1964, CORONA had delivered pho,tos
of every Soviet ICBM complex in existence; using these data as a benchmark,
the United States was in a position to follow the course of Soviet buildup, item
by item. CORONA provided priceless coverage of the Middle East during the
1967 War and in 1970 was used to test Israeli-Egyptian claims regarding cease·
fire compliance.
The list goes on and on. In essence, the United States of America,
confronted by the problem of a dosed society, was once blind, but now it
could see.
Parallel contributions were made by
success provided to systems contemporary with
particular, could thank CORONA for making their
for leading the way technologically.

in
and

Those who shared from the beginning in the CORONA enterprise sewed
that a unique opportunity had claimed their enu gies. They believed they
would always be proud of their share in a momentous achievuaent. They
right.
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Appendix A
The Intelligence Community and CORONA
ARC, COMOR and COMIREX
On 1 December 1955, Allen Dulles, Director of CentrallnteUigence (OCI),
acting in his capacity as chairman of the Intelligence Advisory Committee
(lAC), the predecessor body to the US Intelligence Board (USIB), established
an Ad Hoc Requirements Committee (ARC) to handle all requeo1:i levied on
the new U-2 program. Under its first and only chairman, James Q. Reber, the
ARC had a broad representation from all the member-organizations of the
intelligence community. The ARC gathered, prioritized, and approved all
collection and exploitation requirements for the U-2 program and was
responsible to approving U-2 flight plans.
With the advent of the CORONA satellite program in 1958, DCI Dulles
established, in January 1959, a Satellite Intelligence Requirements Committee
(SIRe). This unit, formed with the concurrence of the USIB (it had superseded
with providing intelligence guidance
the lAC In 1958), was
p
ams. Of course, at this time
and su~rt to US
to be launched and the Air Force's Sentry Samos effort was still earth-bound.
The ARC and SIRC continued operating side-by-side until 5 July 1960,
when the USIB decided to study the possibility of combining the two units. A
month later, on 9 August 1960, the USIB approved E:S....blishment of a
Committee on Overhead Reconnaissance (COMOR), to provide a focal point
for information on, and requirements for, overhead-reconnaissance of denied
areas. Both COMOR's responsibiHties and membership were broadened. It
was placed in charge of all reconnaissance lor intelligence by satellite, or by
any vehicle over denied areas, whether by photography, ELI NT, COMINT,
infrared, RADINT, or other means. The new unit was also charged with
recommending dissemination and special security controls needed to provide
operational guidance.
COMOR's membership was extended to include all USIB agencies and Jim
Reber, who had been ARC
1955, became its first chairman; his
the time of its estabtishment, the
deputy was Air Force Colonel
only operational national
a
CIA effort involving a P2V aircraft.
The U-2 had been grounded since 1 May 1960 and the first CORONA success
was nine days away. In 1961, after several CORONA successes, COMOR
delineated the Sino-Soviet bloc landmass into two general categories to guide
future reconnaissance activities: built-up areas and undeveloped areas.
•

During the next frve years, strategic and tactical photo
'
by
aircraft and satellite grew in direct proportion to the eSCllation of the war in
Vietnam, as did the expense. As a consequence, in SeptUilber 1965, Bureau of
the Budget Director Charles L. Schultze asked Deputy DelenseSec:rsry
Cyrus Vance to examine the various requirements for national-level
intu pre....tion with a view to eliminating duplication. This led to a
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Review Group OIlRG) under USIB
Upon
(XJI'......WAi
the JIIRG study, DCI Helms and Deputy
Secretary
Vance signed an l~ment known as the National Tasking
(NIP) for the
ExploilaliOt1 of M . Sensor Imagery, which delineated the responsibiUlics of
the three major parts of the imagery community: the CIA's NPIC, the DIA, and
the three aimed forces.
Imagery

Pre.lou If, the USIB had been interested only in requirements for obtainItOVf it 'has mOvlnt,!ito the arena of ~Ioiting that
to vest responsibility for
the USIB dec!
and imagery-exploitation in a new
Called the

In addressing national exploitation of overhead imagery it is appropriate
to mention the first director of the National Phot~raphic Interpretation
Center (NPIC), Arthur C. Lundahl. A superb techniaan in the science of
photographic interpretation and photogrammetry, Lundahl effectively organized a staff that included experts from diverse disciplines - photointerpretation, photogrammetry, printing and photo-processing. automatic data processing. communication and graphiC arts, collateral and analytical
and technical analysis for extractmg the maximum intelligence from imagery.
During his remarkable career, Lundahl deservedly enjoyed the confidence of
Presiaents Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon, as well as that of senior
intelligence managers within CIA and the Defense Department.
First COMOR, and later COMIREX, functioned successfully in managing
the nation's imagery requirements, even though it invariably identified more
requireinents than CORONA could satisfy. Broad intelligence community
representations gave each agency a forum (or exl'ressing - and debating the priority of its requirements. Final appeals could be made, of course, to the
USIB, but this option was rarely exercised.
During CORONA's early missions, COMOR passed its approved
system
(the NRO) through the CIA
ments to the
(where two Air Force
In
the

e a c
understood and to advise
limitations.

as~ure

new requirement was fully
USIB committee of CORONA's capabilities and

There was one major limitation. The CORONA systehl never carried an
on-board computer through which targeting requirements might have been
changed or modified in real-time. Ratner, camera on·off commands were
initiated by means of a pal'£r (later Mylar) tape containing punched holes
cortesJlOnding to preselected ground-latitudes for a specific orbital revolution.
Turn-off, turn-on control was done by a clock-timer that could adjust the tape
to actual orbital position. At the beginning of CORONA operations, targeting

•

dtcisions Vlere quite limited, consisting essentially of an conbuand turning the
cameras on when the satellite crossed the Soviet Union's OOIdw::u bo...kr and
tuming them off when it I!"Ited the southem border. This Iihlited ~
was sufficient for the early CORONA missions, since they.
Of sholl
durations. As the program matured, its targeting capability had to be aug"'CIIted; by the end of the program, CORONA's dual
could be operated
Independently and selections could be made
a nwnber of pre-cut
programs, malcing it pos;;ible.t0 adjust to changes weather forecasts, vehicle
heal'lh, and emergency Intelligence needs.
A COMIREX subcommittee-initially called the Photo Worlcing Croup
(PWC) and later the Imagery Collection Requirements Subcommittee (ICRS)was responsible for correlating approved requirements and formally passing
them to the NRO, where they were converted into targeting commands, on a
mlssion-by-l1'ission basis.
It must be kept in mind that CORONA was developed as a search system;
its basic role was to detect ne'l'" activities of national interest in denied areas.
During the early years, when it was the onlv US reconnaissance vehicle over
the USSR, it was, of necessity, also a surveillance system, providinll repetitive
coverage of specified targets. To help manage CORONA operations in the
search mode, COMOR divided the Soviet Union into areas of greater or lesser
probability of "new" activity; initially, these categories were either "built-up"
or "undevelOPed." There was a continuing basic requitement to obtain clear
imagery of "6uilt-up" targets at least once each six months; "undevelo "
targets were to be ccwereCI at least once per year. As CORONA mat
into
an increasingly sophisticated system, the entire world was divided into seven
categories, with collection frequency ranging from three months to three

years.

In order to assist the NRO in collection management, COMIREX used a
requirement priority structure which had ten increments, 0 to 9, to guide onorbit choices. Eventually, the NRO responded to the choice-problem by
developing a mission-simulation capability that permitted the COMIREX to
review predicted mission results and adjust priorities before the mission
was actually flown.
.
Overhead Reconnaissance Product Security
Very early in its overhead reconnaissance operations, the CIA set up a
special security system to protect the information collected. The purpose of
the system was not only to protect the privacy of the product, but also to
shelter, if possible, knowledge of the collection source or method. The original
was named TALENT; it covered aircraft collectors and collections.
later, spacecraft collections 'I.eta subsumed into the TAlENT systall
another security system called TALENT-KEYHOLE
to
information demanded a spedal security clearance
to-know, and was typically reserved to e"l'loitas
inteUigence
product.

satelUte

could be assisted in their analyses by
and performance capabi&ties Of the,
c
as well as the operational parameta 5 of each mission. To assist
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Ihem in this regard, a special booklet was prepared on lIIe CORONA system,
as well as for subsequent systems; in CORONA's case it WIa5 called the "KH-4
System Manual" (KH standing for KEYHOLE) and was security-controlled in
the TK system. In addition, operational data unique to each
were
ptm'ided to the interpreter, usually covering such matters as vehicle attitude
and altitude, solar elevation, and so forth Most intelligence community
members were briefed at the TK level only, rather than at the more compre.
level; consequently, reference to satellite
made by their TK designators. Thus, CORONA, a
was known as KH-4 in intelligence circles.

CORONA Intelligence Achievements
A new era in overhead reconnaissance was opened by CORONA's
capability to photograph milnons of square miles of denied area durinr a
single mission. CORONA's predecessor, the U-2 aircraft, had made a tota of
24 deep-penetration overflights during a four-year period but had covered
only one million square miles of the Soviet Union, a target that comprised
more than 10 million square miles. When the U-2 missions came to an abrupt
end on "1 May 1960, there were vast reaches of the USSR which had never
been seen by US reconnaissance sensors; it was providential that, a little more
than three months after the Gary francis PO'wers episode, CORONA mission
9009 demonstrated a new observational mode, providing authoritative answers to the question: "Is there a missile gapl"
CORONA's initial major accomplishment was imaging all SovIet mediumrange, intermediate-range, and intercontinental baIDistic missile launching
complexes. CORONA also identified the Plesetsk Missile Test Range, north of
Moscow. Repetitive coverage of centers like Plesetsk provided information as
to what' missiles were being developed, tested, and/or deployed. Also, the
unequivocal fact of observation gave the United States freedom from concern
over many areas and locations which had been suspect in the past.
Severodvinsk, the main Soviet construction site for ballistic-missile-carrying submarines was first seen by CORONA. Now it was possible to monitor tne
launching of each new class of submarine and follow it through deployment to
operational bases. Similarly, one could observe Soviet construction and
deployment of the ocean-going surface fleet. Coverage of aircraft factories
and airbases provided an inventory of bomber and fighter forces. Great strides
were also made in compiling an improved Soviet ground order of battle. .
It was CORONA imagery which uncovered Soviet antiballistic missile
activity. Construction of the GALOSH sites around Moscow and the GRifFON
site near Leningrad, together with construction of sites around Tallinn for the
S 0 vie t surface-to-air missile known as the SA-5, were first observed in
CORONA imagery. HEN HOUSE, DOG HOUSE, and the Soviet Union's first
phased-array radars all assoctated
the Soviet ADM program-were also
identified in CORONA imagery.
CORONA "take" was used to locate Soviet SA-1 and SA-2 installations;
later its imagery was IISed to find SA-3 and SA-5 batteries. The precise location

provided Str::fiC Air Command
to detennine 8
entry and
I n

the

became
detect
observation by

after 1963, when

the CORONA

activities

vehide.

CORONA imagery was also adapted extensively to serve the needs of the
Anny Map Service arid its successor, the Defense Marping
(DMA).
Enhanced by improvements in system attitude contro and
data
plus the addition of a steBar-index camera, CORONA eventually became
almost the sole source of DMA's military mapping data.
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Appendix B
COlONA 1m&8l!IY
The following examples of CORONA imagery represent some of the more
significant and dramatic contributions made by the CORONA system to the
national intelligence production process.
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A Soviet bomber base at Mys Shmidta, on
the extreme northeast coast of the Soviet Far
East - only 400 miles from Nome, Alaska was the first image acquired by the first successful CORONA satellite, mission 9009, on 18
August 1960 using the KH-l camera. Owing to
Mys Shmidta's clOse proximity to U.S. territory,
this bomber
became a frequent target for
CORONA cameras. Subsequent photos by the
KH-3 camera on 13 October 1961 and the KH4 A camera on 20 March 19&9 n1ustrate the
dramatic
in the quality and
lution of
imagery.

1969 IMAGERY
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Mission 9OO9's KH-1 camera, on its eighth pass over the Soviet Union,
obtained imagery of several surface-ta-air missile sites. A
deployed
GUIDELINE launching site was photographed east of
ld (now
Volgograd). On the very next frame, mission 9009 filmed the
launcliing area at the Kapustin Var Missile Test Complex, 60 miles eastsoutheast of Stalingrad. This imagery also revealed test and training facilities
for the SA-1 system.
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The first deployed Soviet ICBM launching comple.
on a--head photography - either airborne or satellite - was at Yurya. 500 miles
east of Moscow_ This SS-7 site wasflrst seen in
acquired by the 101-2
camera aboard CORONA mission 9017,
in June 1961_ One year
later, Yurya was imaged by the KH-4 Mural camesa aboard CORONA
9038. launched in June 1964•

•
•
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In the mid-1960s, the Soviet Union began to deploy a new ICBM, the ss-

in hardened silos which were often discovered in remote and
areas. One of these 55-11 complexes, located in Olovyannaya. just "r""rwtI1l1. of

I I.

Mongolia,

was found in KH-4A imagery, obtained by CORONA

1 in October 1964.
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The Tyuratam Missile Test Center in Soviet Central Asia has
Soviet R&D ~!;
both space-launch vehicles and ICBM development. Its L a u n c h ;
facility, began operation in 1957. As each new missile s y s t e m !
. - lad>ch
complex was seen in CORONA imagery of Tyuratam. These photos. obtair.ed by the KH-3 ca'liCia in
1964, show the OIiginal space-launch facility and areas at Complex G for tr .Iilig the 5S-10 and 5S-11
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In addition to monitoring ICBM
located deployed Soviet missiles. The 55-11
typical of such sites discovered on KH·4A imagery in
c
in a remote and desolate area, it consists of nine duste 5 of
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An S5-9 ICBM Complex was discovered under con J:i uction
southwest of Moscow, in KH-4A imagery obtained in NavUJIbet'
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ImprOllelllents to CORONA cameras made it
by
to discOller in KH ,4A imagery probable d,wrdilY Type-UIC single sios lit
ICBM Complex southeast of Moscow•

•
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•

Another frequent target of CORONA amaas "as the
and Space Test Range north of Moscow.
the KH· 4A camera in October 1964, .
in a vride
1.0111 testing mobile ICBMs to launching military satellites.

•

1.4
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Although CORONA cameras
of searching wide areas of the
Soviet Union for
these same cameras were not
always able to obtain imagery with
scale to answer all questions
asked by weapons analysts. A case in point was the surface-ta-air missile
installation near Tallinn in Soviet Estonia. Designated the SA-5, this system was
believed by the Air Force to be an anti-ballistic missile (ABM) weapon. CIA
analysts, however, believed the SA-5 was designed to interdict 8-52 and 8-58
bombers attacking from high altitudes. This KH-4A imagery, obtained i n
August 1964, was unable to rE5'Jlve the missiles and their guidance antennas
in Suffident detail to determine their purpose. High-resolution
from
another satellite syste ... eventually made it possible to determine
SA-S
was targeted against high-altitude bombers and Dot ICBMs.
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CORONA imagery was also used to obtain naval order of battle info"'.....
tion. Shipyards near the Black Sea port of Nikolayev were
This KH-4A imagery, obtained in September 1964, shows several
construction at Nikolayev's Nosenko Shipyard 444.
I, '
•

•

L
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APPENDIX B-1 2
S8'.-erodvinsk

•

·:'G'¢OW

Another frequent target of the CORONA cameras was the Severodvinsk
Naval Base and Shipyard 402 in the far north on the White Sea. This facility,
the major producer of ballistic-missile firing submarines, was imaged by a KH4A camera in August 1964.
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APPENDIX B-1 3
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Satellite photography did much to prOW! that the Soviet Union was aiding
the People's Republic of China in its nuclear program. This KH-4A photo,
taken in Augusf1964, shows the chemical and plutonium fadlities at Yurnenzhan in north-central China, which was built with Soviet assistance. Many of
these buildings
those at the Soviet nuclear fadlity near omsk.
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While CORONA's primary targets were located in the SChiel Union,
People's China, and East: Europe, tllis
systu.. "as "'Ed 10 acquire
imagery of Third World areas as well.
photos, acquired by the KR-4A
camera in December 1964, revealed the presence of So .
SA2 GUIDEUNE missiles in Egypt protecting the Suez Canal.
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The KraSOlO'J'aJsk fadlity, Plant 580, fqr testing solid-propellant air-to-air missiles was discovered in KH-4A
......,. obI'ired in No.unber 1964. nle same photograph showed the main fabrication building of the
Voo •• 'W1av Ailis Plant which
submarine-launched ballistic missiles. 80th fadlities were located in
~
pl'ninaity to the I EI 5
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